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INTRODUCTION

The first Study Course of the International Institute
for Labour Studies, held in Geneva from 11 September to
T December 1962, was designed for people who had already
acquired a certain experience of labour problems and who
held, or who are likely to hold, positions of responsibility
in the field of labour. These persons were drawn from
management, trade unions and governments. There were
29 participants in this Course from 28 different countries.

During the Course a number of lectures were given
on questions relating to the labour force and its employment.
These were not intended to provide a complete analysis of
the subject, but to raise a number of issues which could
then be studied more intensively in seminars. The lecturers
spoke in their personal capacities and their views do not
necessarily reflect I. L. 0. policy.

These lectures are being issued in this form to meet
the requests of the participants in the Study Course, and
thank the lecturers for having very kindly agreed to this.
Reproduction in any other form requires the written consent
of the Institute. The whole task of editing and translating
the tests has had to be undertaken under pressure, and it
has not always been possible to have the texts checked by
the lecturer. I should like to apologise to the lecturers
in advance for any errors or distortions that may have crept
in.

Geneve, T February 1963.
Hilary A. Marquand

Director
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MANPOWER PLANNING IN THE U.A.R.

by I. H. Abdel- Rabman

In dealing with manpower planning in the U.A.R. I
think it may be useful to give you a few figures which
describe the general situation of population:

Table I

The Growth of the Egyptian Population
1800-1960

Year Population
millions

Urban Po ation
Perceutage
rowth rates

% of
total ...

Average
Famil Size

1800 2.5 1.0
1846 4,5 1.5 -
1882 6.8 . 2.4 -
1897 9.7 1.5 -
1907 11.3 1.2
1917 12.7 1.1 21 5.8
1927 14.2 1.0 23 5.7
1937 15.9 1.9 25 5.0
1947 19.0 2.4 31 4.7
1960 26,1 38 5.0

Note: population density per square kilometer rose
from 466 in 1937 to 545 in 1947, and to 739
in 1960.

With a population of over 26 million, increasing at the
rate of 2.5 per cent, per annum, and considering the population
density of over 700 inhabitants per square kilometer excluding
the desert areas, which are practiCally =inhabited, it becomes
clear that manpower planning should be a subject of great importance.

Table I shows that urbanisation is gradually increasing,
while the family Ilse is decreasing. The significance of such
long-term trends to .population structure, occupations and general
development of the country are obvious.
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With a slight preponderance of females over males,
the total manpower amounts to 15 million persons (see Table
But the labour force is only 26 per cent. of the total population.
As can be seen from Table II, only 2 per cent. of women are
counted within the labour force, while the corresponding ratio
for men is over 50 per cent. One should be careful when
interpreting statistical figures about employment, especially
when they refer to women (and a generally rural population)
in developing countries; so much depends upon the definitions
used. In some published statistics about female employment
in countries comparable to the U. A. R. much higher ratios are
given; undoubtedly owing to the differences in definition.

Table II

The Urban/Rural Structure of Population.
Manpower, Labour Force, bq

U.A.R. 1961

Region

CI
Total Po ation Manpower

(000)
Labour Force

000) T. (000) om
pop.EmpL Unempl. Total

M 4813 19.08 2099 8.32
Urban F 4820 19.11 151 0.60

Both 9633 38.19 5658 2096 154 2250 8.92

M 7718 30.80 4215 16.71
Rural F 7872 31.21 124 0.49

Bott 15590 61.81 9485 2184 155 4339 17.20

M 12531 49.68 6314 25.03
AU F 12692 50.32 275 1.09

Boti 25223 100 15143 6280 309 6589 26.12

In advanced countries., the labour force may reach
30-40 per cent. of the total population. Manpower planning
has as object, to suggest policies and means by which, the
growth of population, and the consequent increase (both in abso-
lute terms and in relation to the total population) in the labour
force may be best adjusted to the social and economic develop-
ments in the country. Thus it is necessary to 'study in detail
the structure of the labour force as regards its distribution
according to age, occupation, economic activity, skill and quali-
fications. The future development of the labour force, in
numbers, and according to skill and occupation, is necessary
for economic and social development.



Tables III and IV summarise the present situation
in the U. A. R. A small number of economic activities
and occupation groups is given, but naturally, for detailed
studies more refined subdivisions must be used.

Table In

% Distribution of Labour
Fol_cekaconomie ActivIt

Economic Activity Urban
Pop.

.---,
Rural

Pop.
Total

Pop.

Agriculture, etc. 9.97 79. 28 54.47
Manufacturing Industries 19.66 2.80 8.84
Construction 4,, 24 O. 65 1.93
Electricity, Water, Gas 0. 88 .00 0.32
Commerce 17.84 5.53 9. 93
Transport and Communication 8.01 1. 12 3.38
Government Employment 12.85 3.69 6.97
Services 23.52 5.18 12.39
Others 3.03 0.75. 1.57

TOTAL: 100.00 100.00 100. 00

Table IV

Occupt1oual' Structure
of the Labour Force

Occupation Urban Rural Total
. .

Professional and Technical 6.01 1.01 2.80'
Executives, Administrators 3.26 0.31 i.37
Clerical, Workers 8. 33 0.62 3.38
Sales Workers . 14.90 4.93 8.50
Farmers, etc. 9.68 77.88 53.46
TranSPort, 6. 10 1.27 3.00

labourersCraftsmen and l 30. 96 6.44 15.22
Services - Recreation,

Entertainment . , 17.50 6.81 10.64
Others 3.26 0.73 1.63

-------"-""*".""61-1"-"--4"----i--.---"--------1-"--------'.. . ToTAL4 . . 100. 00 300. 00 100.00
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As can be seen from those two tables, agriculture
as an economic activity accounts for 79.28 per cent. of the
rural population (and 54.47 per cent. of the total population),
but farming as an occupation accounts for only 77.88 per cent.
of the rural population. The difference is explained by the
fact that agricultural activities require the employment of
people of different skills, in addition to farmers.

The ratios in Table 111 show clearly the distinctive
differences between rural and urban areas, as regards Ur,:
various main economic activities. Manufacturing industries,
commerce and services account ter more than 60 per cent.
of the labour force in urban areas, and for Less than 15 per
cent. in rural areas.

Table V shows tie percentage age structure of the
total population and of the labour force, divided into rural
and urban sectors.

Table V

The Percentage Age Structure of Po ulation
and Labour Force

Age
Groups
(yrs.)

Population
1960

Labour Force 1961

Rural
-.

Urban
-

Total.

0- 18.8 0 0 0

6- 17.3 0.44 1.01 0.65
12- 9.7 6.23 6.04 6.16
16- 6.1 9.31 7.56 8.68
20- 12.2 20.56 19.22 20.08
30- 12.6 23.31. 24.47 23.12
40- 9.6 18. ri3 21.34 19.79
50- 9.4 18.72 18.29 18.57
65+ 4.3 3.44. 2.07 2.95

-.......,
TOTAL- 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Very few persons in the age-group (6-12) are con-
sidered within the labour force. The bulk of the labour
force lies between tha ages of 12 and 65. This is a matter
of definition, which reflects a reality in the society. Below .
the age of 12, most children are in school, and labour legisla-
tion does not allow the employment of children under age.
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If the primary compulsory education, which extends now up
to the age 12, is expanded to age 14 or 16, as it is the case
in more advanced countries, then the labour force structure
will change accordingly.

With the high rate of population growth, the percentage
of young people is large hence the greater need for supporting
the young, educating them and eventually creating gainful employ-
ment for them: If the average expectancy of life is not long
it means that the number of years each trained adult worker
gives to:the society will be small. This creates a further
burden unless conditions change in such a way as to make
the investment in human 'resources of greater benefit to
society.

To benefit best from the human resources available
it k necessary to increase skills in the society, and to direct
skilled workers to activities suited to their skills. Education
and training are the two main Instruments of skill formation.
Labour policies and wage-incentive policies should ensure the
best utilisation of available skills. Each economic activity
in the society, in order to be accomplisheJ requires a certain
skill-mix,- i. e. a certain relative distribution of skilled workers.

In order. to illustrate this situation in the U. A. R.
Tables III and IV given before, can be combined with further
data to give the occupational structure of the various economic
sectors. With the increase of skill, productivity should increase:
hence the increase in income per capita. But development
also needs capital investment. Manpower policies should be
devised in co-ordination with capital investment plans in the
various sectors of economic and social activities, so, as to
realise the highest productivity both of labour and of capital
invested. . Development planning, therefore, depends upon the .-

introduction of better technologies (through investment) and upon
the increase of skill and productivity (through human resource
development and manpower planning).

Manpower planning problems, therefore, may be con-
sidered in their over-all aspect, covering the whole economy, or
they may be discussed as regards a. particular sector, or a .

specific group. In this way we define macro and
problems.
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There are problems, too, which by their nature take
a long time to solve, anything from 5-20 years. These are
called long-term problems. One of them is to change the
educational structure in the country. Then there are problems
that can be tackled successfully within a few years. These are
short-term problems, such as labour market employment-exchange
activities.

Besides, we can also differentiate between supply and
demand manpower planning problems. Supply problems deal
with the creation or formation of skilled labour and trained
personnel to satisfy a given demand for them. If the demand
is immediate, then the supply problems will be short-term, and
can be dealt with only through wage policies, increasing mobility
of labour or by other short-term policies. On the other hand,
if the demand is for a future date, then suitable policies of
training, education and selection may be suggested.

Demand problems in manpower planning deal, with the
qualitative and quantitative needs and requirements for skills
as indicated by economic and social development. They trans-
form such production and social objectives or estimates as may
exist for the future, into skills and occupations. We should,
however, be careful not to imagine that demand and supply
problems of manpower exist separately or Andependently from
each other. On the contrary, in many cases, the existing or
expected supply of manpower directly affects the demand.
Conversely, there are situations when the current demand situa-
tion induces effects in the immediate supply.

In the continuous process of attempting to reach a.
balance between supply and demand, it becomes necessary to
establish standard* with which to measure manpower quanti-
tatively and qualitatively. Standards have to be established
locally, though they may be adapted from outside experience.
Many problems of manpower planning can be reduced essentially
to problems of standardisation of units, skills and qualifications.
This is particularly so in developing countries, where new
institutions of supply of .skill are established, and where future
demand has to be estimated without much past experience. It
is obvious that the lack of se.t..tble standards will be an obstacle
in solving manpower problems wizettever their nature.
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In dealing with the labour problems of a small
enterprise, for example, the manager may draw on the
available skill in the market, or he may introduce a new
technology or a new proett4-.7e of management. This is
a small-size partial problem. But if we are dealing with
some labour problem relating to the whole industrial sector
in a country, or even to the total national economy, we
cannot draw on the labour market, or change the whole
technology in the society. Thus we can also distinguish
manpower problems with reference to their size in relation
to similar problems.

In the U. A.R., with a population of 26 million,
increasing at the rate of 2.5 per cent. every year, and
considering that the labour force amounts to 26 per cent.
of the total population, we can easily deduce that the annual
increase in the labour force is about 170,000 persons. This
figure is a minimum, since it does not include the increase
due to the gradual expansion of the labour force relative to
the population ae a whole. This figure is also a net figure.
i. e. it represents the diffezence between the total annual
inflow into the labour force and the total annual outflow due
to death, sickness and retirement. The inflow into the
labour force takes place at different age-groups, and it
corresponds approximately to the outflow from the school
system, to which must be added a smaller number corres-
ponding to persona entering the labour force not through the
educational system.

The education system in the U. A. R. is composed of
a primary compulsory school (from age 6. to age 12), then an
intermediate school lege 12 to age 15), a secondary school (15 to
18) and post - secondary education, including universities,, voca-
tional training institutes and teachers' training 'institutes.
Table VI shows the numbers of students flowing out of each
school, and the expected numbers entering the labour force,
in 1964-1965, according to the general development plan.

It is the task of manpower planning, in its macro-
long-term aspect, to adjust to the changes that take place in
the labour force, year after year, due to the difference in
numbers between the inflow and outflow, and due to the
difference in skills. This must gradually lead to a better
balance between supply and demand of manpower and to better
Utilisation of skills.
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Table VI

Outflow from the Education System
as Expected in 1964-1965

Type of Graduates
Total

Outflow
Number

Entering
Labour Force

Primary 477, 000 310,000

Intermediate
General 104, 600 28, 240

Industrial 9, 888 . 9, 888

Agricatural 3, 676 3,676
Commercial 3, 465 3, 465

Others 2, 386 2, 386

In-plant industrial , 858 858

/Secondary _

General 27, 750 8, 047

Industrial 8, 032 8, 032

Agricultural 4,120 4, 120

Commercial 13, 714 13, 714 .

*Others 2, 552 2, 552

Teacher Trainineanstitutes
Secondary. graduates 5, 456 5, 456

Higher graduates 3, 872 3, 872

Vocational Training Institutes
1,300 1,300(Industrial and Commercial)

University Graduates 16, 304 16, 304

TOTAL: 684, 973 421,910

The general five-year plan of social and economic develop-

ment (1960-1945) includes estimates for the increase in employ-
ment and total wages in the different sectors, of the economy.
These estimates are summarised in Table VII. .
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Table VII

Development of Employment and Wages in the Main
Sectors of the Economy. U. A. R. (1959/1960 r 1964/1965)

Numbers in 1000 , Wages in millions L E. (Egyptian pounds)

Sector 1959-1960 1964-1965

Agriculture

Industry

Construction

Services and Trade

Number ' Wages Number Wages

3, 245

632

170

1, 928

135

91

34

282

3, 800

847

159

195

171

155

33

366

As mentioned above, the increase in employment depends
essentially on the increase of production, through capital invest-
ment, and higher productivity. The capital investments esti-
mated in the five-year comprehensive plan of the U. A. R. (1960-
1965), total more than 1, 500 million Is E. with an average of
1, 500 1, E. for each new job created. Table VIII shows the
allocation of capital investment for the different sectors.

Table VIII

Capital Investments for the Different Sectors
U. A. R. Plan (1960-1965)

(millions h. E. )

Sector Investment
4

Sector
-

Investment

Industry 439 Irrigation 119

Transport 236 Services 111

Agriculture 225 Public Utilities. 49

Housing 174 High Dam 47

Electricity 140 Suez Canal 35
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The capital investment creates new opportunities for
employment. Further opportunities will be created by
increasing production from existing establishments. Hence
we can also refer the increase of employment to the expected
increase of production, making allowance for the higher pro-
ductivity expected. Production should be measured in physi-
cal units, or expressed in value terms at fixed prices. As
an example, the Development of Industrial Production in the
U. A.R. during the plan period (1960-1965) is given for a
number of detaitd sectors, in Table IX.

Table IX

Developmet4 of Industrial Gross Production
b .E. )

Industry ti.-
1959-1960 1964-1965

Cotton mALesin 149.7 19L 3...gand
Coal mining 3.0
Mineral Products 2.7 13.5
Crude Oil 14.5 45.0
Quarrying 1.7 3.4
Other Extraction Industries 1 3.1 9.5

Food Industries 419.0 539.6
Beverages 6.8 7.9
Tobacco 60.3 80.2
Textiles 160.3 252.0
Clothes and Shoes 23.9 34.4
Wood Industries 17.1 24.2
Paper Industries 2.9 18.2
Printing and Publishing 20.3 34.2
Leather Industries 8.8 11.7
Rubber 6.0 8.8
Chemical Industries 31.2 107.7
Oil Products 43.3 98.9
Non-Metallic Products 21.3 28.2
Basic Metallic Industries 18.8 124.4
Metallic Products 18.4 33.4
Non ' electric Machinery 2.3 19.0
Electric Machinery 6.0 17.6
Transport Industries 14.5 41.4
Other Industries 18.0 20.0
Electricity 18.3 35.1

TOTAL; 1,094.2 1,813.9



During the period of the plan, the educational and
training facilities also will be developed; and as a result of
this educational development, there will be changes in the
structure of the outflow from the education system by the end-
year of the plitn. But education is a slow sector to change,
hence in planning education periods longer than five years must
be considered, For a period of five years, the number of
graduates from schools and their qualifications are almost
determined from now. Table X shows such data for the next
four successive years.

Table X

Projected Numbers of Graduates
by Type of Education

in the U.A.R.

(thousands)

Type of School 1961/62 J 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65

I. Intermediate

General 57.8 76.7 96.3 104.6
Industrial 5.6 7.2 8.5 9.9
Agricultural 2.2 2.9 3.2 3,7
Commercial 1.6 1.6 2.6 a 3,5
Others 1.8 2,3 2,7 3,2

IL Secondary

General 30,9 37,8 30,5 27.8
Industrial 5.7 7,2 7.9 8,0
Agricultural 3.1 3.5 3.5 4.1
Commercial 9.3 12,6 13,7 13,7
Others 2,4 3.1 2,5 2.6

1.3 1.5 1.5 1.5ID, Teachin Institutes

IV. Other Institutes 1,6 2.2 2,6 2,4

V. University . .

Law and Liberal Arts 3,8 4.3 5,2 5.6
Commerce 2.0. 2.5 3.3 3,8
Economics - 0,02 0.08 0.1
Agriculture 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.6
Engineering 0.9 1.2 1.6 2.0 ii

Science 0.6 1.0 1.2 1,2
Medical 0.5 0,6 0.7 0.6
Others (5 faculties) 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
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The education system in the U.A.R. has expanded
considerably during the last ten years, yet much has still to
be done to cope with ever increasing needs in a society which
is rapidly becoming industrialised. The increases in the
school population in the U.A.R. since 1925 are summarised
in Table XI for primary and higher education, i. e. for the
two ends of the education ladder.

Table XI

Total School Population in the U. A. R.
(1925 - 1960)

(thousands)

Universities
Year Primary Schools and

High Education

1925 172 4.4
1935 695 7.6
1950 1095 33
1955 1861 67
1960 2610 107

Primary education has thus expanded by a factor
of 2.4 during the ten years (1950-1960), while higher education
has expanded 3.3 times during the same interval. Undoubtedly
an important reason for the educational expansion has been the
growing demand for educated graduates, yet we cannot neglect
the fact that there are excess supply in certain types of graduates,
and very severe 'shortages in other types. The education
development, for many reasons, was not fully directed towards
solving the expected manpower problems. .The function of
education is not just to produce trained labour for work; it
is also an end in itself in a modern society. Yet education
could, and to a very large extent should, be planned to satisfy
both needs.

The education system in the U. A. R. is now free all
the way from the primary compulsory school (ages 6-12 years)
up to the university and post- graduate education. In the next
ten years considerable developments will take place in engineering
and science education, both at the higher and secondary levels.
Primary school enrolment will approximately double, and technical
training facilities to produce highly skilled workers will expand
greatly.
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The main directions of change can be indicated by
a rough comparison between the U. A.R. and one of the
industrially advanced countries, although such a comparison
should only be indicative, and cannot be used for detailed
planting. The Federal Republic of Germany .has been used
for the purposes of the comparison given in Tlbl

Table XII

Relative School Population the U. A. R.
and Germany

(per thousand. innabitants)

School U. A. R. Germany

Primary 100 60
Intermediate 10 60
Intermediate (vocational) 1.5
Secondary 5 2.6
Secondary (technical) (3.25) (50)
Post Secondary Technical (0. 13) (3)
Higher and University 4.50 2.5

TOTAL: 124.38 178.10

From this Table it is observed that technical educa-
tion in the secondary and post-secondary levels (indicated by
brackets in the Table) needs large expansion in the U. A. R.
The smaller numbers of secondary and university students in
Germany are also significant. The intermediate education in
Germany is compulsory, while it is not in the U. A. R. The
larger number of primary school children in the U. A. R. is
due to the population age structure.. This number will still
be larger in the future when primary schools accommodate all
children in the age group 6-12 years (see below).

^he primary education deVelopment plan in the U.A.R.
is made to ensure the admittance of all children at the age of
6-7 years to the school by 1970. At present only 77 per cent.
are admitted. Ten years ago the ratio of admittance was only
40 per cent. Table IWI shows in outline the plan of primary
education.
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Table

Summary Plan of Primary tion Develo ent
in the U. A. R.

(1960-1970)

Year children in age
(6 - 7)

children to be
admitted

percentage
admittance

1953 600, 000 270, 000 45
1958 670, 000 500, 000 75
1961 710, 000 550, 000 77
1964 760, 000 660, 000 87
1970 840, 000 840, 000 100

For higher and university education an enquiry is
presently in progress; but it is already clear that there will
be shortages in certain professions by 1970, and surpluses
in others. The situation may be improved if some short-
term measures are taken to redirect the flow of graduates
from secondary schools towards engineering and science.
The provisional figures of the enquiry are given in Table XZV.

Table XV/

Plan of Su 1 and Demand of Universi Graduates
1960-1970)

GraduatesGraduates
Presently Estimated

p?....,.
y . i

Eltimated
Talc

up td-`" 970

Shortage -
Surplus +

Engineers -
Mechanical 1, 896 5, 624 4, 459 -1,165
Architects 916 1, 580 889 - 691
Civil 2, 006 3, 456 3, 108 - 348
Chemical 283 1, 030 861 - 169
Oil 28 70 371 + 301
air. 76 276 546 + 270

Law 7,159 6, 218 10, 556 +4, 338
Language & Art 1, 978 16, 206 21, 453 +5, 247
Commerce 7, 609 23, 146 21, 703 -1, 443
Geology 255 598 989 - 391
Mathematics 2, 953 1, 730 901 - 829
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The imbalance between supply and demand may be
partially eliminated by suitable corrective measures.. The
method of enquiry used to reach the estimates given in Table
XIV is not usually accepted as being accurate enough, and
improved figures may be arrived at later by other methods.

For secondary education, the educational planning
studies for the period (1960-1970), suggest re-allocating existing
capacity to expand the industrial education. See Table XV.

Table XV

A Suggested Re-Allocation of Educational
Facilities in the U. A. R. to balance

Manpower by 1970

Secondary Education Present
Allocation Plan

. General 45.5 42.4
2. Industrial 20.3 34.6
3. Commercial 20.0 6.6
4. Training Colleges 14.2 8.0
5. Technicians - 8.4

TOTAL: 100 100

It is hoped that through the implementation of the
education plans, and others, the structural long-term problems
of manpower supply will be solved. In the meantime, there
are other plans on the demand side, plans of a short and
medium-term nature, and problems of standardisation. All
these policies together constitute the general manpower planning
activity in the U.A. R.

One wonders about the situation of manpower planning
in advanced countries where such detailed long-term plans were
not needed, at least in the past. In advanced Western countries
in the past built-in mechanisms continuously created the develop-
ment of skills, and balanced out supply and demand. More
recently, with the changing situation due to scientific and techno-
logical advances and world tensions, it has been necessary for
many advanced countries to further develop manpower policy

get
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implementation instruments. Labour exchange activities, and
wage-policy adjustments, have been supplemented by educational
reforms and general plans of economic and social development.

In developing countries it is necessary to establish .

machinery for manpower forecasting and planning. Education
and training machinery work on the supply side. Economic
development and social change agencies estimate and create new
demands on manpower. Labour departments, and statistical
offices study the situations of labour and employment generally.
The legislative machinery in the country proposes new laws and
principles of labour relations. Social insurance systems are
provided as well as services to the modern organised sector
of the working population, and these services are steadily
growing. Besides, mobilisation authorities register skills
and develop . skill classifications. There are many agencies
active in the field of manpower planning; some of them chiefly
concerned with micro-problems, while others work on macro-
probleris. Some of them deal with short-term policies and
current situations, while others plan for the long-term, and
so on. It should be asked whether it might not be necessary
or advisable to group together all agencies working in the field
of manpower planning, instead of allowing them to carry on
separately, This is hardly possible, and to my mind, not
even necessary. What is necessary, on the other hand, is
to create a system of consultation for the better study and co-
ordination of manpower policies.

When central comprehensive planning machinery
exists in a country, as is the case in the U.A.R., it is
useful to formulate the general macro-plans of manpower,
yet, for more specific and detailed aspects, other agencies
should be actively engaged within the frame defined by the
general plan of social and economic development in the country.
It is not right to consider manpower planning problems at any
moment separate from the social and economic context in which
they arise. The relations between labour and production,
between students and jobs, between wages and incomes, etc.
are not simple relations. They reflect in complexity, the
structure of the whole society. Hence one should approach
manpower pluming problems with a clear recognition of the
fact that they are human problems, affecting people, families,
sentiments and interests of living human beings, with emotions,
expectations, fears and hopes. Manpower planning is far
from being a function of fitting people to jobs, rather it is
an organised scientific endeavour to serve best the people
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individually and as a related social group, now, and also in
the foreseeable future.

(This lecture was originally delivered in English)



MANPOWER PROBLEMS IN LATIN

AMERICA

. by J. Ahumada.

The first thing I did when I was asked to deal with
the Manpower Problems in. Latin America was ask myself how'
I was, going to analyse them. I think that in this respect there
are two points,-of-view one can consider. First, one can think
of manpower problems in a narrow sense or in a broad sense.
I would say that in the narrow sense manpower problems are
problems of wage-earners and salary-earners. If one wants
to look at the problem in the broad sense this implies considera-
tion of all the labour force including students above a certain
age - as obviously they also form part of the labour force, and
are also contributors to capital formation, to the accumulation
of capital. I emphasise this because I think all those who
are interested in manpower problems should try to understand
capital formation in a broader sense than that which is generally
accepted.

The other aspect I wanted to consider is - how do
you focus the concept of manpower problems,' - not how widely
but from what angle? I think you can look at it from three
different angles. Firstly, you can examine the problem exclu-
sively from an economic- point-of-view and the pertinent questions
in this case would be connected with the optimum utilisation of
available manpower and the optimum growth rates of different
factors of production: manpower, capital, national resources.
You know they can grow at differential rates which are not
necessarily fixed and connequently you have the choice of having
both qualitative and quantitative growth of manpower at different
combinations of rates with capital> and national resources. Then
you might have, if you allow me to use the term, an 'emphasis
on class structure. The term may be used in a Marxist sense
or in the broader sociological sense of social groups. The
focus is on the different components of the labour force and classes
of a society. Wage-esmers might be considered as one class,
employers as another and independent workers as a third social
class.
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If you want to consider the manpower from this
angle there are, to my mind, two main problems. First,
there is the question of how to distribute burdens and 'benefits
of social economic activity, and secondly, how should these
classes participate in decisions in society? There is, to
put it more bluntly, the problem of how these groups parti-
cipate in power - in its political, economic and other forms.

In my view, in an underdeveloped society, the man-
power concept which must be accepted is the broad one to
which I have referred - that is, you have to consider manpower
as the labour force as a whole. And you cannot have a purely
economic approach or a purely sociological approach, you should
have a global approach. You have to consider the problems
from an integrated point-of-view, both economically and socio-
logically. I like to emphasise this because it seems to me
that the specialists in manpower problems have too narrow
a point-of-view and tend to concentrate on the economic aspects
of the problems of manpower.

After this brief introduction, I will now examine the
manpower problems in Latin America which have mainly economic
significance. In the second part I will examine the problems
that have both a social and political significance. Finally, I
shall bring these two things together to justify my position.

The main problem of manpower in Latin America is
employment. It should be noted, however, that the situation
in my region differs from that in other undeveloped areas in
that we do not suffer from population pressure. There are
several reasons why the employment problem is the most serious
problem In Latin America. Population is growing too rapidly;
the average rate, of growth of population of Latin America is
2.4 per cent., the highest in the world, and some countries
have a rate of over 3 per cent. per year. Underdeveloped
countries are usually underdeveloped in statistics as well, so
we do not trust them very much, but as this is all we have to
go on we have to base our judgment on this type of information.
The second reason why the employment situation is so serious
in Latin America is because the participation of women in the
labour force is growing very rapidly. The third reason is
that the age structure of the population is beginning to influence
the employment situation. You probably know that the popu-
lation of all underdeveloped countries is very young; - that is
they have a very high ratio of people less than 15 years old.
In Latin America this ratio is around 40 per cent. But this
ratio is changing as consequence of the demographic development
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that has taken place in the last 20 years. In the fourth
place because industrial productivity is increasing very rapidly,
manpower productivity in Latin America is also Increasing
very rapidly. In the fifth place the migratory movement from
country to city is extremely marked, the urbanisation rate of
Latin American countries again being the highest in the world.
The last reason, which has not such an obvious connection with
the employment problem, but is important, nevertheless, is
that aspiration for a better standard of living has grown much
more rapidly than possibilities for providing higher levels of
living.

If it were not because of productivity increases and
because of the migratory movement, the employment problem
would not be too serious. We economists use very much a
little formula, in which "r" is the rate of growth of income
or the rate of growth of production percentage-wise. Alpha
is the rate of investment, - the proportion of income which
is devoted to investment; and beta is what is called the ratio
of product to capital, - how much product you get per unit of
capital that you invest.

Suppose we wish to know if all the people who have
entered the labour force wilt find employment. We know that
the rate of growth of the labour force in Latin America is
higher than the rate of growth of population, (it is 2.6 per cent.
per year), and so in order to provide employment for these
people we should have, (if productivity or manpower is not
increasing), an increase in production of 2.6 per cent. at least.
That means that the rate of growth of output has to be 2.6
per cent. The productivity of capital in Latin America is
known. Our estimate has been that the ratio is . 5 - that
is, if you invest 100 you get 50 per year during the life of
investment. Knowing these two elements, alpha remains the
unknown.

These figures show a net investment equal to 5.2
per cent. of the national income. This investment increases
capital stock, so, if I assume that replacement investment
needs are about half of the total investment then it might be
concluded that we need to have a 10.4 per cent. rate of savings
or investment in order to provide employment to meet the
increase in the active population. A rate of 10 per cent.
of savings is not an impossible task considering the general
level of income in Latin America which is much higher than
the level of income of the African and Asian countries.'
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Income is around 350 dollars per head. Thus, in the
community of nations Latin America is in the middle-income
group. But the problem is complicated because there is
in fact an increase in the rate of productivity of labour of
around 2.4 per cent. With the labour force increasing by
2.6 per cent. this means that we need to create employment
opportunities at a rate of 5. per cent. per year, which, by
calculation, calls for a rate of investment of savings of 15
per cent. per year, which is . already a rather considerable
amount.

But this again is based on the assuruption that the
only two enemies we have to consider are an increase in the
labour force and an increase in productivity of the labour force.
But I mentioned that there are two further complications. One
is the movement of people from the countryside to the cities,
which calls for considerable investment in social capital,
in the form of sewerage and water facilities, paving of the
streets, construction of new houses, more transportation, etc.
These types of investment do not have such a high relation
between capital and product.. For instance, in housing, for
every 100 that you invest you get a product per year which
is around 10-14 at the most. So productivity of capital is
decreased and you require more capital to provide the same
quantity of investment.

This, then, is our first problem, - the problem
of providing employment for a rapidly growing population with
a scarcity of capital resources. Our second problem is r..oduc-
tivity. Manpower productivity in Latin America is very low.
In relation to European countries productivity is around one-third
of that of the labour force in Europe. The average per capita
income of the Latin American is even lower. Our income is
around one-fourth of the European income, yet our productivity
is only one-third. The reason for this is that we have, perhaps,
one of the lowest ratios of labour force to total population.

Now the differences in productivity cannot be assessed
by comparing developed countries with underdeveloped countries.
This is a bad mistake that is frequently made. The structure
of production and the combination of factors of production, are
very different in underdeveloped and developed countries. What
we should do is to devise a norm which would allow us to judge
whether productivity is low or high or satisfactory. We do not
yet have that norm and I think that one of the responsibilities
of people dealing with such matters is to develop some kind of
norm to judge the productivity of a region.
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You have, then, to take this statement with all its
limitations. But I want to add in comparison with European
productivity, and, North American productivity, which is, of
course, higher, one of the main reasons for this is low pro-
ductivity in agriculture which is only 46 per cent. of the average
productivity of the labour force. If you compare productivity
in rural areas in Latin American countries with productivity
in rural areas of more developed countries, the differences
are much greater than the differences you can register, for
example, in productivity in the textile or any other industry.
The reasons for this are clear. Agriculture is much more
influenced by the availability of natural resources, and by the
special techniques developed in each country. In manufacturing
we take the developed countries' techniques and use them in
our countries so the differences are not as great as in agri-
culture where we cannot do this.

It would appear to be inconsistent to say that one
of the problems of Latin America is employment and the other
problem is low productivity, since the higher the productivity
increases, the more difficult it is to employ the population.
But perhaps this inconsistency is more apparent than substan-
tial. It is in part true and in part false that there is a
contradiction between increases in productivity and possibilities
for employment. We have to analyse the main ways of
increasing productivity. One very important way is trans-
ferring population from sectors with low productivity, to
sectors with high productivity. Generally this involves trans-
ferring people from agriculture to non-agricultural employment.
Usually these non-agricultural activities have a capital require-
ment per person which is much higher than the capital require-
ment for creating employment in agriculture. Consequently,
as we transfer people from agricultural to non-agricultural
occupations, we increase the demand for capital which in turn
leads to an increased productivity, making the employment problem
more difficult, If you increase productivity in this way you
have an inconsistency or a conflict between the two objectives
of high productivity and high levels of employment.

Another way of doing this is by substituting highly
mechanised methods for manual methods in one activity. This,
of course, again, is a method of increasing productivity which
is inconsistent, or at least competitive with the objective of
providing employment to a rapidly growing population.
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Finally, there is the method of making the existing
labour force, or whatever labour force we are going to have in
the future, use whatever resources they work with much more
efficiently. This implies better organisation, a considerable
change in attitudes of workers and employers towards their
social responsibilities, a lot more discipline, much more atten-
tion to waste, etc.

With respect to the first method of increasing pro-
ductivity - the transferring of population from low to high
productivity sectors, - we have not much choice here. Every
process of development is a process of the change in the struc-
ture of production and employment. Development without this
change is very unlikely. Now, Latin America has at least
50 per cent. of her population in farm operations, and if we
really want to transform our medium income countries into
high income countries we will probably have to reduce the pro-
portion to 25 per cent., i. e. half of what it is today. While
at the same time we are necessarily faced with productivity
increases which are high consumers of capital and, consequently,
high creators of unemployment.

In order to minimise the unemployment effects of
these productivity increases, Latin America will have to search
very intensively for ways that will permit the increase of pro-
ductivity through the third method I mentioned, i. e. through
better organisation and better attitudes and better co-operation.
We will have to try to see that the shift of employment from
these low productivity sectors to the high productivity sectors,
and the substitution of highly mechanised methods of production
for low mechanised methods of production, is done with tech-
niques which are less capital consuming. That is, we have
to devise our own techniques, we have to adapt whatever capital-
intensive techniques the developed countries have to our own
conditions.

Finally, we have in relation to the economic problem
of bottlenecks, the problem of maladjustment between manpower
supply and demand at the sectorial level Again you might
think that there is an inconsistency here. How can we have
a shortage of skilled manpower if we have an employment
problem? You can have both, because your rate of growth may
be too low to absorb your population growth, yet it may be
too high fol.- the increase of supply of skilled workers. The
two things are compatible. Furthermore, you may have a
great change in the structure of your economy without development;
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for instance, as in the case of Argentina, considerable change
in the structure of production without much increase in the rate
of growth. Again, in Chile, the average per capita- income
in the early 1950's (the last year for which I have information)
was as high as in the late 1920's, and I think there are countries
with similar experience in Asia. In the 1920's Chile had around
40 per cent. of the population in rural areas; now less than
25 per cent. are in rural areas. That is a very considerable
change in structure without development, and this sort of change
can result in what I call bottlenecks or sectorial maladjustment.

You can solve this problem of maladjustment by using,
for instance, a large capital investment when you have lack of
skilled labour. Sometimes capital can be substituted for skilled
labour or you can solve the shortage of manpower in any specific
sector by utilising your capacity more intensively.

The first method of solving your shortage of skilled
manpower, by investing more capital instead, is again a creator
of unemployment Although unsatisfactory for this reason
I would say that this has been the solution that has been used
in Latin America most extensively. The rate of growth of
total income of Latin America has been 5 per cent. per year,
during almost 15 years, up to 1958 - because in 1958 we started
to have troubles. But if you have a 5 per cent. rate of growth
during 15 dears this might lead one to ask whether it is true
that manpower is such a strategic factor in economic development.
Is it, simply, that we were not prepared for such a rapid growth
of manpower? That is a question which you may wonder about.
Although I am not going to try to provide an answer, except
very indireely, I do think that this is the kind of problem
that one should be concerned about.

I want to point out finally some of the specific mal-
adjustments in Latin America. First, there is the maladjust-
ment of highly skilled manpower which is complementary with
capital and that arises in modern activities. The type of mal-
adjustment here is that demand exceeds supply. Then we have
the maladjustment of what I should like to call the tmeducated
literates who are very common in underdeveloped countries:
obsolete specialists whose supply exceeds the demand. Then
we have, to me the most important type of shortage in Latin
America, the shortage of manpower experts in organisation,
decision making and rationalisation. Here, naturally, demand
exceeds the supply very widely.
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Now, these are the three economic problems that
are to me the most important for Latin America, and I think,
as I said before, these economic problems cannot be understood,
unless we examine them from the social and political angle.
The political and social aspects lie in the question of how burdens
and benefits of social activity are distributed among the different
members of the labour force, and deal with the participation
of these groups in decision making, both at the national and
industrial levels.

With respect to benefit distribution there is very
little information in Latin America, but we can say objectively
that it is unsatisfactory in the sense that the income distribution
is very unequal. The existing income distribution in Latin
America produces great inequalities in opportunities for education,
leading to a severe limitation of the basis on which the intelligent-
sia is recruited. We have a social pyramid in Latin America
with a very thin top and it is from this thin top that society is
providing the people it trains for high skills both at medium
level and at university level. This income distribution is
the cause of great inequality in participation in decision-making.

We have also very little information on the distribution
of burdens. But there are certain indicators which suggest
that burdens are also very unequally distributed. For instance
we know, on the basis of certain studies, that people of high
income level in Latin America are consuming a much higher
proportion of their income than people with similar income levels
in developed countries. That is to say, the top 10 per cent.
of income earners consume a much higher proportion of their
income than the top 10 per cent. of income-earners in the United
States or Europe. We also know that low income-earners
contribute to government savings much more than the high income-
earners.

From the point-of-view of participation in power,
there are societies where only the employers have power, there
are other societies where power is diffused. I would say that
most of the so-called capitalist countries have a process of dif-
fusion of power. Labour unions in the United States have much
more power than labour unions in my country, relatively speaking.
In Latin America there is a very rapid process of diffusion of
power. Labour unions as popular bodies, are increasing their
participation in political power. Low income groups are enjoying
greater participation in the educational system and in the whole
system of mass-communication. But I want to point out that the
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process of diffusion of power has gone much more rapidly,
to my mind, than the process of acquiring a capacity for
making decisions, for participation in power; and this, of
course, has great implications for the whole question we have
been discussing. Thus, knowledge of the 'economic problems
of manpower and development has been lacking. Conflicts
between the different members of the manpower force have
affected the rate of growth and affected the changes in pro-
ductivity and have, thereby, transformed the process of
Cumulative adjustment. The influence of this very abstract
idea can be found, in for instance, the tendency of employers
to use highly mechanised methods in spite of the existence of
a large labour force with a low level of wages.

Then on the other side there is the resistance of
workers to rationalisation, for which there is no apparent
reason unless you are operating in a society in which the
degree of participation of the labour force in policy decisions
is negligible, or, even if there is such participation, the
labour force is not in a position to understand that the process
of rationalisation is in their own interests.

Many people who are interested in labour problems
complain that in Latin America labour unions are infiltrated by
political elements. This is something that will have to be
solved in due course, but without losing sight of the need, for
trained leadership and perhaps not through attempting to make
a clear division between the labour movement and politics.
The problem has instead to be solved economically and poli-
tically and we have to see that the labour movement does not
copy completely the institutional set-up of advanced countries.
It should be an emulator in the field of organisation, but at
the same time should always bear in mind the functions that
the labour movement has and has to have in an underdeveloped
and rapidly transforming society.

(This lecture was delivered originally in English)
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LONG-TERM PROJECTIONS OF THE MANPOWER NEEDS

by *M. Debeauvais

The problem of projecting long-term manpower needs is
no doubt a technical one but it is not the technical aspect which
will concern uc in this paper. I want above all to illustrate
that this problem has an important place in economic and social
development programmes taken as a whole, and that it does not
include only questions of manpower but also is relative to those
of education, vocational training and economic development.

The significance of this problem has only been recognised
comparatively recently. Economic theory and the economic
policies which have been pursued by governments have above all
accentuated the importance of material resources, no doubt
because capital was considered to be scarce and that, on the
contrary, manpower was always abundant' and even over-abundant.

In the so-called underdeveloped countries clearly the
most noticeable feature of manpower problems is unemployment
and underemployment, and it is for this reason that, in their
calculations, planners have applied methods which are based
mainly upon considerations of material resources. For example,
in order to evaluate the needs of an underdeveloped country,
capital co-efficients have been used in order. to underline the
need for international aid and there has been an attempt to
evaluate requirements in terms of Millions of dollars of foreign
aid.

The same is true of productivity. The idea of labour
productivity rests on the hypothesis that man is an interchange-
able unit, always available on the market. Labour productivity
is calculated through a relationship between the number of hours
worked and the product obtained.

Nevertheless experience shows more and more that it is
the shortage of skilled manpower which prevents or slows down
the execution of development programmes. It is even thought
now that one of the factors limiting the capacity to make use of
capital in underdeveloped countries is precisely this shortage
of skilled manpower. There is an overabundance of unskilled
manpower but a shortage of skilled manpower at all levels.
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Recent economic research undertaken mainly in the
United States seems to indicate in another way the importance
of the human element in the economic development. In
attempting to measure the growth of the American national
product over a long period, it became clear that the factors
which traditionally are considered as determining ones -
that is to say, on the one hand capital and on the other
total man hours worked - only accounted for a small part
of this growth and that about half of the economic growth
in the United States during the twentieth century had to be
attributed to a third factor, the components of which have not
yet clearly been understood. There is, therefore a gap.
Economic theory lacks some element to explain economic
growth. It has been suggested that this third factor should
include technological research, - that is to say, the money
and effort spent by a country on such research, organisa-
tional improvements either at the factory level or on a
national scale, and finally education which allows of a quali-
tative ixnprovem.ent in manpower.

An American economist, Professor T. Schultz, has
even attempted a quantitative estimate of this qualitative
improvement through a measurement of the costs of educating
and training the active American population. He found that
the growth of this "store" of education was extremely rapid
during the first half of the twentieth century, and concluded
that this could be at least a partial explanation for the third
factor In American economic growth.

Research has also been made into the value of edu-
cation through a comparison between the individual's expendi-
ture on education and the additional gains which result, in
the form of higher salaries, during his professional lifetime.
An attempt was made to show that education is not only a
consumer good but also a worthwhile investment both for the
individual and the society.

On the educational level a new theory has grown up
which is related to manpower problems generally. There
is at present an extremely rapid development of educational
systems in all countries, not only because it is a social
necessity, - the right, to education is included in the "Universal
Declaration of Human Rights" - but also because it is a poli-
tical necessity. In order to fully participate in the political
We of a country the citizens need to be educated. But a
third reason is that it is believed that education and training
is necessary for economic development.
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in this rapid growth of education efforts have been
made to concentrate first of all on primary schooling. It
was quickly realised, however, that all parts of an educational
system are closely linked. so that, if one wishes to increase
primary school facilities. secondary schools have got to be
established in order to provide the necessary teachers, in
just the same way as secondary education is only possible
if there are higher educational facilities which can provide
the necessary teachers. Because of this inter-relation it
has been concluded that one must have an overall develop-
ment plan for education. Nowadays many countries have
such plans which are either put into practice or else remain
on paper.

There has also been an attempt to elaborate regional
and continental programmes with the help of U. N. E. S. C. 0.
A whole series of conferences have now established the objec-
tives for regional plans in Asia, Latin America and Africa.
If the needs of such programmes are added up the resultant
total shows that educational costs are on an entirely new scale;
for instance, in Asia expenditure on education would have to
be increased tenfold during the next 20 years in order to achieve
the modest objectives which, have been set for that region, and
the same is true for other continents.

Because of this situation educational programmes are
now being incorporated in over -all economic programmes and
an attempt is being made to co-ordinate objectives and to see
that expenditure (investment) on education is included in invest-
ment projects of economic planning generally, and also to see
that plans for the distribution of manpower make allowances
for the increasing need for teaching staff.. This is of necessity
A long-term approach since the benefits of education can only
be felt after comparatively long. time,_ besides which there are
delays involved in the changing of the educational, system and
in the establishment of new. schools: decisions: have to be taken,
school premises have to be built, teachers trained, and only
after all this can one start with actual schooling. It also has
to be borne in mind that many more schoolchildren will have to
be taught than the number one expects will matriculate since,
in less developed countries, there is a large proportion of
children who leave school before terminating their studies. In
Africa, for instance, these early school-leavers account for
nearly 80 per cent, of primary school attendance. Another
reason for delay is that those trained workers who do enter
into the active life of the country, even if their numbers increase

,.
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yearly, only change very slowly the existing "stock" of the
active population. As a result structural changes in the
active poPulation necessitate long-term planning "extending
to 15 or 20 years, and if one wishes to influence the offer
side of the manpower situation to achieve a certain balance
with economic development projections must extend over a
corresponding time period.

In considering the Situation of employed manpower
one can see that here also there has been a considerable
evolution in ideas. For several years methods for rapid
vocational training have been extended and improved. But
experience has shown that such rapid training programmes
can only be fully satisfactory if the workers involved already
have a substantial general education. In this way problems
of vocational 'training are linked to general educational problems.

Under certain circumstances an attempt has been made
to cope with these kind of manpower problems through a par-
tial approach by which one calculates the need only of a
certain group which, for one reason or another, is considered
more important than the rest. For instance, in Europe, in
Latin America and in Asia attempts have been Made to increase
the number of engineers and teachers. But this partial method
must, sooner or later, be integrated into an over-all perspec-
tive. Engineers are often cited as an illustration of a certain
category of workers who should be given priority because of
their strategic importance, but in reality the need for techni-
cians, as the collaborators of these engineers, is just as
great if not greater, since by increasing the number of techni-
cians available, a certain number of already trained engineers
can be channelled towards more important tasks. It has also
rightly been said that less developed countries are very short
of good administrators, - another strategically important category,
but again it can be said that there is also the parallel need to
train officials capable of carrying out decisions made by the
administrators.

These categories, including, also, entrepreneurs,
must all be considered of strategic importance, and one must
attempt to find a balance between them rather than artificially
choosing one or the other for special attention. The result
is that global plans for education based on whole scale long:-
term projections must bo worked out.
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In order to plan a long-term projection of the needs
of training. and education, it necessary to work out the final
pattern of society that one wishes to achieve in the future, and,
starting from this beide, to work backwards in order to calcu-
late the changes which must be made in the existing educational
system.

The characteristic feature of long-term projection is
that nearly all the different elements are susceptible to wide
variations, whereas as fir as more usual planning is concerned
the relationship between these factors is relatively stable since
the projected period is only four or five years. This consi-
derably simplifies both the actual calculations and the techniques
involved in planning. On the other hand with long-term planning
we can envisage influencing the average duration of an individual's
economically active life, the participation rate for women and
the supply situation so far as employment is concerned, whereas
it is practically impossible to do any of these in medium-term
planning. It is these possibilities which are the cause of the.
technical problems involved in long-term projection, but they
are nevertheless cf practical interest since all the various factors
involved are within an area which allows of voluntary . change.

These long-term projections are so new that so far
very few countries have tried them. Pilot projects could be
cited as examples in Italy, France, and Nigeria; but these
are really only research projects.

Another characteristic of this kind of projection is that
there is AO longer any attempt to classify the active population
by profession as there is in short and medium term plans.
Instead there is an attempt to differentiate between various
groups in the active population according to educational levels
or the number of years it will be necessary to consecrate to
study in this way production objectives can be interpreted as
manpower objectives and finally as education objectives. If one
establishes a projection of future needs it is clear that this must
be balanced by manpower supply, that is to say, by the fore-
casted development of the education system which, taken as a
whole, determines the number of workers at different educational
levels who will be trained during the period in question even if
one leaves out the question of changing the system.

The forecasting problem is no longer a technical one
but a qualitative one; a compromise which has to be worked
out between, for example, one's ideas of what the ideal situation
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would be in, say, 1975 and, on the other hand, what it is
realistically possible to achieve between now and then. It is
this aspect which leads to consideration of the whole problem
of educational reform, and it is this kind of projection that
must now be made.

The educational system of a country is one of the
most important of its economic sectors, not only because
expenditure on education generally amounts to something
between 15 and 20 per cent. of the national budget, but
also because it is the biggest consumer of qualified manpower
needed for the provision of teaching staff. But, in spite
of its significance and its costliness, education is also one
of the sectors in which improvement in terms of produc-
tivity and efficiency have been very weak and in which there
is considerable resistance to new techniques and progress
generally. This can be explained by the fact that since the
beginnings of civilisation and to the present day education has
been seen as essentially a means of transmitting a certain
heritage of knowledge and moral values from one generation
to the next; and it is naturally therefore understandable that
the system should tend towards conservatism. Besides,
education has no price and is not sold on the market so that
there has been no pressure to reduce costs or to apply
methods for increasing efficiency as has been done in other
sectors of the economy.

The result of this is that there are numerous diffi-
culties involved in attempts to change the educational system.
An attempt is now being made to solve these and for the
first time in the history of man education is seen no longer
solely with the aim of transmitting a certain common heritage
from one generation to another. We have reached a stage in
history where the accumulated knowledge of mankind is itself
renewed and transformed within the space of a generation,
and our task is therefore to train and prepare people for a
world which we ourselves do not yet know.

The problem of the direction that educational reform's
should take is an important one for all countries. The basic
principle is that the specialised training which is necessary
for the Individual in the modern world should be completed
by general instruction; it is widely recognised that a firm
basis of general education is one of the pre-conditions of
specialisation since it fits the worker for the promotional
possibilities that he will encounter in professional life as well
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as for subsequent improvements in his basic qualifications.
It is also necessary in order to facilitate the necessary re-
adaptation, which economic change may give rise to. As
a result any educational reform must allow for this need
for flexibility and the possibility of preparing each worker
for his personal adaptation to the changing world.

This implies first of all a reform of the structure
of the educational system and there is an increasing tendency
to unite branches of teaching which were traditionally separated;
for instance technical instruction and general teaching now tend
to be given kt the same schools or universities, or in any
case there it a tendency towards a more general acceptance
of the equivalence of studies in different branches in order
to enable a student to change his field of study during his
scholastic carter. Another structural reform lies in the
opening up of the educational system at all levels to adult
workers since education is now considered as a permanent
long-term procese.

Secondly, reforms in the system generally have the
affect of narroiving the gap between school and everyday life
this is evident in countries as widely different as the United
States and the Soviet Union. Also there is a tendency to
re-intreduce technical training into general teaching and to
foresee a new form of modern humanism which reconciles
e:01 brings together the traditional branches of "arts" and
"science". We try to avoid the lack of knowledge that
hitherto made the liberal arts student feel uncomfortable in
a scientific and technical world while on the other hand re.
suited in scientists and technicians knowing very little of the
general social problems of the world in which they lived.

All this is naturally easy to say but in practice such
a large-scale reform has never yet entirely been carried. out
in any single country.

Finally, there is a need to reform the methods of
teaching with greater use of the more active methods including
audio-visual aids and radio and television, the applications of
which have been until now little studied except in so far as
professional training is concerned. As for the rest of the
system the enormous technical means which are today at our
disposal have hardly even been considered as useful aids to
the teaching staff and as a means of saving teachers' time.
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All these reforms of structures, programmes and
methods have but one object: to train people for an active
participation in development. Until the present day most
economic theories have been equilibrium theories. The aim
was to achieve a certain balance, and economic policy was
largely devoted to re-establishing this balance when it was
upset by crises or similar phenomena.

After the first and the second World Wars there
was a general tendency to try to recreate pre-war conditions
and it was not immediately realised that i new and entirely
different phase had been entered. Nowadays economic
theory is much more concerned with growth than with balance,
but if one looks at things in terms of manpower the same
problems are evident and it must be realised that our present
educational systems are not all in tune with the needs of a
developing world.

We do not know, for instance, what kind of training
should be given to an official in order to better prepare him
for an active rale in the development of his country. What
we do know is that certain present day policies must be aban-
dcned: policies which in industrial countries have resulted in
the mentality which sees the main task of the official to be
that of defending his own interests against thoso of his collea-
gues in other ministries and exeresing a power to prevent
action being taken rather than contributing to such action.

Again in agricUlture the correct methods of training
agricultural engineers and specialists is well - known, but what
is known of the best ways in which to train village "activistes"
or the agents of community' development projects as animators
capable of introducing new techniques and progress generally
into the traditional agricultural sector? In any case the pres-
tige of the educational systems of industrial countries must
be re-examined. These systems were exported by colonial
powers during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and have
been adopted by developing, and now independent, countries who
have maintained the largely justified respect for these foreign
educational systems: The problem is a difficult one - more
harm can be done by introducing poorly studied reforms than
in continuing the present system even if it is too expensive and
often badly suited to the needs of the country in question.
For example, certain countries which have tried to change com-
pletely the European type of educational system that they have,
have found that the result is a catastrophic fall in the level of
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studies. I do not wish in any way to make the problem appear
simple but only to underline the great need there is for further
study.

In conclusion, I hope that I have shown that the problems
of long-term projection are not only technical but imply a policy
of development of human resources whiCh must be a principal
object of national policy not relegated to study by a single
ministry or left to technicians.

It has been said that war is far too serious a matter
to be left to soldiers, and one might also say that the problems
of education are too serious to be left in the hands of teachers
and specialists.

(This lecture was delivered originally in French)
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THE ELEMENTS OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING AND THE INTEGRATION OF MANPOWER PLANNING

WITH GENERAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMING

by F.H. Harbison

The subject of this very short exposé is manpower
development policy as related to economic, social and political
growth. This is a very broad subject and I would like only
to make a few simple points to be used as a basis for discus-
sion.

If you really want to make a distinction between the
advanced countries and the so-called underdeveloped countries,
I would argue that national income per capita is, perhaps, not
the very best indicator that you can choose. A' set of indica-
tors which show human resource development is, perhaps, a
better indicator of stages of economic development than national
income per capita, although frankly in making this distinction I
would use both, and many other measures as well. But my
first point is that the wealth of a nation is primarily in its popu-
lation and it can be measured by the skills, the 'aptitude and the
knowledge which is stored in its people. The sum total of
skills, aptitudes, and knowledge of people all are described as
human capital, and I am going to spend some time discussing
human capital, the processes of human capital, and the relation-
ship between the rate of accumulation of strategic human capital
and rates of economic growth.

First, let me make a simple definition of what I call
strategic human capital. Strategic human capital is high-level
manpower including all top administrators in both public and
private enterprises, engineers, scientists, agronomists, doctors,
university professors, secondary school teachers, and so on.
But my definition would also include sub-technical personnel,
and sub-professional personnel, such as nurses, agricultural
assistants, engineering assistants, senior foremen, supervisors,
primary school teachers, etc. This definition includes most
of the people who are critical in the development of a country.
Let us somewhat arbitrarily say, then, that the strategic human
capital of a country consists of all those persons who have a
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secondary education or its equivalent in experience. Now,
I would like to give you a few statistics. Always beware
of statistics because often they obscure the facts; But never-
theless we will use some statistics..

I will start off with the Federation of Nigeria where,
as nearly as we can count the situation, there is one person
out of every thousand of the population which is in this high-
level manpower category, - of which one half represent ex-
patriate personnel not indigenous personnel. In the United
States of America the figure is 288 per 1,000 which is quite
a significant difference. U we had statistics and the time,
we could put all the countries of the world on a scale running
from 288 per thousand, which is the top to one-tenth of one
person per thousand, which is the bottom of the scale.
Incidentally, Nigeria, by comparative standards, is a fairly
well developed country.

If we take national income per capita we find roughly
100 dollars national income per capita for Nigeria and 2,800
dollars national income per capita for the United States. So
we see that in the United States where the stock of high-level
manpower is 288 times that of Nigeria, national income per
capita is 28 times as great. In other words, the difference
is 10 times greater in the manpower index than in the national
income per capita index. These are very rough' figures (to
do the calculation properly many adjustments would have to be
made), but there is one basic principle that can be drawn from
them: the rate of accumulation of high-level manpower in a
developing country always must exceed its rate of economic
growth. For example, for the newly developing countries in
Africa, one should aim at a 3:1 high-level manpower/output
ratio. In other words, if the national income of Nigeria is
to grow at a rate of 3 or 5 per cent. per year, then I would
argue that its rate of accumulation of high-level manpower must
probably be in the order of. 15 per cent. per year. Besides,
to the extent that you have a replacement factor, - that is the
need to replace the ex-patriate personnel with local national
personnel - you may have to increase . the rate. Also it
should be noted that the necessary rates of accumulation of
high-level manpower differ from one occupational group to
another. A recent survey in Uganda, Kenya, and Tanganyika
shows that the rate of accumulation of 'persons with university
training will have to be about two to two-and-a-half times the
rate of, economic growth, while sub-technical personnel (the
technician group, the intermediate category of high-level manpower),
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will have to grow in a ratio of about 3:1. At the same time
it is estimated that total employment will grow at less than
half of the rate of national income per capita. In a similar
way every country which is faced with the problem of planning
for accelerated economic, political and social development,
needs to have a strategy, a broad plan, for integrating the
various programmes which contribute to human capital forma-
tion or the formation of strategic skills.

The processes of Accumulating high-level manpower
or strategic capital formation are almost blindingly obvious.
In the first instance you have investment in formal education
which involves finding the sppropriate balance between invest
meats in secondary and higher as related to primary education,
and also the balance between so-called technical education, and
so-called academic education.

Another process of human capital formation, almost
as important as the educational system itself, is the process
of training persons who are already employed. This means
training on-the-job, through organised educational 'programmes
which are related to the job. The development of people,
the building of brainpower, is not exclusively a matter of the
educational system, but a process which continues through the
periods of employment. Human capital, - skills and knowledge,
- are accumulated while people are working, and, of course,
you can devise all kinds of policies to increase and to stimulate
human capital formation through this process of training in,
employment. A third way in which you can increase human
capital is a more nebulous one but equally important, and that
is by building and managing efficient organisations, whether
they be government ministries, private enterprises, quasi-
government business or whatever. By applying better manage-
ment throughout public and private life you can greatly increase
the productivity and the effectiveness of your manpower resources.
Human capital is formed and stimulated by good organisation,
efficient administration and so on.

It is . characteristic of. the newly, developing countries
that in the short-run (and I use the term. 'ishort-run" to mean
a period of ten years or less) it is virtually impossible for
them to Accumulate:all:of the high-level manpOwer needed to
carry .out their development 'programmes:. that is to do this
job themselves. So, just as newly developing countries have
to import capital from abroad, they. also have to import high-
level manpower from abroad. Those countries which are
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rapidly replacing the former colonial, civil servants not only
have to export high-level manpower, but to import it as well.
Therefore, there is a concept known as the balance of trade
of high level manpower which also results in certain balances
of payment. How can a newly developing country import high-
legal manpower? Latin American countries, by-and-large,
particularly Argentina, Chile and Brazil have imported high-
level manpower by encouraging immigration of quite highly
skilled people from Europe. You will find as you visit
factories and plants in these areas that a number of the top-
level managerial people are engineers or former entrepreneurs
in some European country. Another way in which human
capital comes into a country is when a foreign firm, let us
say an oil company, decides to develop oil resources. Under
this situation the foreign company brings in both capital and
high-level manpower in the form of technicians and engineers.
But today, of course, the most popular and widespread means
of importing human capital is through technical assistance.
A country asks the United Nations or individual advanced
countries to send technicians to help them set-up schools, or
new programmes of agricultural extension, to help with the
development of industry, with economic planning, etc.
Indeed, today there is a great deal of competition among the
givers of technical assistance; sometimes the expert advisors
outnumber the people who are supposed to do the job in the
country. It is very important for newly developing countries
to have a clear policy for importing human skills. The first
thing the policy should have is some central co-ordinating point
to make sure who is being invited and why. Secondly, any
foreigners coming into a country should be brought in, in my
judgment, not to do a job but primarily to train the local
nationals how to do a job. In other words, the imported man.
power should act as seed corn for the development of local
national resources. Otherwise the country may get into the
dangerous political situation of having foreigners, in effect,
dominating the course of economic life.

The processes of human capital formation, therefore,
are investment in formal education, development of programmes
for training of those already employed, the building of effective
employing organisations, both public and private, and the import
of necessary human capital to meet short-term needs. One
more ingredient may be added. Human capital is not just like
material capital, each unit has a soul and a will of its own.
Therefore, any strategy of human capital formation of necessity
involves the analysis of the problems of incentives. Somehow
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or other you have got to give people the will to work, either
force them into the right activities or provide the kinds of
incentives which evoke their voluntary participation in those
activities which are designed to promote economic, social and
political development.

There are many difficult problems connected with this
question in, newly developing countries. In Kenya for example,
the rapid replacement of British civil servants by the very few
Kenyans qualified to take these positions has-brought about a
tremendous inequity in wages between the Africans vmo get
these high positions, based on the former expatriate pay scale,
and the rest of the country. Besides, sometime* the people
who hold, these positions do 'not really have the education, and
the necessary qualifications. Ten years .hence young, well-
educated Africans will be coming in and wanting jobs. in the civil
service, only to, find that they. are already filled by people, who
got in early but who had less qualifications.

Another example might be given in the field of public
health. When a man becomes a doctor he wants to stay in
the city, after all, that is .why he becomes a doctor. On the
other hand, the problems of public health are in the bush.
Really, a country needs many more medical technicians .and
nurses in the bush than- doctors in the basic urban areas. If
you are going to develop medical technicians and have people
go out into the bush you may have to pay them almost as much,
if not more, than the doctor who continues the easy life in the
city. Do you raise the wages of medical technicians or do you
lower the wages of doctors?

These examples given an idea of the range of problems.
Fundamentally, newly developing countries are going to be' laced,
over the next ten years, with a really .difficult problem of wage
and salary structure. Primarily becanse they have inherited
a wage and salary structure from colonial times which is, wholly
inconsistent with the needs of the developing country. We talk
today about the tribalism and traditionalism of societies and
explain lack of progress in development. by the difficulty of changing
traditional ways. I, would say that there is nothing more tradi-
tional, nothing more reactionary and resiotent to, change and
progress :than, governments, many of which have been modelled
on colonial regimes and which have been taken over by the. Africans.
The need for .great flexibility In planning of manpower programmes,
and I would say that in most countries there is also a need for a
drastic reform of wage and salary structures in be* the private
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and the public sectors, in order to develop a strategy of high
level manpower formation.

Basically the manpower problems of newly developing
countries fall into two general categories. The first we have
already discussed in superficial terms, - the shortages of skill
and some of the processes for increasing high-level manpower
or brainpower as it Ought to be called. But there are other
equally difficult manpower problenis in newly developing societies,
and they are the problems' of surpluses. of manpower, of redun*
dant labour, Yof .underemployment, of disguised. unemployment,
of partial,unemployment, etc.. Unfortunately, even countries
that are -developing rapidly seem to have these twin diseases
at the- same tine. The disease of. shortage of critical skills
and disease. of and mounting uneMployment. For example,
the Government of India*in its third -FiveYear Plan estimates
that even if this plan is fulfilled - and it 'is an ambitious one -
there will be more people unemployed at the end of the five year
period than at the beginning. The very ambitious development
plan of Egypt which shows an even more rapid rate of increase
than the Indian plan; will result in making no dent whatsoever on
the unemployment prOblem, merely because more people will- be
entering the labour force each year than din be absOrbal even
by a rapid industrialisation:

Now what are the reasons' for this? First, many countries
are bent on 'industrialisation and when they Anduirtrialthe they do
so with relatively mOdern methods. An .industry really 'does
not employ very Many peOple; and once industriee get started
their consumption of labour tends to dIminieh rather than to increase.
This Indian example is typical. In 1950 there were about 300,000
people in the jute mills; bUt by °1960 althoughlhe production Of
jute had'inCreaked the emPloyment.figafe had 'dropped lo almost
200.000. Again, in 'Egypt textile prOduction today is three times
the production of 1953 but the labour force is if anything .smaller
than it was at that Aline..

If indOstrialisatiOn itself ibsorbs very few people,. one
can only hope that the unemployed be soaked up in petty trade,
services and that kind of thing. But this. will not happen unletis
there is a general. increase 3n the..national income, and 'in most
of these- countries the only way to have a'substantial increase_
in national income: is to have an increase in agriCtiltural production
because, 'although 'industrialisation may be necessary, yon cannot
induitrialise without at the same time developing agriculture both
for hoine ,cOnsuniption and for exPort. This .Ieads nit- to- be even
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more pessimistic. Many countries have unemployment resulting
from rapid modernisation, and particularly in the African countries,
the spread of universal: primary education to the rural ;areas has
resulted in a flight from the land, and a flow of manpower -to
the cities to find jobs . in government or in industry. But, as
I have indicated, the jobs in industry, even; given a.. fantastically
high rate of growth, are not going to soak up all of these. people
and :the government can take on only a limited number of porters;
coffee bearers, minor clerks, etc. In Ghana and. Nigeria the
problem of the unemployed' school leaver has already reached
very. great proportions, although one .could not say that either
of these .countries today are :overpopulated.-

One. answer to this is to make production.,proceSses more
labour-intensive, although some countries try 4-, do this.. by forcing
an employer_ to hire, more people than he' really needs.. This is
what is called stock. piling surplus labour . within the plant gates;
it. really does, not. work because it interferes with efficiency._
The second: answer is to extend :handicraft industries and use
labour intensive and capital saving types of industrial :development;
but virtually no country today is willing to forego the use of.'
modern industrial techniques which. have taken the advanced countries
a hundred .years to develop.. -It is .possible to adopt labour -
intensive

.-

methods, in .construction, and in certain other .types
of L2dustry* but when it comes to steel mills, or cement plants
or factories even. textile mills; it . is .probably suicidal for -a
country to, use archaic .methods of production, particularly if
it hopes to develop a manufacturing system which can export,
goods in competitive' foreign markets. So, unfortunately, we .

come, back to the .problem of finding ways of holding. this labour
surplus on the land and in the rural areas. At this point.
people throw up their hands and say "there are too many people
on the land, already, we cannot store them there and furtherMore
they will:not .be stored". it seems .to...me.that the only:solution,.
or partial solution,- is . an .agricultural or rural- revolution...
Newly developing countries need . the rural. revolution,. in, my
judgement, more than they: need the industrial revolution.,

I mean by this an improvement in the production and
productivity of agriculture, an increase in the volume and parti-
elderly the quality of export- crops and, above all, a ..development'
of agriculture to the point where a country can feed itself.
Many newly developing countries today have over per cent. of
their active population engaged in agriculture and still are_ importing
food. But if more efficient methods of agriculture are used to
increase production, fewer people will be required in agriculture
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to carry on these activities. On the other hand, with increased
agricultural productivity it should also be possible to completely
rebuild rural villages, to build schools, to build general civic
and social centres, to build sewage systems, to build roads,
access lines and all of this kind of thing. You can have capital
formation by making out of tawdry, dirty and smelly rural commu-
nities, modern rural cities. And this can be done fai rly easily
by applying the local surplus labour to the development and building
of a completely new type of rural community.

I suppose this is behind the thinking of the Indian commu
nity development plan, and other similar projects, but in the
modern age of industrial development there is also a tendency
to build symbols of grandeur rather than real development projects.
For example, a newly developing country in order to be in a
class to be noticed must have a dam, and a big dam too, not
just a series of small dams. A steel mill is almost essential
too, even if there is no iron ore or coal, because you are nobody
without one Again, an international airline which looses money
is almost an essential. All the airlines of newly developing
countries loose money (except one that I know of that makes
money because it owns the choicest real estate in the capital
city; - it makes money on the ground only to loose it in the
air). Nigeria, today, has not one but three television stations
and more are on the way. Also, a really impressive university
with the latest and most expensive modern architecture and a
very high te-,3hertstudent ratio is another of these prestige
necessities. It costs roughly three times as much to educate
a man to university level at the University College of Ghana
as it does to send him to Oxford, Cambridge or the University
of London.

In time these factors will change, and I am not saying
that these investments should not be made but I do want to con-
clude my remarks by stating that prestige investments of this
kind; including large factories, and industrialisation built up
behind high tariff walls, are not the whole answer to the develop.
meet problem. I submit again, in conclusion, that a major
part of this answer is a revolution of rural life and the concen
tration of resources, and energy and imagination in this direction.
I think that newly developing countries that have some symbols of
grandeur in terms of really modern rural communities built up
by local labour-intensive methods may be the leaders in the march
towards industrialism and economic progress.

(This lecture was delivered originally in English)



POPULATION PRESSURE AND
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

by G. Etienne

As the title shows there are two distinct parts
to this lecture. First of all I will mention briefly some
of the principle characristics of the problem of popu-
lation pressure. Then, in the second part, I will examine
the relationship between this population pressure and certain
economic problem, - particularly that of employment.

It is sometimes thought that population pressure
in developing countries is due to a naturally high fecundity
which leads, in comparison with our standards, to an
equivalently high birthrate. I think that this idea is wrong
and to illustrate why I would like to quote a few figures.
Between 1600 and 1649 married couples in the City of
Geneva had an average of 9.4 children; in Canada in
the first part of the 18th Century the average per couple
was 10.8; and again in Norway in 1874-1876 (not very
long ago) the average number of children per family was
8.1, whereas today the equivalent average in India, for
example, is roughly six or seven. One can conclude,
then, that it is not a question of exaggerated fertility.

Again, it is often said that a fall in the birth-rate
is due to the indirect consequences of an increase in income
per head. But it is perhaps useftd to remind ourselves that
in many European countries there was a considerable time-
lag between the beginning of economic expansion and the
point at which the birth-rate began to fall. In 19th Century
Germany production per head multiplied five times before
the birth-rate showed any noticeable decline. Great Britain,
for instance, saw a fall in the birth-rate only around the
year 1865 whereas economic expansion had already been
taking place for several decades. I am inclined to say,
therefore, that the influence of income on the birth-rate is
a factor which comes into play only after a long delay.
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If we turn to the problems of African and Asian
countries I think that we can distinguish several different
cycles or phases in the population question. We start
with a situation in which both mortality and the birth-rate
are very high thus establishing a sort of natural equilibrium
frequently limiting the increase in the population to less
than 1 per cent. This kind of situation, which existed
during the pre-colonial period, changed rapidly. In the
countries that were colonised by Europe there was a slow
fall in the death-rate accompanied by an increase in the
birth-rate. This is the first phase,

Then, in the second phase, there is a rapid fall
in the death-rate while the birth-rate remains constant.
In the third phase there is a continued slow fail in the
death-rate, perhaps accompanied by a fall in lie birth-rate,
and the fourth phase a new equilibrium is found between
the death-rate and the birth-rate. Today we can find in
underdeveloped countrict either the second or the first
phase. There are as yet no examples of the final phase
of a return to equilibrium.

India of ten years ago will serve as an example
of a country going through the first phase. The 1951 census
shows a death-rate of approximately 30 per thousand and a
birth-rate of approximately 43 per thousand with infant
mortality at something between 200 and 250 per thousand,
resulting in an annual growth of the population of approxi-
mately 1.3 per cent., - therefore very slow. Already
at that time, however, only little more than ten years
ago - this situation was relatively rare. Most Asian
countries were already experiencing phase 2. On the
other hand, the phase 1 situation still exists today in several
African countries.

Let us now turn to phase 2 which I consider the
most important since in a few years many countries will
see a doubling of their annual rate of population growth
simply through a rapid fall in the death-rate. This will
have tremendous economic repercussions which we will
examine later. In order to make clear what I mean,
I would like to give you a classic illustration of an extra-
ordinarily rapid fall in the death rate. In 1946 Ceylon
had a death rate of 20.3 per thousand, and already at
that time had relatively high public health standards.
However, one 3rei later the death rate had fallen to 14
per thousand and in 1949 there was a further fall of 2
per thousand.
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This new and revolutionary phenomenon is due
to the advances in hygiene and medicine which came about
mainly during the Second World War and which have resulted
in the ability dronatically to reduce the death rate without
any appreciable improvement in economic standards. Anti-
malaria campaigns using DDT cost less than one dollar per
head whereas between 2,000 and 10,000 dollars is needed
to create a new job opportunity in industry. This pheno-
menon, which Europe did not experience in its period of
developments, is certainly a source of complications for
the developing countries. Progress in public health in
Ceylon resulted in a fall in the death rate in three years
which it took France 40 years to achieve (1880-1920).

Several other countries in Asia and Africa have
death-rates of between 20 and 15 per thousand, particularly
in North Africa and the Middle East. It is also worth
noting that in a decade India has also entered this category
of rapid population expansion. The 1961 census showed
an annual population increase of approximately 2.2 per cent.

It is also probable that certain African countries
are also going through this stage. Population forecasts
for Ghana estimated 5.5 million in 1960, whereas the
census returns show 6.7 million. Once this rapid fall
in the death rate again slows down, progress becomes
much less evident. This progress or rapid fall is due
to the eradication of widespread illnesses and epidemics
by large-scale remedies involving antibiotics, DDT.,
anti-tuberculosis vacines, etc., but as soon as improveinent
in public health no longer depends on these cheap remedies,
but instead on hospitals, doctors, chemists, nurses, etc.,
the cost of these amenities slows down progress. We
see, then, that after a very rapid fall in the death-rate
a country moves into phase 3 Where the birth-rate stays
more or less constant. 2

Let us now examine this problem of the birth-rate.
In most underdeveloped countries today the birth-rate is
roughly between 40 and 50 per thousand. While, as /
said earlier, fecundity is not necessarily greater in these
countries than it is in Europe, the rate of marriage is
higher due largely to the quite widespread practice of marry..
ins yam&
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Up to the present it has been difficult to find
any signs of an appreciable fall in the birth-rate. This
fall may be brought about through indirect factors which
do not involve massive family planning propaganda or the
artificial limitation of births. It is sometimes said
that urbanisation results in modernisation of thought which
can lead to more or less spontaneous adoption of contra-
ceptive practices. This is both true and untrue - perhaps
I can explain myself by an example. In Bangalore it
has been found that the average number of children per
couple in the town is 5.3 whereas the average for the
surrounding countryside is 4.8 - a fact which is attribu-
table to the more favourable public health conditions in
the city itself. There is also the possibility of raising
the legal minimum age for marriage. But it is hard
to estimate what practical effects this might have, since
for instance in India, even the present minimum ages
(14 for women and 18 for men) are not always respected.

Again,, it is said that an improvement in living
standards often spontaneously leads to a fall in the birth
rate. As proof of this we are told that the higher income
groups of Asia and Africa today frequently have an average
of only two or three children per couple. It is a fact
that in modern surroundings even in underdeveloped coun-
tries, big families are a thing of the past. However,
I dp. not think that it is valid to generalise this argument.
In the first place, as we have seen as concerns Europe,
this process takes a very long time, while the point is
that it is especially important that the birth-rate be very
considerably reduced during the take -off stage. If we
consider countries that have a longish history of industrial
expansion we cannot find any natural fall in the birth-rate.
Brazil, whose economic development dates from before the
Second World War, and Mexico as well as Turkey, all
show that, in spite of undeniable economic progress over
a period of 15 or 20 years, there is no appreciable fall
in the birth-rate. Not only is there little chance of
the birth-rate falling substantially in the near future, but
there is the risk that it may increase. Health progress
affects not only the death-rate but also the birth-rate, and
it has been found that the eradication of rickets increases
the fertility of married couples. Also, by lowering the
death-rate among women you increase the number of women
capable of having children.
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It is not always recognised that modernisation
is a double-edged weapon; many traditions which are done
away with had, in former times, a limiting affect upon
the birth-rate, for instance, the custom according to
which widows belonging to the higher Indian castes were
not allowed to re-marry, or the sexual taboos which are
still to be found in Hindu and Mus lem communities and
in certain African civilisations. I do not want to exagge-
rate the importance of these aspects but nevertheless
they should be borne in mind.

One concludes that without direct family planning
propaganda there is little chance that the birth-rate will
fall substantially in the next 10 or 20 years. This
leads us to the question of the use of family planning
methods, - a subject which should be discussed objectively.
First, it should be noted that the problem of population
pressure is by no means the same everywhere - there
are some cases of obvious over-population as in several
Asian countries and along the Mediterranean coasts, but
you have also cases of under-population in many areas
of Africa and South America. Therefore, when speaking
about the population problem, a distinction should be made
on the basis of the relationship between population and
resources which will show us that the problem is of
different proportions and involves different complications
according to the area that one is dealing with. There
are even many countries which could support a far higher
population than they have today while, at the same time,
there are countries where the population-resources ratio
poses very grave problems. This is true of Algeria,
Egypt, the Lebanon, East Pakistan, India, Java,
Indonesia, and China, to give only a few examples.

What is the situation as far as voluntary birth
control is concerned? Generally there is agreement
nowadays that this is a very long-term remedy. Certain
countries have carried out quite large- scale experiments
such as, for instance, Indiaa.which has had a clear family
planning policy over the last ten years. These experiments
have shown that in general people are not as hostile to the
idea of birth control as was imagined. Neither Hinduism

Also Mainland China and to a lesser degree
Pakistan and Egypt.
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vor Mohammedanism are opposed to birth control. On the
other hand, there are some traditions of these religions
which favour large families and are, therefore, indirectly
opposed to restrictions. Nevertheless, in many cases
there have been relatively favourable reactions even on
the part of extremely primitive peoples. I do not have
time to enter into details here, I would just point-out
however that the practical difficulties involved in the disse-
mination of contraceptive methods are much more compli-
cated than certain neo-Malthusians assume. There is
the question of the cost of products, of stocking and
distribution and instruction into the methods involved.

All this does not mean that one should abandon
consideration of this method simply because it is a long-
term one.

If we turn to migration I think we can agree that
this is a remedy as far as over population of small terri-
torial units is concerned: units such as Porto Rico,
Mauritius, etc., but I do not think that one can go much

.further than that. In many countries the population
pressure is so great that it would need large-scale
migration of five, ten, fifteen or even fifty million people
to solve the problem. This is obviously impossible from
a political point-of-view and far too expensive from an
economic one. Finally, the psychological factor is an
important one. There do exist populations that have a
migratory tradition such as the Lebanese, the Syrians,
and certain Indian and Chinese communities. But there
are others who do not have these traditions. When Egypt
and Syria were joined together as the United Arab Republic
the question of transferring some of the excess Egyptian
population to Syria was discussed. This on paper is both
a rational and a logical idea, however, it is perfectly
impracticable for political reasons, and also for the simple
reason that Egyptians had not the slightest wish to move
themselves and their families into a country which they
did not know. One even has problems within certain
countries as far as migration is concerned. I think,
then, that these attempts do not really achieve .very much.
We are left facing the fact that whether we w ish it or not,
whether we engage in birth control campaigns or not,
population pressure will continue to grow in most of today's
underdeveloped countries at precisely the time when all
our energies should be mobilised to further economic
development.
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If we turn now to the employment problems connected
with population pressure I think that it will be seen right
away that the most immediate and usually the most serious
repercussions of the population situation are to be found
on the labour market.

I would like, therefore, to take a few concrete
examples of large countries in which this problem is of
capital importance: particularly China and India. In 1953
Mainland China had a population of 582 million people with
a birth-rate of 37 per thousand, and a death-rate of 17 per
thousand which gave an annual growth in the population of
nearly 2 per cent. which by now has quite likely risen to
something like 2.5 per cent. China at this time was
already in a phase of rapid population expansion, with an
annual increase of something in the order of 12 to 15
million people. The first Chinese five year plan shows
an intensive effort to mobilise energy and resources,
which hardly has an equivalent in ()tier Asian or African
countries. This State plan created 5,360,000 employment
openings of which nearly 3 million were in industry.
Besides, there were various other projects on which
statistics are not available. Large sections of the
rural population were mobilised, often by very vigorous
means, to carry out agricultural projects and certain
migrations were carried out to increase the population
of Manchuria, the Sin-Kiang area and Tibet; - migrations
involving millions of people. But it is questionable
whether the first Chinese five-year plan resulted in the
creation of the 17-20 million new employment openings
which the population increase called for, quite apart from
finding an unknown number of job openings - but doubtless
a high one - for all the unemployed and underemployed.
It is clear, in any case, that the problem of employment
and underemployment has not been solved in spite of the
extreme effort and the great sacrifices that the Chinese
people- have made. In 1954 and 1955 Chinese newspapers
were full of references about mass movements of people
"coming to the towns in order to seek work and being sent
back to the countryside because no work was available".
By 1958, when what is known as "the great step forward"
was undertaken, there was talk of movements of something
like five million townsfolk to the countryside. This gives
us an idea of the situation. It is characteristic of this
first Chinese plan that, in spite of the high priority given
to industry, and especially hear: industry, the problem of
unemployment could not be waved.



It has been very difficult to fellow the develop-
ment of Chinese economy since 1958 because of the fruga-
lity and finally the almost total absence of statistics.
It is clear that considerable efforts were made to create
employment openings, and I think that the revision of
Chinese economic policy after 1957 is in part the result
of this employment problem. The mass mobilisation of
peoples was one attempt among others to solve this
question. There has been talk of 15-20 million people
engaged in small irrigation projects, and of 50 million
'people producing iron and steel by means of the well-known
"backyard furnaces". It is noteworthy that in spite of
these efforts the problem of unemployment in China is still
not solved today. The report of the April 1962 parliamen-
tary session showed that today, in the same way as six
or seven years ago, Chinese authorities are complaining
about the movement to the cities and that extremely severe
measures ars taken to oblige people to return to the
countryside. If I have emphs.sised the case of China
it is because we can se. in this example an extremely
formidable and serious effort, involving great sacrifices,
which, however, has not provided the answer to the
problem.

India with a population. of 361 million in 1951 and 438
million in 1961, is another country that has made a co-
ordinated and concerted effort to follow a clear policy, of
development - the effort has been sustained, regular and
increasing, and it is therefore particularly interesting
once again to study the question of unemployment. At the
end of the first five-year plan India had a total of approxi-
mately 5 million totally unemployed; at the end of the
second five-year plan there were approximately 9 million
totally unemployed. The number practically doubled in
spite of the fact that the second five-year plan created
8 million new job openings of which 6,500,000 were in
sectors other than agriculture. As for underemployment,
this involves at least 15-20 million people. The invest-
ment estimates for the third five-year plan are double
those of the second five-year plan which accounted for
something like 25 billion American dollars. The third
plan will, in the best of circumstances, create 14 million
new job openings of which ten and a half million will be
in extra agricultural sectors, while at the same time popu-
lation pressure will result in 17 million new people entering
the labour force. So In spite of considerable effort the.
Indian plan will not provide even enough jobs for those
entering the market, quite apart from the problem of absor-
bing the backlog of unemployed.
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One might say that these are examples of very
large countries. But they also relate to countries which,
in different political contexts, have made very substantial
efforts for development over a considerable period.

We should now examine rather more closely
this question of employment in relation to the industrial
and agricultural sectors. This is a question which is
hotly debated at the moment. Should one give priority
to agricultural development or to industrial development?
Personally I would rather avoid making a choice between
either one or the other. I think that what is necessary
is the striking of a judicious balance between the two.
It is clear that the question is related to the over-all
problem of development and that industrialisation alone
will not alleviate rural over-population. I do not think
that industrialisation and the development projects related
to industrialisation can achieve more than the absorption
of newcomers. This means that the relative' density of
the rural population can be reduced by industrialisation
but that, on the other hand, it is very unlikely that the
absolute number of people in agricultural employment will
be affected. The problem is particularly serious in
countries which have a high rural density such as Java,
India, Mainland China, East Paldstaii. Egypt and Algeria.
The example of Japan will what I mean. During the
jiteriod of heavy industrialisation from 1920 to 1940 the
rural population of Japan 'remained constant in .absoluta
figures and the enormous industrial effort only succeeded
in absorbing the surplus population coming on to the market.

It is dangerous to be over-impressed by the myth
of industrialisation; although obviously indispensible, it
is not the whole answer to the problem of population pressure.
A further element should be considered and that is that
modern industrial techniques which are employed in Africa
and Asia have been developed.in industrialised' countries
where there is a shortage of manpower and, therefore,
they have a tendency to be capital-intensive. The cost
in fixed capital is high, the need is for skilled technicians
and they provide only few job opportunities. However,
it would be very difficult to alter this, since it seems
unlikely that African or Asian countries would agree to
adopt industrial techniques. dating from the 1920's which
are more labour-intensive, and, in any case, %he goods
produced would then no longer be competitive with those
producad by modern industries.



Perhaps, though, a partial solution might be found
if one turns to the agricultural sector where it would
seem there are still considerable employment possibilities.
Productivity in Asian and African countries today is still
extremely low, frequently due to poor soil and other
factors which I will come back to in a moment. While
it is doubtful whether these countries could achieve a
productivity equivalent to that in France or in Holland,
nevertheless very substantial improvements could be made
(in the nature. of 30, 50 or even 100 per cent productivity
:acreases). Studies by the I.L.O., the F.A.O. and
various other organisations have shown that considerable
and rapid improvements in agricultural productivity are
perfectly possible under certain conditions. Some projects,
for instance, do not require dozens of experts or specialists
in agricultural problems and a large supply of tractors and
so on but require a large and Industrious body of farm
workers which is obviously available in these countries.
Usually such projects are for land levelling, irrigations
drainage and simple improvements in techniques (the use
of steel ploughs, the improvement of certain tools,
better kinds of seed. etc.). The country which
has made the most experiments in this kind of project
is again the People's Republic of China although the danger
in discussing Chinese experiments is that while in certain
respects, their technical and economic principles are of
great interest to most underdeveloped countries, the appli-
cation of these principles has been completely distorted by
political excesses.

The mass mobilisation method and the development
of labour intensive projects is beginning to spread. In
India, notably, there is an increasing consciousness of the
need to provide work of this kind in agriculture. Clearly
this is not due to the influence of Chinese methods, but
simply the application of similar solutions to related prob-
lems. In Africa too, consideration is being given to
methods of 'human investment', and if experience in this
field is at the moment limited it is nevertheless worth
examining.

Labour intensive agricultural projects do, I think,
provide one answer to our problem of population pressure,
but it is nevertheless necessary, in order to carry these
out that certain conditions are fulfilled. The population
involved must be a willing partner in development efforts,
which is as much as to say that agricultural reform, wham
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this is necessary, should be carried out It is clear,
for example, that the system of metayage will never
stimulate the farmer to greater efforts if half or more of
the accruing profits will go into somebody else's pocket.
Therefore, agricultural reform is needed of the kind which
goes further than a simple re-allocation of lard and which
is concerned with the problems of the systems of farming
and rural economics. Africa is perhaps lucky in the
sense that, apart from a few exceptions, systems of land
ow nerkip are generally much more straightforward than
in Asia. Property is usually collectively owned by the
clan or tribe.

Finally, there is a need too for men who have the
courage and determination and training to lead in this kind
of work. Here we have a problem which is both political
and technical.

Solutions can be found in this direction although
obviously this is only one sector for developineut and
industrial projects, the construction of dams, and other
construction work should not be neglected. But one should
try to stimulate these mOie or less classic methods of
economic development through a more intensive mobilisa-
tion of human resources. It is no less evident that the
political context in which this is carried out will vary
from one country. to another. Certain projects in Senegal
have been strikingly successful as far as rural construction
is concerned, without any use of restrictions or obligation.
Thus a method which we have looked at from the point-of-
view of employment is also considered a valuable source
of capital formation. The two aspects go together.
Indeed, in considering the financial development of many
countries, I think that one can conclude that classic methods
of financing will not be sufficient to meet the needs- which
are in part stimulated by population pressure. If the
necessary capital either provided locally or coming from
abroad is not in sufficient quantity this seems to be one
more reason why one should use intensively the labour
element.

This, while it is a logical conclusion, does not
gainsay the necessity to consider other elements which are
less easily measurable. First of all, we must recognise
that the importance of the problem of population pressure
is often not clearly understood by industrial and political
leaders in Europe and in other countries overseas. Secondly,
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there is a whole series of socio-political. and psycholo-
gical aspects which often binder the immediate application
of such development schemes. MI6 results in a
considerable slowing-down of the process and sometimes
there is much criticism about this delay, but this time
element is inescapable. All industrialised or "developed"
countries (Japan, the United Stater, Soviet Union, not to
speak of Western Euroee) achieved their present situation
through efforts spread over several decades.

(This lecture was delivered originally in French)



AFRICAN EMPLOYMENT Fr1OBLE1VIS AND

POLICIES

by A. Dawson

I. Human resources are rightly regarded, especially
in those African countries that are not so well blessed as
their neighbours with mineral and other great natural endow-
ments, as the main and sometimes the only abundant produc-
tive force which can motivate their economic development.
It is characteristic of African, as of other countries still
in the course of economic development, that they lack real
capital. Standards of living are low largely because there
are too few buildings, plants and mnchinery, roads and
railways and other physical equipment of all kinds in relation
to the size of the population. Insofar as each person
seeking work will need at least a minimum of equipment
to do some sort of job, the lack of equipment not only
holds down productivity and standards of living but also
limits employment.

2. A high rate of investment - a major effort of
construction of buildings, equipment and real capital of
all kinds - is therefore needed in African countries in
order substantially to increase both. employment and standards
of living, and this effort will have to be sustained over a
considerable period of time. But what are the possibili-
ties of achieving some Immediate improvement? It appears
at first sight a relatively simple matter to increase employ-
ment substantially, even though productivity may .remain low
for lack of equipment and mechanical power, by pushing
ahead with as many labour-intensive projects for the con-
struction of physical capital as possible. This is the
simple and basically valid philosophy underlying programmes

1 This is a summary of a lecture and of a document
circulated in conjunction with it, As such, it excludes the
case materizl that was introduced in the lecture as an illus-
tration of the points made.



of human investment and community development, civic
service and labour brigades, public works and other
labour mobilisation schemes which have been recently
launched in Africa and which tend to differ more in
name than in essence. 1 But how many labour-intensive
projects are possible? What are the limitations which
prevent the full employment of all those who are now
unemployed or underemployed for lack of capital equip-
ment, land and other complementary productive resources,
or those who are out of a job during slack seasons or
for other reasons?

The Evolution of African Employment Problems

3. The unskilled labour that is potentially available
in many developing countries, in Africa and elsewhere,
has been compared with the coal at the bottom of a mine -
steps have to be taken to win it as something of economic
value. In the traditional tribal society, when Africa
was still untouched by modern life, full employment, in
the sense of an Absence of any desire for further work
than that which had to be done, was maintained without
difficulty. This was due to (i) the fact that all jobs -
hunting and defence, cultivation and construction - were
accomplished with only such equipment as could be made
by hand in spare time, and the making of equipment filled
not a little of the time that would otherwise have been un-
employed; (ii) there was much work to be done precisely
because of the lack of physical capital - e. g. instead of
developing settled land new land had constantly to be cleared
and cultivated until exhausted; (iii) growth of population,
and hence the supply of labour, was held in check, by high
mortality rates - prior to the introduction of modern medicine
and the enforcement of law and order.

4. Hence little or no African labour was voluntarily
offered to meet the demand for it which first emerged outside
tribal society. Africans were first taken as slaves and,
after the abolition of slavery, less brutal and overt forms
of compulsion were used to obtain labour for the new mines,
plantations and other employment opened up in Africa for

1 "YouthYouth Employment and Vocational Training
Schemes in the Developing Countries'', International Labour
Review, Vol. LXXXVI, No. 3, SeptembeL 1962.
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which the offer of wages alone constituted an unfamiliar
and insufficient inducement. However, wage-earning employ-
ment, to a far greater extent than the development of cash
cropping, supplied the bridge across which the modern world
made its impact on African tribal We. A widening desire
developed for the things which money could buy, experience
of life in the modern sector brought Africans into contact
with the lure of the towns and gave them both a standard
of comparison by which to view tribal society with a more
critical eye and an avenue of escape from that society.

5. For a considerable time, continuing to this day
in some parts of Africa, the evolution of the labour force
remained suspended, further progress beyond the essentially
transitional phase of the migrant labour system being held
up both by the unwillingness of Europeans in the modern
sector to assimilate the African worker as a permanent wage-
earner and full-fledged member of the urban community, and
by the hold which the tribal community., exerts through its
power of authority over the individual and through the security
and other benefits which it offers as a quid pro quo of its
claims upon him. Indefinite prolongation of the migrant
labour system is, at least in certain areas, economically
detrimental to both the modern and the tribal sector. In
the former it holds back the benefits that could be derived
from a permanent, skilled and experienced labour force and
in the latter it causes neglect of agriculture and other sources
of livelihood. In widening areas of Africa, however, a ten-
dency pursues its way for the modern sector to encroach
continually on the tribal. While this is an essential feature
of economic development, it should be recognised that unemploy-
ment and underemployment are becoming more and more
serious as an essential consequence of this process.

6. The ways in which this occurs appear to be as
follows:

(i) a widening desire for the things which money can
buy is not matched by a commensurate increase in
the opportunities for earning money, either in the
tribal community or outside it
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(ii) an increase in the size of the labour force
becomes marked as a result of improvements
in public health, law and order which lower
mortality rates more quickly than they lower
birth rates;

(iii) the gap between standards of living in the
tribal and modern sectors broadens, as the
tribal community continues to lose its most
able-bodied, and notably its young, people and
as more and more fully detribalised Africans,
settled in the modern sector, build up experience
and skills as wage-earners and as commercial
farmers and business and professional men.
This gap adds great force to the sociological,
psychological and other factors which spur what
seems in many areas to be a premature and
excessive outflow of people from the tribal into
the modern sector;

(iv) this outflow is premature and excessive, on the
one hand, because the economic and social struc-
ture of tribal life has not been reorganised and
developed sufficiently to permit the loss of a
substantial part of its labour force without ad-
versely affecting output; and on the other hand
because the rate of investment in the modern
sector has not yet been sufficiently high and long-
continued to provide jobs for all **se quitting the
tribal for the modern sector;

(v) the replacement of a migrant by a stabilised
labour force in the modern sector creates both
an opportunity and a need for raising productivity.
Permanent wage-earners acquire experience and
varying degrees of skill. They also need higher
wages than migrant workers, since many have
relinquished their rights to a share in the property
and income of their tribe and have to support their
families fully from their wage-earnings. The
raising of wages under the forces of the market,
of minimum wage legislation and trade union
pressure have givdn employers an added incentive
not only to organise production more efficiently
and use labour less wastefully, but even to make
do with less labour by means of mechanisation
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and changes in technology. The level of wages,
as well as insufficiency of capital, has probably
played a role in some areas in the failure of
the modern sector to provide employment oppor-
tunities equal to the inflow of people seeking or
needing work.

7. fiance the main factor giving rise to unemployment
and underemployment in Africa appears to be the gradual
displacement of the tribal by a more modern economic and
social structure in which the demand for more productive
employment, including wage-paid jobs, is growing faster
than the capacity of the economy to provide productive
employment.' Major factors increasing the demand for
productive employment are the spurt in population growth
and above all the emergence and spread of new desires
for the things that money can buy.

Different Approaches to Employment Policy

8. The scope and effectiveness of employment
policies adopted in different African countries, which
varies widely from time to time and place to place, is
limited by the breadth and depth of comprehension of
the nature and roots of the problems just outlined. The
range of policies, from narrowest to broadest, could be
summarised as follows:

occasional relief and temporary "make-work"
schemes to meet the most obvious and crying
needs for more work in particular places and
cases;

a systematic effort to provide shelter, sustenance,
training and employment opportunities for the
needy and homeless in the principal cities,
including beggars and peddlers;

1 It is suggested that this is the main, but not the
sole, cause of unemployment and underemployment. Other
factors, of a more temporary and less fundamental character,
can cause considerable lack of employment from time to time,
such as seasonal fluctuations in production, and political
instability and lack of confidence.
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(iii) youth errp.oyment and vocational training
schemes, such as "labour brigades";

(iv) public works to create employment;

(v) broader efforts to stem the rural exodus and
to develop and expand employment in rural
areas, including agrarian reform;

(vi) nationwide schemes deliberately aimed to
mobilise, for employment on labour-intensive
economic development projects, all manpower
that is not already employed in the normal
course of development at the prevailing
investment rate;

(vii) public investment programmes, and policies
to influence private investment, consciously
designed to make maximum use, on an
economically sound basis, of the labour
supply (taking the skill pattern as well as
the total into account);

(viii) comprehensive economic planning, embodying
employment objectives which are formulated
as steps on the path to full and productive
employment of the growing labour force,
fully cognisant of factors making for an
increasing participation rate.

9. The broadest of these policies (item (viii))
is only beginning to be approached. I would like to
discuss in more detail labour-intensive development
schemes of the kind I have ceen recently in Ghana,
Guinea, Morocco and. Senegal.

The 4jAlanisation of Labour-Intensive Development PzLests.

10. Once the limited supply of capital has been more
or less widely and fully allocated to various projects, it
may be that employment will be provided only for a certain
proportion of the labour force. It is believed that in or-
dinary circumstances the remainder of the labour force
can, if organised and encouraged to undertake labour-intensive
projects using only simple tools and a minimum of capital and
raw materials, make a net contribution to the national income.
The two main problems are "to organise" and "to encourage"
this contribution.
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11. The task of those who are to organise and
lead labour-intensive development is not easy; it is in
this sphere that the main difficulties have stood in the
way of making community development and "human invest-
ment" programmes a success. It is clear that the work
to be undertaken should be well-chosen - it should be
economically useful and likely to lead to a quick increase.
in output (including some increase in the supply of food
and other consumer 'goods that the newly employed will
require). It is therefore suggested that, while bureau-
cratic control and centralisation should be kept to a minimum
and the fullest advantage should be taken of local initiative,
it is desirable that criteria for the selection of projects
should be laid down by an appropriate central government
department or agency, which should, if possible, also
provide advice to local people in the. application of their
criteria. The economic planning staff may also be able
to select and reserve certain elements in a comprehen-
sive -development programme as suitable for labour-intensive
implementation with a minimum of capital investment.

12. The group of I.L.0. experts mentioned above
indicated quite a large number of ways in which fuller
use may be made of surplus labour both in rural and
in urban areas. Some examples of action that appear
particularly relevant to African conditions and opportuni-
ties may be briefly mentioned here.

13. Much labour could usefully be expended in
remedying the situation of Afritan *agriculture. The
clearing of land by burning the unwanted vegetation is
injurious to the soil ,and, if prohibited, would necessitate
better yet more labour-consuming methods. Admittedly
this task is heavy in many areas, but the emphasis should
probably be moved from nomadism and shifting agriculture
to rotation of crops, anti-erosion work (cutting of contour
ditches, perhaps planted with fruit trees, reforestation,
terracing, planting of windbreaks, improvement of drainage)
and irrigation and river valley development. In all areas
suffering seasonally or perennially from drought, much
labour can, be usefully employed in building minor irrigation
and drainage works requiring little capital equipment, and
much further employment will be created as a result, for
irrigated land can be intensively farmed and seasonal unem-
ployment reduced or eliminated. In some areas market
gardening, and other forms of farming requiring a more

7
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Intensive, year- round input of labour, can be taken up,
in some cases replacing imports and making use of land
in the vicinity of the urban areas where important markets
provide outlets for what is grown.

14. Building of roads, schools, community centres,
clinics, post offices and local administrative buildings and
other technically simple construction tasks generally figure
largely in human investment programmes, but are more
susceptible to budgetary limitations. Apart from the fact
that higher wages may have to be offered to encourage
people to work in this case than in the case of activities
which directly serve their personal interest (such as better
fanning and irrigation of their own land), governments can
only spend a limited amount each year on employing people
in public works. One importaLt consideration which will
affect the volume of public works which they are rrepared
to undertake by labour-intensive methods is the productivity
of labour. This can be substantially raised in many kinds
of work, even without the aid of heavy equipment, by
efficient organisation of work and better methods of work.
The supply of specialised staff required to apply work
study and to Improve the management. of labour-intensive
public works is limited, but if it is used mainly to carry
out pilot studies of types of work that are widely undertAen
and common to many public works projects, the efficient
methods of work which they develop can be followed by
supervisory staff and labour wherever applicable. For
example, the L L.O. intends to undertake in 1962 and 1963
work studies, both in India and in selected African countries,
of labour-intensive road-building with a view to determining
on a. pilot basis how the organisation and methods of such
work may be improved - the improvements to be then widely
applied. The benefits of this and other experience will be
brought to the attention of a seminar on productivity and
employment in public works which the I. L. O. will convene
in Africa in 1963 to enable a group of officials responsible
for public works in different African countries to exchange
views with some experts from countries that have had longer
experience in this sphere.

15. 'While the appropriate central agency should
give as much help as possible in selecting and designing
projects, and recommending efficient methods of implemen-
tation, the leadership and supervision of each project cannot
be confined to remote control. But the qualities required
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to lead and supervise - once the. projects have been
chosen and the guiding lines for their execution laid
down - are not necessarily the product of long, specialised
and costly training. In each local community there may
be found a few people of above average 4..ntelligence,
initiative and strength of character. In certain oases,
they might include among their number. those who have
ventured out into the towns, seeking and experiencing
a modern environment. One may also consider recruiting
leaders and supervisors of labour-ntensive development
projects from among the young unemployed in the towns.
They will, if wisely chosen and guided, be capable of
doing a good job, but may well benefit from a few weeks
orientation in a training camp prior to taking up their
responsibilities.

16. Much of the work to be done on labour-intensive
projects, without the help of heavy equipment and mechanical
power, is arduous and back-breaking. While there may be
some improvement in incomes and in consumption levels of
those who take such employment, it cannot generally be much.
The problem of encouraging people to undertake extra work
is least when what they are asked to do serves their
direct and immediate interest. In such cases people
are normally prepared to work voluntarily and to plead
for more materials and simple tools so that they can under-
take other tasks to meet their urgent needs. But where
the project serves only a more general need of the community
as a whole wages will have to be paid, at a rate sufficient
to encourage people to undertake the tough, energy-consuming
jobs.

17. The level of wages at which people would be
willing to accept such employment, and which would provide
them with adequate nourishment and enable them to meet
their other essential requirements, may however be less
than the prevailing rate of wages. A rebate on wages may
be acceptable to the community and to the workers' represen-
tatives in so far as the work done is riot for private profit
but for the general welfare, and because the magnitude of
the task of economic development calls for every possible
saving. Naturally, as has been emphasised by the I. L. 0. 's
African Advisory Committee this year, sacrifices are much
more readily accepted by the workers, and it is indeed only
fair that they should bear them, if all other sections of the
community are also making a commensurate sacrifice for
the sake of economic development.
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16, One valuable source of support for labour-
intensive projects is the surplus food stocked in some
developed countries, a few of which have already shown a
readiness to contribute to the developing countries on a
bilateral basis. Many countries are now expected to help,
on a multilateral basis, in the World Food Programme
launched jointly by the United Nations and the F. A. 0. ,
which includes among its objects the support of labour-
intensive projects. The aim is to provide surplus foods
that are acceptable to the workers concerned se a part of
the wages paid on these projects. In this way the amount
of employment created can be as much as doubled. The
I. L. 0. is already preparing, for the attention of the Execu-
tive Director of the World Food Programme, proposals for
labour-intensive projects which the Programme might
support in developing countries, including those in Africa.
One avenue of approach to formulating these proposals is
through the pilot projects for rural employment promotion
and other field inquiries and activities concerning rural
employment now being launched under the I. L. 0. 's Rural
Development Programme.



A NOTE ON THE NATURE OF MANPOWER

SHORTAGES AND SURPLUSES 1

by F.W. Mahler

The actilal extent of manpower shortages and surpluses
is often not readily apparent. This is because both are
made up of hidden elements as well as those that are obvious,
Particularly in less developed countries, the hidden elements
of the manpower shortages and surpluses are often of much
greater significance than the obvious elements.

The diagram accompanying this note sets the manpower
requirements alongside the labour force in orderto demon-
strate the nature of the imbalances that . are often involved.
This is of course done in a hypothetical manner and the pro-
portions implicit in the diagram for the various element's of
the manpower requirements and the labour force do not relate
to any particular country. The concepts used in the diagram
are as follows:

Manpower requirements; The manpower which is
required at the existing wage rates to operate the available.
production capacity; so that there is a high level of capital
productivity, and a high level of labour productivity with re-

.

gard to manpower in categories in short supply.
.

Conditional manpower requirements: Some of the
manpower requirements are only conditional, in the sense
that certain conditions have to be met before the production
capacity is brought into use and manpower actually, employed.
Three important types of reasons why manpower requirements
may be conditional are:

(a) a shortfall in effeCtive demand for goods and services
in the economy as a whole, to such an extent "Keynesian"
or "involuntary" unemployment exists;

1 The present summary and diagram form the basis
of a lecture delivered to the First Study Cycle.
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(b) because of a lack of foreign exchange or for other
reasons, there is a shortage of certain key inputs
(such as spare parts or certain raw materials) in
some employing establishments, or manpower with
certain skills is not available, and production
cannot proceed;

(c) tue demand for the products of certain employing
establishments may not be sufficient, because for
instance they are not able to adjust to changing patterns
of demand, they are unable to .meet competition from
imports, or growth of production capacity in the
various economic sectors has not been properly in.
tegrated.

Unfilled vacancies: Relate to the jobs which employing
establishments wish to fill, but for which they are unable
to locate manpower in the categories required.

Inadequately filled lobs: Where employing establishments
are unable to locate manpower with the skills required,
unfilled vacancies do not usually last for very long. Some
times the functions of jobs are changed by employing establish.
ments so that they can be carried out by the type of manpower
available; sometimes the organisation of work of the estab-
lishment, and consequently. its occupational pattern, is changed;
and sometimes the production capacity goes out of production.
More usually, however, jobs are filled by upgraded manpower
without the required skills at the point of engagement. Some
upgraded manpower becomes proficient after a period of
experience on the job. Other upgraded manpower, however,
cannot overcome the lack of basic educational and vocational
training: the jobs remain inadequately filled in the sense
that the lack of skill results in low output from the capital
equipment, wastage of materials, faulty maintenance, poor
quality products, all of which are indicative of low capital
productivity.

The manpower shortage: The manpower shortage con
sista of. not only the unfilled vacancies, which may often be
of negligible numbers, but also the conditional manpower re.
quirements to the extent that they are for manpower in
categories not available, and the inadequately filled jobs.
The latter elements constitute the hidden part of the manpower
shortage which is of considerable significance in many less
developed countries.
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Frictional manpower shortages Part of the manpower
shortage, usually a relatively small part, is frictional,
i. e. manpower in the categories required is available either
being unemployed or underemployed, but is not employed
or fully employed because the employers and the manpower
concerned have not come together. The greater part of
the manpower shortage in less developed countries is
usually nonfrictional, i.e. persons In the categories
required not being available at wages which can be paid.

The labour force: The economically active popula
tion, i. e. the employed and the unemployed, constitute
the labour force.

Persons fully employed: A proportion of those in
employment, but only a proportion, are fully employed in
that they are working Normal length weeks and at a rea-
sonable level of labour productivity. It should be noted
that some persons in this category are filling their jobs
inadequately in the sense indicated above.

Persons iiltuuIwielglomnt A proportion of those
in employment are underemployed in that, for the whole
year or parts of the year, they are working less than the
normal hours each week or are working at a low capacity
and with low labour productivity. Underemployment of
manpower in categories of over supply does not in itself
result in a lowering of capital productivity: rather it
results in a sharing of the available work amongst a
larger section of the labour force than tf there were no
underemployment. Underemployment of manpower in cate
gories in short supply, however, not only results in a
waste of scarce skill, but also in a capital productivity
lower and a manpower surplus higher than might be.

The unemployed: Persons not in work but available for
and seeking work.

The manpower surplus: The manpower surplus is
made up not only of the unemployed, but also of a hidden
element, the underemployed to the extent which such man-
power is not utilised at a reasonable level of productivity.

Frictional manpower surplus: This corresponds to
the frictional part of the manpower shortage.
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Conditional manpower surplus: The manpower surplus
is conditional to the extent that the surplus would tall should
the manpoirer requirements that are conditional be met.

Structural manpower surplus: The greater part of
the manpower surplus in most lesser developed countries
is structural. It results from a lack of manpower require.
meats at the ruling wage rates.
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

by R. Jackson

What is an employment service?

We cannot do better than refer to I.L.O. Convention
No. 88 concerning the Organisation of the Employment
Service. The first paragraph of Article 1 of Convention
No. 88 states that "each member of the International
Labour Office for which this Convention is in force shall
maintain or ensure the maintenance of the public employ-
ment service". Paragraph 2 of Article No. 1 states "the
essential duty of the employment service shall be to ensure
in co- operation where necessary with other public and
private bodies concerned, the best possible organisation
of the employment service as an integral part of the
national programme for the achievement and maintenance
of full employment and the development and use of produc-
tive resources". The significant phrase is "the best
possible organisation of the employment market". What
is an "organised employment market"?

An employment market can exist anywhere but it
can either be organised or unorganised. It is organised
if it is one in which manpower supply and demand are
measured and action is taken towards the reduction of
manpower surpluses and shortages which are current or
are likely to develop.

Now, for obvious reasons, employment markets differ
from one country to another and from one area of a country
to another area because employment situations vary. In
developing countries the problems are likely to be different
from problems in the industrialised countries. Nevertheless,
although the problems may differ there are certain functions
regarding employment service work which are common
everywhere. Let us examine the functions of an employment
service.

Roughly speaking there are two major types. On the
one hand there are operational functions, and on the other
there are research functions. ' Consider first the opera-
tional functions. The major operating &notion of an
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employment service is placement; this is the traditional
role of an employment service. In carrying out the
placement function an employment service has a three -
fold responsibility: to the worker by providing him with
suitable employment quickly; to the employer by providing
him with the workers he needs; and to the State by giving
special attention to the filling of vacancies which are in
the national interest. To carry out these responsibilities
the staff of the placement service perform the following
tasks. First of all they register people who are seeking
employment according to their qualifications, experience
and desires, and then evaluate their capacities. Secondly,
they obtain from employers precise information about vacan-
cies end the job requirements of those vacancies. Thirdly,
they match the two together and refer suitable applicants to
appropriate vacancies. Fourthly, they circulate particulars
of applicants and vacancies from one local office to another,
either in a local area or in a regional area or even in a
national area. Fifthly, they facilitate the movement of
workers from one area to another if by any chance there
are more suitable job opportunities in another area outside
the home area. Lastly, they assist, where necessary,
in the temporary transfer of workers from one area to
another as a means of meeting temporary local maladjust-
ments in the supply and demand for workers.

Placement, then, is the basic operational function
of employment services and stemming from placement there
are the subsidiary operational functions.

First of all, vocational guidance and employment
counselling. The process of vocational guidance involves
the giving of assistance to young persons in solving problems
of choice of occupation, having regard to the individual's
characteristics and their relation to employment opportunity.
You have already had a lecture on vocational guidance from
a colleague of mine, I believe, and I do not propose to
develop this particular theme.

Employment counselling concerns the assistance given
to persons in solving special problems relating to the obtain-
ing or holding of a job. It involves reviewing and evaluating
the present and potential qualifications of persona who have
not been able to get satisfactory employment.. An important
point to note here is that this does not necessarily mean that
that enquirer should be persuaded to change his job. In the
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light of the counselling interview it may well be decided
that the job in which he is at present is the one best sated
to him in view of what he can do and what is available
by way of alternative. This happens quite often. You
may ask - what is the difference between employment coun-
selling and vocational guidance? There is really very little;
we normally speak of vocational guidance as applying to
school-leavers, i. e. young persons starting out on a career,
whereas employment counselling normally refers to adults
who are already in employment and want further advice.

Another operating function concerns vocational training
which is usually defined as any form of training by means
of which technical or trade knowledge or skill can be
acquired or developed. Employment services are frequently
called upon to assist in the determination of training needs,
in other words, in a given area - What types of skilled
workers are scarce? Should training be given in these
occupations? If so, for how long and how many should be
trained? The employment service can also assist in the
selection of suitable persons for training by determining
which workers are likely to benefit from vocational training,
and lastly it can assist in placing trainees in employment
once they have completed their training courses.

Another subsidiary operational function which is asso-
ciated with placement, is vocational rehabilitation. Voca-
tional rehabilitation is a comparatively sophisticated function.
It has been principally developed and refined in industrialised
countries but a start has also been made in certain developing
countries. It is the term generally applied to those activities
whose purpose is the satisfactory settlement of disabled
persons in suitable employment and it includes identifying,
registering and advising disabled or physically handicapped
persons and placing them in suitable employment. We
usually refer to the placing of disabled persons as selective
placing because the number of openings which are open to them
is limited frequently. It may even be necessary to provide
what is called sheltered employment. This is employment
in certain occupations which may be restricted by statute
to disabled persons. The main aim of a vocational rehabi-
litation service is four-fold. First,to demonstrate and
improve the working qualities of disabled persons. Secondly.
to emphasise their abilities and working capacities, not their
disabilities. Thirdly, to promote working opportunities for
them, in other words to seek out jobs which can be performed
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by disabled persons, and fourthly, to overcome employ-
ment discrimination against disabled persons. The last
mentioned is particularly important; it is commonly
believed that a handicapped person cannot do a full day's
work. This is quite wrong; many disabled persons are
capable of a full day's work under normal conditions.

Another subsidiary function is the operation of a
migration service. In many countries international
migration has considerable significance and the employment
service plays a major role in assisting the movement of
population. I. L.O. Convention No. 97 concerning Migra-
tion for Employment provides, among other things, for the
co-operation of national employment services and other
services connected with migration. Furthermore, the
basic Convention regarding Employment Services, No. 88,
provides in Article 6, that "the employment service shall
take appropriate measures to facilitate movement of workers
from one country to another which may have been approved
by the countries concerned". How can the employment
service help in furthering officially sponsored migratory
movements? As regards the emigration countries, by
determining the types of workers surplus to current re-
quirements, by ascertaining those who are willing to emi-
grate, by giving advice such as the types of jobs available
abroad and whether financial assistance by any assisted
passage arrangements, is available, and by arranging re-
cruitment procedures, selection, transportation, etc. In
the immigration countries, the employment service can
help by ascertaining the types of jobs available to immi -
grants, by arranging the dispersal of immigrants from ports
and by making preliminary arrangements for their accommo-
dation. In other words, the employment service helps to
oil the wheels of the migration machinery.

Those, broadly speaking, are the major operational
functions of the employment service. Now we come to the
research functions of employment services.

The first and most important is the collection of employ-
ment market. information. It will be obvious that the various
operating 'Unctions I have already mentioned cannot be organised
and carried out in a vacuum. There must be Imowledge of the
local employment market, the regional employment market and
the national employment market, on which to base the adminis-
trative organisation for the conducting of these operations. To
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have this knowledge requires the systematio collection and
analysis of employment market data, both quantitative and
qualitative.

Quantitative data includes statistical information about
the basic transactions of the local offices of the employment
service such as the number of applicants for employment,
the notifications of job vacancies in the area and the number
of placements made by the local office during a given period
of time.

Qualitative data consists of non-statistical information
about such things as job-seekers' attitudes, the local in-
dustrial situation and employment trends. This type of
information is the more interesting but also the more diffi-
cult to obtain. It involves the analysis of facts" and opinions
and the making of judgments. Facts and opinions about the
local employment situation are obtained by the local office
of the employment service as a result of day to day contacts
with employers or from questionnaires addressed to em-
ploying establishments. What is required are the answers
to such questions as: Why have employers stood off -workers?
Why do they want to take on more workers? What are
their recruitment difficulties and likely employment prospects
in the next few months?

All this information, statistical and non-statistical, is
assembled and reported by the, local office of the employment
service usually in the form of a report of the local employ-
ment situation covering a specified period, usually one of
one month or one of three months. These reports are
sent - depending on the administrative organisation - either
to the regional office or direct to the headquarters of the
employment service. There they are assembled, analysed,
supplemented by any national information, and the final result
condensed into a report covering the entire country. The
national report is, or should bef circulated on a wide basis,
so that the facts about the employment situation get the maximum
publicity. Now, why should these facts receive publicity?
Mainly because there is widespread .interest in this type of
information, not only within the employment service itself
but also outside.

Within the service employment market information can
be used in evaluating the results of the local office operations;
it can be used in preparing budget estimates for the financing
of the service in the year to come; it can be used in planning
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and in determining local office staffing needs.

Outside the service, information about the employ-
ment situation can be used by employers, for instance when
planning factory locations, or the introduction of in-service
training schemes. Secondly, the information can be used
by workers' organisations to assist them in advising their
members about employment opportunities; in planning and
adjusting apprentice schemes; and in determining their
membership policies. Thirdly, this information can be
used by other government departments. For example,
if a Ministry .of Education is concerned with vocational
and technical education, they will need to have some idea
of the types of occupation which are in short supply in
order that training course output targets may be planned
realistically. Again, in some countries theie is legis-
lation governing the location and distribution of industry.
The reports of an employment service on the employment
situation are very useful to the governmint department
which is responsible for the application of this policy as
one of the main considerations in these matters is the
supply of labour skilled or unskilled. A Ministry con-
cerned with production matters in considering the prospects
of stepping up production in certain sectors will have to
take into account the availability of labour in terms of geo-
graphical areas. Lastly there are the Ministries concerned
with general community development such as housing, transport,
health, social services and welfare. AU these questions
must be considered in the light of employment market patterns.

The second research function of employment services
is occupational research. It does not require much thought
to realise that for effective placement work there must be
adequate occupational information. Placement officers must
know what workers in different occupations do, how they do
it, what is involved and why they do it. Without this infor-
mation it is impossible to conduct a proper placement inter-
view. The placement officer must have detailed information
about any given occupation. He does not have to carry
all this in his head, of course, but he must have reference
material, usually in the form of a 'manual, telling him
about occupations, what 'Lilt duties are and what the qualifica-
tions are. To prepare adequate occupational information for
the use of placement' officers involves a good deal of research
into occupations and this should be one of the first tasks of
the staff of employment services in developing countries; to
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visit various employing establishments to find out what
exactly people do to earn their livelihood - how they
perform the job, why they do it and how it fits into the
general' production process - and on the basis of these
visits; to compile a series of job definitions in the
form of a national occupation classification system.
The importance of such a classification system is not only
related to the placement function; it is in fact a multi-
purpose tool and is essential for the proper classification
of occupational data collected under employment informa-
tion programmes and also under manpower information
programmes. The mention of the latter needs some
explanation of the subject of manpower.

One of the main preoccupations of the developing
countries, and indeed many industrialised countries, today,
is economic development programming. As you blow
economic development is the process of bringing productive
resources, i. I. capital and entrepreneurship, natural
resources and manpower, to fuller and more effective
.use. When economic plans are being formulated much
emphasis is placed on capital and capital formation, and
also on availability of raw materials. But one senses
a tendency to give less attention manpower. This
certainly has happened in the past when the assumption
has been that there have been adequate reserves of man-
power available. This is not so, of course. There may
be plenty of unskilled workers but expansion in the indus-
trial sector which is one of the major targets of economic
development, requires a steady supply of trained workers
to perform the new tasks and operate the new industrial
processes. Mention should also be made of the need
for raising levels of skills to improve productivity in the
traditional sectors of the economy, e. g., agriculture.

Hence, the growing realisation of the need to intro-
duce methods of techniques of manpower planning into the
general process of economic development planning. But
manpower planning cannot be carried out without a continuing
flow of manpower information. Manpower information deals
with manpower in its widest sense; demographic information
such as population estimates; labour-force data; population
and labour force projections; the manpower requirements
of economic development plans; the output of training estab-
lishments, academiq professional, technical and vocational,
and so on.
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I spoke earlier of employment information collected
by the employment service. Employment information is
an important part of manpower information and the differ-
ence between the two is quite simple. Employment infor-
mation relates to data about employment, e. workers in
employing establishments. Excluded - and this is more
significant in developing countries than in industrialised
countries - are self-employed persons. When you remem-
ber that perhaps 60-70 per cents of the labour force in
certain African countries consist of self-employed peasant
farmers, you can see how the employment market is a
comparatively small sector of the over-all manpower
picture. Nevertheless, the important thing about the
employment market. is that this is the segment which is
most likely to fluctuate and expand. Hence the importance
of the employment market research function of employment
services.

Having digressed for a moment into the field of
manpower planning let us now return to employment services
as such and consider the evolution of employment services.
Some sort of placement function. has been going on for many
years, but it was not until the early 20th Century that the
first national employment service was created. This was
in Great Britain in 1909. The British and the other early
employment services were first conceived as placement
services to match workers with jobs and these were the
lin& on which they originally developed. Quite early on
it became apparent that occupational information was neces-
sary and so the first research ,functioni - occupational
research - was - developed. At a later stage these national
services became active in the fields of vocational guidance,
training, rehabilitation, etc. It also became apparent that
the transactions of the service threw out useful employment
market information: the number of unemployed, the number
of placings, etc. and the second research activity became
established. More attention became to be focussed on this
side of the work as the industrialised countries came up
against serious social problems such as economic depression
and national emergencies. It became apparent that some
sort of planning would have to be done and for planning, facts
about the situation are needed. Consequently, more and more
attention was focussed on employment market research.
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As you can see, the evolution of employment services
in the industrialised countries has been based on empirical
methods and it is only within the last two decades that a
theoretical apprOach to the development of employment
services crystallised. But already the developing coun-
tries were beginning to introduce employment services.
and it must be admitted that In a lot of cases fundamental
mistakes were made. The major reason was that in
many countries the service introduced was a pale imitation
of a sophisticated system as operated in an industrialised
country. and was set up without a careful study being made
of the conditions with which the new service was expected
to cope. It was common for a placement service to be
introduced before any study of the employment market had
taken place and before very long it became apparent that
the placement service was making only a marginal im-
pact on the employment market. It was reduced to dealing
with unskilled workers, domestic servants, etc; traditional
methods of labour recruitment went on and skilled workers
found their own employment, often after a lot of trouble.
Unfortunately this situation was not recognised in time and
deterioration began to set in. Critical eyes were cast
by the financial administrators on the costs of these
services in terms of the results they were achieving.
The atmosphere grew in these services of justifying their
existence at all cost and it was not unknown for vacancy
placement figures to be deliberately inflated. Inevitably,
the morale of the 'service went down and this increased
as the existence of the service became to be threatened
from year to year.

Attention was given to these problems by the I. L.O.
and the result of their investigations was published in an
article in the International Labour Review of April 1956
entitled "The Organisation of Employment Services in
Economically Underdeveloped Countries". This gives in
considerable detail the reasons for the partial failure
of the employment service in the developing countries.
The lesson which must be learned is that emphasis should
be given in the first place to employment market information
and occupational information. It must be !mown where
the employment market areas are and which are the
major ones, where industry is situated in the country
and what processes and occupations are involved. When,
and only when, this information is available, is the time to
start thinking about opening placement offices, and then it is
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as well to make haste slowly. With only limited financial
resources, it is better to concentrate on ensuring the
effective functioning of one pilot employment office rather
than opening a network of small ineffective offices.
Once the value of the pilot employment office has been
demonstrated there will be a much stronger case for the
allocation of additional finance for the gradual expansion
of the service as a whole. When money is scarce it is
especially vital to ensure that priorities are right.
Occupational and einployment market research must come
first; then placement; and then vocational, guidance etc.

And now to wind up, a few words about the organisa-
tion of employment services. First, if the service is to
be soundly based, its existence should be established by
statute. Secondly, it should have its own budget, pre-
ferably one separate from that of the Ministry of Labour.
Thirdly, there should be a carefully planned personnel
policy and this is important. The officials who staff an
employment service are dealing not with facts and figures,
or bricks and mortar, but with people and people usually
in need of advice. An essentially human and sympathetic
approach is needed and, so far as is possible, staff re-
cruitco.ent procedures should be framed to take these quali-
fications or rather attributes, into account. Fourthly,
there be a headquarters organisation in which there should
be a staff trebling unit for training staff in procedures;
an inspection unit for the dual purpose of ensuring that
local office staffs are maintaining common operating stan-
dards, and developing improved procedures; an employment
unit whose concern should be placement policy; and a
vacancy clearance section to deal with the clearance of
vacancies between various' geographical areas so that
vacancies which cannot be filled in one place are brought
to the attention of work seekers in another part of the
country. On the research side there should be an occu-
pational analysis unit dealing with research into occupations,
and an employment information unit to deal with employment
market research; the studying of local office employment
reports; the compilation of reports on the employment
situation; and liaison with whatever manpower planning
authority may exist.

A regional office organisation you may or you may
need depending on the circumstances. All it is really is
a smaller version of a headquarters but with a more closely
defintd sphere of responsibility. It is the intermediate
step between the local office and the headquarters.
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At local. office level the organisation should comprise
at least three sections; a placement section, an employment
information section and an employers' relations section.
Contacts with employers are essential. Without the
systematic development of good relations between employ-
ers and employment service the service cannot operate
effectively.

Under certain conditions, dependant on geography and
the size of the organisation, a certain number of headquarters'
responsibilities such as inspection, staff training, vacancy
clearance, and employment market information, may be
delegated to regional offices.

This is only the briefest outline of the organisation
of an employment service but the subject of employment
services is a big one and in the short time available for
this talk many aspects have had to be dealt with only briefly.

(This lecture was delivered originally in English)



MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT AND

ECONOMIC GROWTH

by R. Wynne-Roberts

The basis of this paper is one presented to a recent
meeting of experts in productivity and management in Latin
America in Santiago, Chile.1 The meeting was held jointly
between the I.L.O. and the Economic Commission for Latin
America (ECLA).

Introduction and Definitions

First of all, I shall give you some definitions because
I think we had better be quite clear what we are talking
about. Next I shall consider very briefly the determinants
of economic development - those factors which determine
the rates of economic development. Then I shall discuss
the attributei of managers and I will difine manageri5 because
the term) is used very broadly, ) which are necessary if a
gauntry is to progress and develop. Finally, I shall discuss
rather briefly what is needed by a country if it is to have
a balanced development of its managers and hence have a
balanced economic and industrial. development. Let us
begin with the definitions.

The first definition is that of "economic development" -
this is one definition and no doubt there are many others -
Economic development may be thought of as a process which
results in a sustained long-term increase in real national
income per capita. The central thread in this process
is continuing rise in the real value of the goods and services
produced in the economy. This rise is the result. of changes
in any one or combination of the following determinants:

1 LAPM-62, Working paper N1, Proc-EC-U-101,
prepared for Technical Meeting of Experts of Management
Development and Productivity in Latin America, held in
Santiago, Chile, 15-26 October 1962.
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(a) the allocation of the economy's resources among
various alternative activities;

the quality and quantity of the economic resources
(that is to say natural resources, capital, and the
services of men devoted to productive activities);

(c) the technology employed in the productive process; and

(d) the quality, attitudes and abilities of those in positions
of management.

Quite clearly, if the per-capita income is to rise
there must be a rise in the national income which is greater
than a rise in population. This is rather important.

In defining management, I must make a point which
is peculiar to the English language, I do not think this
confusion quite arises in French or Spanish, and that is
that the term "management" DI used in two sense. It is
used:

(a) for the people who manage (you talk about, manage-
ment does this or management does that meaning
directors and heads of departments and so on); and

management as an abstract term meaning the
process of managing.

I may be forced to use this term "process of managing"
in both ways. There is not a satisfactory alternative,
but in general what I am talking about in this discussion
is the people who manage. Where I am using the term
in any other sense I shall try and make it quite clear.
One definition of management has been defined as:
the hierarchy of individuals who perform specified critical
functions in the organisation. It is not a term I care for
very much but it is probably as. good as any other. We
may make it clearer by defining what are the functions
of management. These have been described by Professors
Harbison and Myers in their book Management in the
Industrial World as, first of all - the handling of uncertainty.
Management comes most strongly into the picture in all
enterprises when there is a situation of uncertainty. A
decision has to be taken from a possible choice of decisions.
Secondly, management is concerned with planning and
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innovation. Innovation in a sense of, in the case of
a manufacturing firm, new products, new processes, new
markets, new location, new ideas, setting up of new acti-
vities. Thirdly, the routine activities of co-ordination,
administration and control of the day-to-day activities of
the enterprise and beyond that - routine su re_L___ision as

opposed to uncertainty. There is another function of
management, which the economists would call the entre-
preneurial function - taking risks. Increasing risk is
being taken by professional managers rather than those
classified as "entrepreneurs" both in the public and private
sectors, but it is extremely difficult to define the point
at which the taking of risk becomes what we can accept
as fully managerial decisions. I have not including the
taking of risk formally under the functions of management
because it is what you might call a disputable sector.
However, most paid managers in public or private sectors,
do in fact, at senior level, have to undertake quite a lot
of risk in some form or another; with somebody else's
capital, as a rule not theirs. The sort of individuals
who form part of management may thus be owner-managers,
the vast majority even today, in industrialised countries
and even more so in the less industrialised - directors,
managing directors, general Managers, departmental
managers, administrative officers, specialists in manage-
ment techniques and first-line supervisors. These may
be in the public or private sectors because the distinction
in as far as management is concerned is often very blurred,
in many countries. For example, in India there is an
enormous public sector carrrying out many activities which
are being carried out by the private sectors in many other
countries, the United Kingdom for example. In the public
sector it is often very difficult to identify precisely who
are the management, because in certain countries, Poland
for example, where we have experts working at the present
time, it is very difficult to define who takes managerial
decisions at various levels. It may be a minister, it may
be a director-general, it may be at one of the industry
associations - various management decisions are taken at
various levels both in government and in industry; but
all these people - whether ministers, directors-general or
functionaries - if they are taking decisions or taking con-
trolling actions, or planning for industry and for industry-
type enterprises, then in fact, they are managing - call
them what you like. TOday management and the need
for management penetrates deeply into the public sector in



practically every, if not every, country in the world.
In this connection I used the term "management technique".
I would define this: a management technique is a syste-
matic procedure of investigation, planning ctrol which
can be applied to all management problems of a specified
type wherever they may occur.

These management techniques are things like work
study, production planning, cost control, market research,
there are dozens but they are working tools of the manager.
Finally, I would define "management development". The
word "development" is used because it is the further develop-
ment of the adult and practising manager at various stages
throughout his career from the level of jun for manager up
to and including the time he reaches the top. Today itis the practice in many countries and particularly the United
States for the very topmost managers themselves to pursue
their own development by attending courses, conferences,
discussion groups, seminars, etc. The fkenc h word is
'perfectionnemenel

The Determinants of Economic DevelDrment

The determinants for economic growth were said
to be an allocation of the economy's resources, the quality
and quantity of the economic resources (including people)
and the technology employed in the production process.
It is the allocation of these resources which determines
the extent to which the production of the economy can approach
the optimum mixture and thereby the pc'ssible maximum
or optimum output created by the resources available and
the technologies used. There is no doubt at all that all
countries in the world, even the United States, where pro-
duction has been brought to a fantastically high level, are
in !act producing very much below what they could be pro-
ducing with the same resources. In many countries this
gap is enormous. From the economic point-of-view this
means that output of either goods or services can often
be expanded by measures that can permit or encourage a
re-allocation of resources in the direction of optimum
allocation by removing market imperfections or by direct
decisions. In addition it means that if economic growth
is the principle goal of the country, as new resources become
available, their allocation, whether by market mechanisms
or government policy, should be to activities to which they
can make the greatest contribution to growth. There is
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no optimum allocation of resources that you can say
applies to all countries, but what is extremely notable
in many countries is that the resources are, as a rule,
very far from distributed in a way to provide optimum
growth and there is often a utilisation of resources for
non-essential purposes, a luxury, whiCh particular countries
at particular stages of development cannot afford. This
allocation of resources is essentially, the result of a series
of decisions made more or lime efficiently on what is to
be produced, how and in what qaantity, and these decisions
may be made by individuals sating on their own, gathering
and considering information themselves and then deciding
on a course of action which they then follow. This is
the case of the vast majority of the owners of small
enterprises. They have to make decisions themselves,
gather what information, often rather inaccurate, that they can
and.. take. action beeed on their decisions. One -man businesses
are the great majority in the world. However, such deci-
sions may equally be made by heads of organisations, large
or small, public or, private. The decisions as to .what
shall be produced and how it shall be used, in more or
less free enterpriSe economies are taken for the most
part by this group of people the managers, whO we shall
see have a profound influence on the economy. These
decisions may have to be made subject to restrictions laid
down by governments, for example, of imports of machinery
or materials, fiscal or other policies which are designed
to encourage or to discourage particular lines of action.
Such a case might be protective tariffs for the textile
industry, which the government is trying to encourage,
or contrarywise, very heavy import duties on say, machinery,
to discourage undue capital expenditure. Very rarely are
the decisions of the managers, the people who are managing
the economic activities, taken in a vacuum; in very few
countries in the world are they taken without certain arti-
ficially imposed restrictions, as well as restrictions imposed
by economic forces. The sort of decisions which the
managers have to take and which have a direct affect on
the country are:

(a) whether the production should be expanded or
contracted;

(b) whether more or fewer services should be
provided;
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(c) whether new products or services should be
added;

(d) whether entirely new activities should be under-
taken.

Whenever one of those decisions is taken it affects
the national economy, whoever takes it, whether it is a mini-
ster, whether it is an individual owner or whether it is a
paid manager. These decisions are part of the undertaking
of risk and part of innovation in management and are very
closely dependent on other functions of the management. How
good or bad these decisions may be will depend, to a very
great degree, on how well the people taking the decisions
know their jobs. This is where the need for management
development training becomes imperitive. In countries
where the bulk of manufacturing and other activities is'
carried out by a very large number of small enterprises,
of course, the net affect on the economy is due to a resultant
of a very large number of decisions taken by many small
owner-managers. You may have cases where one or two
or a few enterprises dominate certain sectors of the economy
and their decisions immediately have an affect. Sometimes
there may be .a banding IMO associations which may then decide
collectively to take a certain decision in a certain direction
or bring pressure on the government to take certain action.
Thus, in the allocation of resources, the managers, through
their decisions, play a critically important Nile.

The next point to consider is the quantity and quality
of resources devoted to productive activities. These break
themselves down into natural resources, capital and manpower.
If we turn first to natural resources it is clear that the
production process is very largely one of combining and
transforming raw materials from the state in which they
are found in nature to that in which they are demanded by
the consumer, whoever he may be, even if it is a matter
of hacking coal out of a mine and delivering it in suitably
sized pieces to people with fireplaces or to railway engines.
In any given state of technology, the nature, quantity and
quality of the natural resources available to the economy
places certain restrictions on the possibilities of expanding
production. These restrictions can, however, be varied
by studies and surveys resulting from a discovery of hitherto
unknown resources, or by trade,. by importing or exchanging
resources which you need, like - say - fuel-oil for resources
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which you may want - say, bananas or machinery. Natural
resources play an essential role in the production processes
and consequently on economic development, but where the
natural resources of a particular country are fixed by
nature, although they can be supplemented by imports,
the value of resources within any given area from the point -
of -view of economic development depends on hor well the
people in that area or in that country know how to use
them. In most cases the management of individual enter-
prises, except the great giants or .State enterprises, can do
very little to affect the availability of natural resources.
It can, however, affect very 'substantially the way in which
known resources are used by finding new ways to use them,
by changing technologies and it is part of the innovation
duties or functions of management to make the best possible
use of the existing resources, to find new ways of .using
them, perhaps new ways of development of exports.

In the case of textiles, for example, there is enor-
mous competition in the world for grey cloth. Almost
every country is producing grey cloth, but the enterprise
which can develop some really original lines in printing,
something that attracts people and can be marketed abroad,
contributes to the better use of, say, the country's cotton
crops, than merely by turning out grey cloth in competition
with the world. By imaginative skill in developing new
weaves, new printing patterns and so on, the value of the
country's cotton resources, may be added to.

One can hardly ignore or hardly question the fact
that capital is a vital factor in the production process and
in economic development. Capital, whether in public or
private hands, is the means which permits man to do more
than his own skill and power alone could accomplie.
Generally speaking it can be said that Sthenever- economic
activity is carried on, capita/ is employed and the output
per unit of manpower tends to fluctuate directly with the
changes in capital per unit of manpower.* This is, of
course, because changes in production methods are tending
towards greater mechanisation and, making processes more
automatic. One of the principal ways of increasing output
in en economy is to augment the supply of capital employed
in combination with raw materials in the labour force.

Here the managers have an extremely important
rel.. In private enterprise they control at the top level,
the profits of the enterprise and can thus determine whether
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these are to be productively invested by the firm, thus
creating capital to start a new enterprise, for example,
or to expand an existing one; by whether they are going
to distribute them to the owner or owners who may also
be the managers to be spent on luxury goods or simply
hoarded in the bank. Some of what may be spent by the
owners in consumer goods, may of course, go back into
circulation for consumption but very often it may not,
or not to any useful consumption.

The degree of the political or economic stability
of the country has obviously got a very strong and per-
fectly natural influence on the margin of profit which
owners in the private sector are likely to demand, and
to the extent to which they are willing to reinvest within
their own countries, this is only human and natural. The
economic justification for large profit margins in the
countries wnich are still at the beginning of industrialisation
is that they allow rapid capital accumulation for starting
further enterprises which will extend employment opportu-
nities and) if possible, replace goods previously imported
and, to that extent, and provided the capital is used for that
purpose, large margins can be justified, as long as they
can be obtained. Heads of public enterprises may have
less to say, less influence over the disposal of company
profits than heads of private ones but at the policy making
level which may, again, be ministerial level the sort of
'decisions are made which are not very different in their
nature from those made by the ordinary private owner-
managers) and one of the major problems of top management
in many developing countries, and some others where there
is heavy unemployment or underemployment is that there
are often very heavy pressures on State enterprises to
provide jobs. In many cases State enterprises railways
and other enterprises - are very heavily overstaffed With
resulting inefficiencies. and lack of profits or even heavy
losses. This is a major problem. It is in a sense a
political. problem but it is nevertheless a real one and
there are many managers of State enterprises who are
well aware of it but can do little.

Capital only becomes meaningful when it is trans-
lated into terms of productive resources - land, buildings,
plant, equipment and machines. It is managerial knowledge
and skills, the attitudes and capacity for analytic and synthetic
systematic thinking that are of fundamental importance in
determining the effectiveness with which any capital sum may
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be employed. It is probably true to say that a manage-
ment whose members are all highly skilled at their jobs
might in many instances obtain twice the output from a
given sum invested and in capital resources, obtained by
an average management, at least in most developing
countries. A striking illustration of this has recently been
furnished by the Economic Commission for Latin America
which has carried out a study of the textile industry in
Brazil with a view to furthering a large-scale reorganisation.
It was discovered that among firms "of closely comparable
size, age of machinery, producti and so on, the differences
of productivity were in the order of four to one, that is to
say, the most efficient firms were four times more produc-
tive than the least, which must be largely attributed to the
qualities of the rolpeative manageinents, since other factors
were more or less similar. A striking example of the
savings which can be affected in buildings alone was pro-
vided during a seminar on work study which I ran in Japan.
In one fairly large enterprise the participants of the Bernina!)
who did two days of rather intensive theoretical work and
four days practical work inside the factory, were able to
show that in one heavy assembly shop alone, by relaying
but the shop they could double the production and save
a building programme worth a million dollars. The
implications for the company's whole building programme,
running into millions of dollars were enormous. These
are the sort of savings to be made by proper use of manage-
ment techniques, and the use of the capital for imported
machinery, for example, can be very substantially improved
by the proper use of that machinery, its maintenance,
planning of its work, operation and so forth, so that it
may in fact be possible to save large sums in imports for
the same output as between really good management or a
medium or indifferent one.

The second factor in production is manpower and
that includes everybody - the skilled and the unskilled
workers, technicians, professional persons, the civil
administrators, the managers - the whole labour force -
and it is always as a rule possible provided the other
resources are available, to expand output by increasing
the size of the productive labour force, bringing into
economic activity persons previously inactive from an
economic point-of-view. However, what is very often
more important is improving the quality of the manpower
currently employed by better training, by the development
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of their natural skills and aptitudes, by opportunities for
improving themselves and undertaking positions involving
more skill and more responsibility. The management has
a supremely important role to play - it exercises control
over a number of people productively employed, in various
ways. It can, for example, decide to work second or
third shifts in certain industries which means a more
intensive use of the capital. And this may be more than
justified where there is a lot of labour and a shortage of
capital and where the demand justifies increased production.
By the manner in which management applies its management
techniques it can determine how many workers are needed
at various processes and work points, particularly where
this type of work is mainly of a manual nature. The
difference between the average and the best is likely
to be very great in this field also.

The third factor is the technology employed and in
most of the countries with which we are concerned these
technologies may have to be imported from abroad, at least
at this stage, but there is no question at all that techno-
logical change is a major contributor to the process of
eliminating the disparaties which exist in the national
product between the different countries, between the more
advanced and the less advanced industrial countries, and
here also the role of management is a major one. The
technology used irt the country is determined by many
individual decisions up and down the line, as to what tech-
nology is to be used in the production process or in the
service industries.

When talking about technology we may be talking
about not only productive machinery, but also, say, about
motor buses. Should large or small buses be used, or
diesel buses or petrol buses or very modern buses or
less modern buses? - It applies all the way through the
service industries and even to office machinery - should
mechanised accounting be used? Should we do it by hand?
Or some compromise between the two? The choice of
technology for developing countries does present a very
real problem and the problem has not always been solved
on purely technological consideration% For example,
in setting up new industries there is often a tendency to
try to obtain the latest very complex and costly machinery -
highly productive - where in fact, at a given stage, and
especially where the goods concerned are for internal
consumption, well proved general purpose machines or
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plants might do as well or even better in the countries
concerned. If high productbn machinery involves very
highly skilled maintenance processes, electronic and
other highly skilled engineers, a country may not be
ready, may not have a sufficiency of skilled technicians
to undertake the maintenances and the result may be
very costly. I refer back to the study of the Brazilian
(ECLA) textile industry. It is unusual in this respect,
that the study presents the textile industry with three
alternatives, in its reequipment; it examines the economic
and other implications of these including the effect on
employment which is very considerable. The three
alternatives it looks at are:

(a) improving the management and organisation
but doing nothing about the existing machinery
at all, although much of it is very old and very
shakey according to the report;

(b) reorganising and improving the management and
quality of the workers doing absolute essential
replacemezits or bringing up to date machinery
it costs a lot more of course;

(c) replacing all old and out-worn machinery by the
most modern possible machinery.

The study comes out on economic and cost grounds
squarely for the second alternative; it also comes out
for this alternative on grounds of minimum displacement
of labour force which, were the third resorted to, would
be extremely large. It is the first study of its kind
that I know of which has, in fact, presented managements
beforehand with the possible results of its decisions in
both macro and micro economic terms. The many
countries which have large underemployment or unemploy.
ment problems may find that on economic grounds alone
it is cheaper to go for the less advanced and less high
production processes but to utilise what they have got
manpower much more effectively. Summarising then,
management's responsibility in this I will quote briefly
what was stead in 1950 at meeting of Experts in Productivity
and Management, at Bangalore:

1
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"Primary responsibility for achieving a high
level of productivity and efficiency within the under-
taking rests, however, with the management, especially
with the top management. The middle management
heads of departments and assistant heads - has the
responsibility for initiating, carrying through and
maintaining improvements in productivity, but it is
the top management which decides major questions
of policy, establishes the organisational structure of
the undertaking, allocates duties and responsibilities
and is responsible for the over-all co- ordination of
all activities in the enterprise. The top management
is also primarily responsible for the quality of the
relations between management and workers within
the plant. Unless top management performs its
functions efficiently the best efforts of middle manage-
ment, supervisors and workers are likely to be
frustrated."'

The Attributes of Management Necessary for Progress

What sorts of attributes does management need if it
is going to progress? It needs three, I think.

First of all it needs an attitude of mind favourable
to change. Resistance to change is a well known pheno-
menon in all countries and at all times. The majority
of us fend to dislike change and those who tend to try and
enforce change render themselves unpopular this applies
everywhere in all sectors, private, public and often in
our private lives as well. Secondly, it needs a breadth
of outlook and a capacity for long-term thinking. Thirdly,
the necessary knowledge and skills of managers.

The point is that in the developing economies the
industrial society towards which many of them are pro-
gressing makes demands on its members which are different
and often incompatible with those of agrarian societies.
This is true whatever form of industrial society is considered.
For example, the organisation, discipline, mobility of the
labour force; the content, the. purpose and scope of the edu.
cational system; the division and specialisation of labour;
ethical and legal codes that permit impersonal business
relationshipi5 are all of great economic importance in the

1 I. L. 0.: Raising Productive Geneva 1959.

II
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industrial society. But they are a lot less important
in the agrarian community and what has been developed
under the agrarian system very rarely meets the need
of the industrial one.

Obviously you do not bring about changes like that
easily, especially in countries where the owner-manager
is common and where he may be very comfortably placed
both socially and financially. He will not be happy to
accept those changes easily none of us would be.
For example, as technology becomes more complex, the
entrepreneur, the owner-manager or top manager, even
in the public sector, becomes less self-sufficient and
more and more dependent on other people, He is de
pendent on highly skilled technicians he is dependent
on technologists, he is dependent on people who have
sidlls which he has not and, therefore, he looses, by
the very force of circumstances the powers for independent
and authoritarian decision which he had under a simpler
state of affairs. He no longer can be too authoritarian
because he will lose his highly skilled technicians, and
he will make mistakes which are too costly. He can
no longer ignore opinions of the other people& the opinions
of his specialists and perhaps of his skilled workers.
At the same time, the manager in this state of change
must be in tune with the state of change in order to seize
the opportunities which the state of change present,
because in fact this development presents enormous
opportunities if he has the skill and the alertness to
take them. He should be, in fact, the leader of the
change and not as is too often the case, a reluctant
follGwer.

Development involves an entire economy, a complex
whole which is composed of many inter-related parte.
The extent to which this is appreciated and taken into
account, by Management and by those with managerial
powers, is a major determinant on whether the forces
of the nation complement each other or whether they
are going to negate each other by being opposed. It
is true that government leaders who control political
institutions and key economic organs of the country
have an important role to play in developing countries
and must have a comprehensive view and are generally
in a position to have it but it is equally important from
the point of view of the manager of the individual enter.
prise. The more he has the ability to see the economy
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from a comprehensive point of view and the adaptations
he has to make to the changes it involves, how he can
benefit from those changes and bow he can contribute
to them, the better chance he has of succeeding in his
own enterprise and furthering the development of the
economy.

A long term perspective implies a certain measure
of stability, a faith in the future and this is not easily
acquired where political or economic circumstances are
unstable. This is one of the problems of 'developing
enterprises in many countries of the world. It obviously
falls on the government to do what it can to reduce the
uncertainties that impede economic development but in
general and in many of the countries ot which we are
talking management private as well as public has
often considerable influence on the government and merely
to say "government ought to do something about this"
is not as a rule the answer. The government reflects
the attitudes of a large number of individuals and the
attitude of government and what the government is, is
therefore normally conditioned by these people, among
them managers or otimermanageri. Unless the. manager
has this capacity for longterm. thinking and has the
capacity for seeing the economy .as a whole he is unlikely
to be able to make the contribution he should either to
the economy as a whole or to the growth and prosperity
of his own enterprise.

Finally, managers must have the necessary know
ledge and skips to do their jobs. Management's ability
to do their jobs properly will depend an its capacity to
understand and master two elements, the first of which
is:

"The complex of factors maternal and external
to the enterprise which may affect its productivity,
some of which may be beyond the Control of the
individual manager but nevertheless must be taken
into account. These factors are economic,
commercial, financial, technical, social, and
psychological and may include considerations
imposed by government policy and shortages or
deficiencies in material or human resources.
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Only when these factors are properly understood
and the means which management has at its disposal
for dealing with them are known and properly used,
can an enterprise be operated at full efficiency.sel

The second element is management's knowledge of
how to use these techniques of management a. the tools
which it has at its disposal to deal with various situations.
Like the tools in a skilled craftsman's tool kit, then are
different tools for different needs. Managerial skill
lies in knowing how to use them just as a skilled carpenter
can take up any one of his tools and do the most refined
things with it. summarising, managers' contributions
to the efficiency of the enterprise are; first, the outlook
and attitude, then the capacity for long-range thinking,
finally the skill to know how to use what he has got to
the best advantage.

Management Development

Those skills can be taught, any country which pretends
to have effective industry must have an effective system for
teaching its managers. However good your top managers
are, it is not much use if they do not have a skilled
managerial staff beneath them. There must be a compre
hensive system which will be able to train the managers
from the top to the bottom, as well as specialists in
various management techniques.

There are various levels of people in manage-
ment who have to be trained or perfected or developed.
First of all there are the very top managers, the owners,
the directors, the top directors of government enterprises
and in some cases even senior civil servants. It is
usually rather difficult to get these people to come to
courses for one thing they do not like to think they
are being educated but they will come to suitable
conferences, exchanges with people of their own level
and so on :Ind that is one way of getting across some
knowledge of management. The sort of things these men
want to discuss are the problems from which top manage-
ment suffer. Many bad management programmes have
been done throughout the world because people have gone
to countries that are perhaps less Industrie/1y developed
and have put on courses for top managers which are
really courses for middle managers in more industrially

1 I. L. 0. op. cit.
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developed countries. These courses are generally
failures because the problems of these people are very
much the same whichever country they are in. They
are of the same order and they do not want to listen
to the problems of their departmental heads.

Then there are the senior management. These
are the people at the heads of departments, big depart
mentos senior staff positions, very often the "crown
princes", the sons of owners who will inherit the busi-
ness, people who are already taldng part in top level
decision maidng. These people can be given a really
thorough course and it can be made to last as long as
you can get them to come. As a basis, a good reg
'dential course may in the ideal, Thole are the
who will' rule industry tomorrow and they must have
a thorough. theoretical under tending of the basis of
management and then do seine practical work under
supervision as well when they go back to their enter
prises.

Senior managers and middle managers may be
given courses of a more technical .kind and here there
are four main sectors finance, production, markets,
personnel and a certain number of miscellaneous_
courses such as courses for trade union leaders and
senior memberti who should have a certain knowledge and
understanding of management. These people at senior
levels may take complete courses on production manage-
ment; on marketing management, on porsonnel.management,
and so on, but at the next level the specialists on manage.
anent techniques which would also include the middle
managers, such as these two spread over from the
technical departmental staff to the general management,
so the middle managers also may take specialist courses
in any of this area, for example, in cost control, or
budgetar-y control or in the production field, in produc-
tion planning or in work study, or in quality control or
in other specialist subjects down to the. supervisory level,
and even such things as storekeeping and stock control.
It is very necessary to have.well.trained storekeepers.

Any country which is industrialising-ehould have
set up, possibly in one institution, possibly in a number
of different institutions, certainly comordinated by somebody,
the facilities for developing and training not only senior
managers but also its various technical managers in
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management, (I am not talking about technologists, that
is the business of other institutions), and its specialists
in various management techniques right down to the
foremen. Until those facilities are available industry
cannot have its trained staff.

Conclusion

In this brief discussion I have attempted to outline
the vitally important role which managenient has in
furthering economic development. Management has
this role by virtue of financial power, in some cases,
of status or official position. Unless it has also
the attitudes and knowledge commensurate with its power
the whole- economy of the country will suffer.

(This lecture was delivered originally in English)



WORKERS' SELF GOVERNMENT IN

YUGOSLAVIA

by B. V. Pribgevi6 .

Introduction

The Yugoslav system of industrial management or
workers' management, is causing a good deal of discussion
and interest not only in the country itself but also abroad.
The first roots of the idea can be found in the works and
theories of St. Simon and Fourier. The idea has been
discussed in national labour movements since the end of
the last century when the French syndicalists and especially.
Soren, gave prominence to the idea of direct democracy in
their writings. Then, especially during the first World
War, there were numerous attempts in various countries to
introduce the idea or to put it into practice. The idea
today is also widely discussed in the international labour
movement, and elsewhere. The case for workers' parti-
cipation in management is not recognised today only by
socialists, but also by other people inlluding some very
distinguished industrial sociologists who are not Marxist.
In the article published a few yeare ago in, the International
Labour Reviewl under the heading "The Labour Problem in
Economic Development", the American sociologists -
Messrs. Clark Kerr, Harbison, Dunlop and Myers, say:

"The industrial worker is seldom
satisfied in a society where, largely without
his participation, rules are made to prescribe
his duties, to regulate the pace of his tasks
and to govern his movement into and out of
work and from one position to another

All this shows you that in Yugoslavia we are not
original in so far as the idea itself is concerned. Why then
is there such an interest in Yugoslay. experience? I should
think the main reason for this is that. in Yugoslavia you have

I. I,. O. Review: Vol. Llaaa No. 3.
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the first example a the idea being put into practice in the
whole country. It has worked for ten years and the economy
has not gone to pieces. Attempts have been made in the
past, in Germany, France, England, etc. For example,
in England, during the First World War trade unions in some
areas - particularly in Manchester and London - tried to
establish working guilds; - enterprises operated and run
entirely and exclusively by the workers themselves. The
experiment lasted a few years and then with. the crisis which
started early in 1921 it suddenly disappeared. There are
also well-known examples in Germany, in Soviet Russia
immediately after the Revolution, and today in Israel; these
however, are not conducted in the whole economy, but only
in a few areas, in a few cases.

When I say "workers' management" I mean an
institutional arrangement which enables workers, or the
labour force employed in an economic organisation, to control
directly and positively the process of management and organi-
sation of work in that particular unit. I want to make a
distinction between workers' management and various kinds
of institutional arrangements existing today in many countries
all over the world, developed and undeveloped, enabling
workers to participate, to take part, to have a say in the
process of management. German co-determination is one
of the most important kind perhaps. In Britain and in some
Scandinavian countries you have joint consultation arrangements.
The case of Israel is well known. In India, for example,
you have also a degree of consultation enabling workers to have
some say. I should think that one of the main characteristics
of all these versions is that they enable workers to have a
consultative voice in managing enterprises, whilst in Yugoslavia
it is they who have direct control. They directly manage the
process of production.

Industrial management is a very complex procedure and
it can be studied from many -aspects. You can approach it,
for example, from economic, sociological, legal, psychological,
institutional, functional and some other aspects. I am not
going to dwell on any particular approach or aspects. I think
that for the purpose of this talk it would be of greater interest
to give a general picture of the system, to show you the itsti
tutions which have developed, the main principles, and to give
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you the main problems which we face today in Yugoslavia
in further developing this system,

The third introductory remark I want to make is
that workers' management in Yugoslavia is still in the
process of development. It is continuously. changing, new
regulations are introduced, the system is improving in
various aspects and all this has important implications,
First of all, it is very difficult to give a precise or detailed
picture of the system. Professor Hugh A, Clegg from
Great Britain has said;

"Any description of,the Yugoslav
system is bound to be wrong in detail for
the Yugoslav; revise it at least once a year,
sometimes more frequently,"1

Socioeconomic and Political Background

Before I start describing the main elements of the
system let me give you a few indications of the general
socioeconomic background in the country in the two decades
during which we developed the system of workers' councils.
The main characteristic of this period is that they have been
years of profound social revolution. The whole social,
political and economic structure has been changed. From
a relatively, or I might even say, an absolutely backward;
capitalist country, before the second World War, Yugoslavia
has become a relatively developed industrial country, which
has built up the foundations of its industry.

The social - political framework has totally_ changed
in the sense that the main elements of :socialist society have,
been established. During this process. we have ..completely
nationalised industry, banking and trading .organisations.
Transport has been transferred almost completely to public
ownership, .

Yugoslavia was one of the worst afflicteck countries
in the. last wars Poland, Soviet Union and Yugoslavia suffered
probably the most severe damage, Every tenth person in
Yugoslavia was killed during the war, our Industry was
destroyed, some .specialists say to the extent. of 80 per, cent,
You can imagine that the country _was faced. with a very
serious problem of reconstruction after the war.

1 Clegg, ILA,: A New Approach to Industrial Democracy,
Oxford 1980, pp. 138.

-
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During these years important changes also took place
in the social structure of the country. Some classes which
were important before the war are practically nonexistent
today; for instance, the small but influential class of land-
owners and class of capitalists, But I should say the mo
important is the change in composition of society if you look
at the proportion of people employed in agriculture and in
industry. Before the war, in Yugoslavia some 75 per cent.
of the people were employed in agriculture; today the figure
stands at about 50 per cent, with the remaining 50 per cent,
in industries and in other sectors of urban economy,
Important changes also took place in the country's international
position. Immediately after the war Yugoslavia was one of
the members of the. Soviet Union bloc, After the break in
our relations with the Soviet Union in 1948, Yugoslavia with
drew from the Soviet bloc and from all military blocs and
is, today, one of the nonaligned countries cooperating on
an equal basis with all countries that are beginning to
recognise their independence. I think this international
aspect of the problem had an important bearing on the evolution
of our industrial structure,

You might ask why leading political forces abandoned
the Soviet model of industrial organisation where the whole power
is in the hands of State appointed directors, and adopted this
course, whereby practically the whole power of management
is Voided with the people employed in the factory. There are
quite a number of factors and I will only briefly state a few
of the most important. I think one of the reasons was ideo
logical. To our Yugoslav understanding socialism implies com
plate emancipation of man as a human being and this emancipation
cannot be achieved until you have given, in this particular case,
the worker the right to have direct say in arranging conditions
at his workplace, because he spends the best part of his life
at his workplace, and to our understanding you cannot have
complete emancipatiOn of a huinan being if you have only what
some people have come to 'call political democracy where
citizens have a right to vote once in two or three years to
select representatives who will represent them either in local
or. federal government, We think that this principle of self.
government' must apply not 'only in the political scene, in
political life; it has also to be applied in the industrialised
sectors.
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The second factor is very practical. We started
to introduce the system by the end of 1949. At that time
the country was at the height of its political and ideological
conflict with the Soviet Union and the countries which stood
behind it Yugoslavia was excluded from the Cominform
by Stalin on the grounds that it was abandoning essential
socialist principles, We !mow now from the mouth of
Mr. Kbruschev that the actual reason was the fact that
the leading political people in Yugoslavia refused to accept
Stalin's supreme power, Stalin's right to decide what we
were going to do in our country. Very soon after the break
Yugoslav's found itself In a difficult position. The Soviet
Maim ordered an economic blockade on the country& trade
agreements bed been cut and all trade with Yugoslavia was -
stopped within two or three weeks.; Very severe political:
pre ssulo from all sides was brought to bear upon the country
and at the same time we did not have good relations with .

the Western countries either. Some of you who have followed
international politics of that period might recall that only a
year previously& in 1947, we were at a point of starting war
with the United. States because of the shooting of American
planes which flew over our territory. In these circumstances
the leadership of the country wished to make a political move
to mobLise maximum support from the people. They intro.
dazed a law in 1950 declaring that in accordance with the
principle: 'land- to peasants, factories to workers', the manage.
ment of factories would be put in the hands of workers.

I would also say that during these difficult years we
could not understand how a. socialist country like the Soviet
Union could behave in' such a way towards one small socialist
country. We thought that Stalin was somehow crazy or a
maniac who could not understand and would not understand&
or that he was badly informed by his subordinates. But soon
we dropped these notions and started to think that something
must be wrong in the Soviet system .existing at that time& and
we came to the conclusion that this was the bureaucratisation
of the Soviet political structure which enabled one person to
concentrate such enormous powers in his hands. We looked
for the sources of this bureaucratisation& or deformation as
they call it today& in political and social systems& and came
to the conclusion that one of the main sources is total bureau.
cratisation of the economic system whereby State appointed
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officials have total control aver enterprises. They have
enormous powers, while the workers have no control over
these officials.

Evolution of the System of Workers' SelfaGovernment
in Yugoslavia

To my mind these are the main factors which
Influenced Yugoslav leadership. to take this course of action.
The next point which I want also very briefly to present is
the evolution of the system of workers' management.
Immediately after the war, after nationalisation* we Intro.
duced a system which was very much like the Soviet system
as applied also in other EastEuropean countriest a system
in which the Director appointed by the State and responsible
to the State, but not to the workers, is given. complete
control and authority in the factory or other economic
enterprise. This system lasted until 1950 that is the first
five post-war years. In 1950 the first law was passed on
workers' management which ordered that workers' councils
be elected in all enterprises employing more than 30 workers
and other employees. A characteristic feature of the next
few years, was that these workers' councils were given
mainly consultative powers, In the second phase which
covers the years 1953.57, the frontiers of the .system were
extended, I would say that the system grew in width;
from industry it was Introduced for example to transport,
banking, trade organisations, and in 1955, 1956 and 1957,
a variety of the system was Introduced to social Insurance,
and cultural and educational Institutions. The third phase,
which started around 1957 was a big step forward; the powers
of the various bodies of workers' management were Increased.
In these last five or six years the organs of. workers' manage
meat were given real powers, real possibility to manage and
to control the process of production. The system has .grown
In depth,

According to present regulations within a factory, the
system of management has in fact four echelons.

Structure of Workers' Sella Ziovernment at the
Level of the Enterprise

1. The WorkLng Collective is vested with Important
management rights, According to the law on the Matgagement



of Enterprises of 1950 economic enterprises are "managed
by working collectives directly and through the workers'
councils as their representative body". All management
organs are accountable for their work to the working collec
live. The working collective exercises its ;management
rights in' two wayst first, through the general workers'
meeting, which has to be called by the workers' council
at least once in three months, second by means of referen
dum. Individual workers are also invited to give their
suggestions to the bodies of management,

2. The 'Workers' Council is the highest organ of
management in the enterprise. In working organisations
with less than 30 workers the whole collective constitutes
the workers' council. In larger enterprises it is elected,
annually 'by secret voting on the basis of the general, equal
and direct franchise of the voters.

According to the relevant regulations, the -fundamental
rights of the workers' councils are as follows:

to manage all the activities involved in production
(what goods and what quantities are to be produced, at what
prices ,and to whom they should be sold);

to decide hal net income of the enterprise should
be distributed between funds and earnings;

to decide-on the expansion and modernisation of
the enterprise;

to use and distribute the means accumulated in
the dePreciation fund;

etc,

to dismiss and employ now workers;

to determine internal organisation of the enterprise,

3. 1g.,-ernent Board, Composition: it is elected
by the workers and, In a way, it acts as the executive
organ of the council. Its competence:

it submits proposals to the workers' council which
concern matters within the exclusive competence of the council;

47.2==... a a
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It elaborates and implements the directives of
the workers* council in solving current economic, financial,
commercial and other matters with the exception of day to
day business which is the concern of the director;

it decides independently on. certain economic and
others matters as authorised by law and the regulations of
the enterprise.

The management board may have from 3 to 11 members,
including the director who is a member 'exofficio At least
threequartere of its members must be directly engaged in
production. The mandate of the board lasts one year.

4. The latest development has been in the direction
of transfering ,certain management rights to "economic units"
workshops in larger factories. In some matters economic
units" have the right of decision whilst in others their
deliberations have a consultative character. "Economic
units" consist of all employed persons in .a workshop.

5. The Director of the Ente rrLifse The Director
is appointed by the People's Committee of the municipality
on the basis of proposals made by a special commit/dos, one.
half of whose members are nominated by the workers' council
of the enterprise. concerned, and the other by the People's
Committee,

The Director "organises and supervises the work of
the enterprise in harmony with the decisions and directives
of the workers' council and management board and relevant
legal regulations. The Director. is at the same time (a)
"representative of the State" and (b) responsible for his work
to the organs of workers' selfmanagement.

What are the results? What the experience gained
so far? In some cases really great results and successes
have been achieved. in the process of bringing all the working
people in factories into the process of management, We
have in those enterprises. which have succeeded- a really
democratic structure of power, a democratic system of
management, But I am not "going to tell you this is so in
all Yugoslav factoring; on the contrary, we also have factories
and enterprises wlare the system still after ten roars does
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not work, Workers' councils, management boards and other
various commissions exist but they do not function as real
management. The main achievements, on the national basis,
are as follows:

democratisation of economic structure;

curbing and eliminating bureaucratic deformations
in social life;

high degree of identification of the worker with
the enterprise;

remarkable economic expansion in the last ten
years which has been greatly influenced and facilitated by
workers' selfgovernment;

greatly improved human relations in the place
of work,

Results of workers' selfgovernment have not, of course,
been the same in all enterprises or branches of national economy.
Practical experience shows that these results have usually been
better:

in larger than smaller enterprises, although there
are many important exceptions to this rule;

in industries with more stable labour force;

in industries which for technological and other reasons
do not have to be highly centralised. For example, railways
are a case of an industry which has to be centralised, or again
the system of distribution of electric energy which also has to
be highly centralised for technological reasons. These are
two industries where the system of workers' management does
not generally function as well as in, for example, various branches
of the metal and textile industries, etc.

Main Problems

Although in a general way the system of workers' self
government has succeeded in many fields, and has made con
siderable contribution to the social and economic progress of
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the country, it would be very mistaken to conclude that there
are no problems in our system of industrial management.
On the contrary* problems exist and Yugoslav scientists and
people directly engaged in the work of further development
of the system of workers' self...government have been, para.
cularly in the last few years, very busy analysing various
deficiencies and trying to eliminate them.

The first problem which we still encounter in many
cases is some confusion as to the functions and competences
of the several organs of management existing within every
enterprise. The system we have for the time being is rather
complicated. Each echelon, workers' collective, workers'
council, management board, director, and now lately -
economic units, has certain rights. These bodies and the
competences of various managerial bodies very often overlap.
So far, it is my opinion that we have not been able clearly to
define what is the function of council, management board and
director. General principles are quite clear; but these
principles are mostly so wide that they do allow for considerable
degree of difference in interpretation. This is the reason
why you have frequently conflicts as to who is competent to
do what, who has the right to make this or that decision.

Closely related to this i3 the problem of a certain
discrepancy between the formal and informal power structure
or decision-making structure within an enterprise. According
to the formal structures basic decisions are within the compe.
tence of the workers' council, next the management board, and
the director only implements these decisions and is responsible
for what we call day - today management. But in practice,
and I suppose this applies not only in Yugoslavia but in many
other countries, - there is a good deal of difference between
this formal and the informal power structure. In quite a
number of Yugoslav enterprises you have a situation in which
the most important decisions are not really made by the
workers' council but by informal groups. Some people in
Yugoslavia very often talk about a black three: the director,
secretary of the trade union and president of the workers'
council. These three discuss quite informally the issues
which are going to be discussed subsequently at the workers'
council meeting and, because of their relationships within the
particular factory, they are able to push through practically
all conclusions which they have arrived at in their informal
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closed meetings. This is a problem which exists in many
factories, In the last few years there has been some success
is overcoming these black troikas; powers of officials&
directors and heads of departments have been to some extent
reduced, and the powers of the workers' council and manage.
ment board have been increased.

Another problem has been the tendency for factories,
where the system is working well so far as participation of
workers and managers is concerned to "eat up" the funds;
a tendency to increase wages, to increase incomes at the
expense of investment. In a country with as low a standard
of living as Yugoslavia, and where the labour force in factories
consists, in most cases of 80 per cent, of people who have
only recently come from villages& this is not surprising.
But it is a problem which has been discussed in the last
year particularly and various suggestions have been made
as how to overcome it.

A big steelworks may decide to build an enormous
swimming pool, although the factory is located in a town which
has an extremely serious shortage of school classrooms.
In other cases beautiful hotels have been built around the
Adriatic coast "-here workers recover their energies but
too much of the resources have been devoted in the past
few years for this purpose.

Finally, as a result of the functioning of the system,
in many cases we have what are called nlocalisticn tendencies.
Communes, our basic political and territorial unit, have
developed a tendency to close themselves in, to build their
own industry, for their own purposes. As a result, in
the past few years, about 50 or 60 new timber industries
or enterprises have been built; much more than the country
needs and we are now discussing what to do with all these
industries because we obviously cannot sell all their products
to Italy or France or some other country. There has not
been enough coordination in the decision making process
and this has led to some of the well known difficulties of
the Yugoslav economy.

A final pornt I want to make is that, in order to
understand the system of workers' management in Yugoslavia
one has to grasp the fact that it is only part of a wider social
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and economic structure. The whole structure has been
geered to this principle of social self government. As an
example I will quote you one of the first provisions, included
in the draft of the new Constitution of Yugoslavia which is
being widely discussed. It reads:

"The foundation of the social-seconomic
organisation of Yugoslavia comprises free
associated labour with the means of produce.
tion and other socially owned means . of
labour, and self government of the working
people in production and distribution of the
social product in the working organisation
and the community.

"The right of the citizen to participate in
social selfgovertunent is inalienable."

(The Constitution of the Federal Socialist
Republic of Yugoslavia A Preliminary
Draft, articles 6, 36).

(This lecture was delivered originally in English)



MOBILISATION OF MANPOWER

by L. Snyder

Manpower mobilisation is a very interesting subject
but also extremely complex and those of you who followed
the discussions at the International Labour Conference in
1962 will be fully aware of the many points that the problem
as a whole can raise.

The picture that comes to the mind of the average
person when one talks about manpower mobilisation, is,
would suggest, that of swarms of workers on vast earth
moving projects, building large dams, canals and roads
through the intensive application of ordinary manual labour.
I think also that in recent years more and more people have
begun to look upon this with a certain degree of sympathy
because what is happening in many of the developing countries,
is that industrialisation is absorbing a very small portion
of the labour force and for the most part the people in the
working population are left aside in the industrialising
process, And I think to most of us this is rather repugnant.
It is probably the same reaction that we had in the Indus»
trialioed countries during the great depression of the 1930:s
when a whole island of unemployed people were left completely
outside the mainstream of the economic life of a cor:ntry,
existing on relief or relief works projects, We are
recognising more and more the need to bring all sections
of the population into the development process,

Briefly, what is the problem? It is clear that the
amount of capital that the developing countries are going to
get from external sources is not going to be sufficient to
meet their needs and that they ,must in fact find ways of
utilising to the maximum the resources which they posc.iss
in greatest abundance, in other words, their human resources.
Many countries are trying to find ways of mobilising their
manpower; particularly the newly independent countries of
Africa, But the question is still open as to how most effec
tively to organise such work, To some extent the various
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schemes, have relied upon direct or indirect forms of
compulsion and it is for this reason that the meeting of
the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions
and Recommendations in their report to the 32nd Session
of the Conference last year called attention to the danger
that many of these schemes presented: The I. L, 0., thus,
is really interested from two standpoints not only from
the standpoint of providing employment but also in relation
to the instruments adopted by the Conference, particularly
as they concern human rights.

I shall not attempt to weigh the pros and cons of
compulsory and voluntary schemes, but would rather follow
the suggestion put forward by the Committee of Experts in
their report. You may be aware that they recommended
that the should conduct research into "methods which
without involving recourse to compulsion will enable msminium
use of available labour".

The problem was discussei at some length in the
Conference last year and the Director.General In replying
to the debate stated that "We have not put sufficient efforts
and thought into this; and we must try to make good the
time we have already lost in a rapidly moving and changing
situation." Since then the Office has been carrying out
further research. Missions have been undertaken, parti
cularly in Africa, to endeavour to see more clearly the
implications of the schemes which are in operation.

The programme for unemployed youth that has been
followed in the Congo (Brazzaville) I think would be particularly
interesting to look at in some detail, I do not present
this as a model scheme but as one which shows the ramie
fications and complexities of organising and carrying out
a programme of this particular kind. The Congo was con-
fronted with the problems familiar to most of the other
countries of the region: the flight of the youth to the towns,
the decreasing attraction of agriculture as a way of life,
complete lack of qualifications on the part of the youth, most
of whom were early schooleavers, insufficient employment
opportunities in the towns, and of course, the social and
even political. danger of such a situation.
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The government considered three possible approaches
to the problem: first, they looked at the possibility of pro -
viding temporary employment by public bodies on roadwork,
particularly maintenance, etc. Secondly they considered the
possibility of incorporating the young persons into permanent
labour formations for major work schemes on highway%
bridges, dams, and similar longerterm types of projects
requiring substantial investment, Thirdly, they looked at
the possibility of establishing a more complex service which
would constitute a real rescue, rehabilitation and resettle-
ment effort in coping with the problem of unemployed youth.

They considered that the first solution that of
short-term works in the cities as temporary, and that it
would not in any way go to the hoart of the problem, That
it would, in fact, perhaps aggravate it in that the young
people employed in this way would become almost a permanent
"*coup of unemployed relying on relief works and liable to layoff
from one day to the next, depending on the availability of
finance.

The second possibility utilising' permanent labour
formations for major collective undertakings, organising them
to some extent in a pare-military service as has been done
in other countries, had certain attractions but also did not
properly go to the heart of the problem. So the government
acted on the third proposed solution. But in doing so they
realised that they had embarked upon a programme of some
complexity and they set up a study group which would prepare
the necessary legislation, choose the various sites for the
projects, and map-out precisely what the objectives would be
and what methods would be used. At the same time they
established a staff college with the help of experts from France
to train the cadres to put the scheme into effect. They
realised that if a scheme of any magnitude were to be carried
out the first major step would be to train the people who would
supervise the young persons taken into the Civic Youth Service,
They conceived that the first year of activity would be devoted
almost entirely to the rehabilitation of the young men. I
was most struck by the emphasis given to the need to re-
educate, to reinvigorate you might say, the young unemployed.
Before starting formal training they give training in physical
education, some basic practical training to openup further
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possibilities for vocational education, and in the process they
sort out those young people whom they consider to be parti
culark, qualified as potential leaders.

The scheme was originally considered as compulsory
but it is important to note that for the first 250 places avail.
able 1,600 applications were received. Actually, the whole
problem of forced or obligatory labour, really disappears
when the young persons enlisted in these schemes are provided
with opportunities for education, training and. employment.
As a result the report 1 the symposium on this item of
civil works schemes for youth made two major recommenda
tit= they recommend that they be organised on a voluntary
principle and secondly they underline the importance of
ensuring the resettlement and placement of the young persons
on the termination of the work. It should be emphasised,
however, that when young people are taken into youth services
a this kind and in effect given a higher standard of riving
for a certain period of times care must be taken to see that
they are placed in employment in line with their training and
their attributes otherwise the problem is being aggravated.

Thus far I have been talking about manpower schemes
for unemployed youth which we have described in some detail
in the article which appeared in the September 1962 issue of
the International Labour Review In our research we have also
been studying the more general schemes of manpower mobili
tuition. While these schemes are aimed primarily at economically
productive work, they have the same effect as the youth schemes
in mopping up underemployed or unemployed persons. While
it may be difficult to distinguish at times the extent to which
such schemes are voluntary, they are usually most successful
when the workers are motivated by a desire to participate in
the development process and to carry out projects for the common
good.

Some of these schemes have been primarily local, others
have been on a national scale. I think that the experience in
Morocco, which has been somewhat in between and confined
primarily to three provinces, is of very great intermit. The
appeal of the Moroccan scheme is that they have managed to
carry it out in such a way as to enlist the support of the man
on the land. in the local community, and to do it on a voluntary
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basis where he is happy to contribute his work for a nominal
sum plus an allotment of food, made available in this case
by the United States in the form of grain. They have
carried out some remarkable work, The projects for the
most part have consisted of irrigation, the planting of citrus
and olive trees, the building of small dams, the building of
canals, of roads in some cases larger than just local
roads and in each case works which are aimed at the good
of the local community. It is interesting that in some cases
the work that has been carried out has been Actually superior
to that which might have been doom by a central ministry of
public works in that the local people, Waffler with conditions
of the soil, with the behaviour of the natural resources of the
area, are able to construct and to build more realistically
than the engineers. They have had this experience, for
example, in constructing' slain dams, One dam, in a parti
cular.area, was designed and built by the local people, while
another dam not far removed, was built by the engineers of
the central public works department, In observing the work
of the engineers, the local people said that the dam would not
hold when the first real flood tide came and they were right.
The engineers had not been familiar with the flow of the water
in the particular stream and had not buttressed sufficiently
a particular part of the dam, it washed out while the dam
that the local people constructed stood the strain. This
same experience has been duplicated in other types of work
whin% canals that have had to be cemented up and dug, in
some caves underground, in some.cases even going under other
streams, have been done entirely by the local people using
nothing more than the average type of tool with no mechani
Nation,

I referred to the Morocco experience in some detail
because one of the criticisms very often levelled at these
schemes such as this is that. they are uneconomic and undertaken
purely to provide "made work",

I would like to refer' to one more example which is
to be implemented for Pakistan, within the framework of a
Special Fund Project which the L 14.0. is carrying out in tho
field of manpower 'planning, The 'purpose of the project is
to assist the Government of Pakistan to plan' and coordinate
a broad programme for the development and utilisation of human
resources in relation to economic development,. including the
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establishment of a Civil Works Board to determine the
means of employing surplus manpower. It is envisaged
that two major types of projects will be undertaken. Under
the firs: category they would be setting up projects men.
tially of the same type as I talked about in relation to
Morocco. Whey would differ from localicty to locality but
would be aimed in each case at creating Iomething of
immediate value and use in the local communities, Dins.
trations are the construction of small canals

e
minor brie .

gallon works, embankments, destining and maintenance of
canals, tree planting, development of wood lots, construction
of small schools, dispensaries, graineries, community
wells, water supply projects and local roads. For the
most part they envisage that the labour working on this
type of project aimed at doing something for the local
community* would be drawn from the community .essentially
an a voluntary basis. The other type of project would be
of wider scope and would include irrigation and flood control
schemes drainage and reclamation of saline and water.
logged lands, soil conservation, afforestation and major
road development projects. On this type of project they
would pay a certain nominal wage. In this sohoms as
under the Moroccan scheme, it is envisaged that surplus
foods, in this case wheat, made available under Public
Law 480 of the United States, would be made in part.
payment of she workers on the projects.

I have presented these concrete examples of man.
power mobilisation schemes to give you some idea of the
developments that are taking place. I do not thick that
we here in the Office can draw definitive conclusions about
exactly how they should be organised. I would hope that
certain guiding principles will eventually emerge from our
research which may be of practical use to the developing

The main. point I would make in closing is that at
first consideration the establishment of manpower mobilisation
schemes may appear to be a fairly easy and a rapid way of
absorbing unemployment and underemployment in the develop.
Ins countries, When examined more closely, however, they
are seen to involve many problems of both a technical and
practical nature, None. of the problems can be considered
in isolation. They have to be attacked on a broad front.
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Consideration has to be given to the human rights aspects,
to organisation and finance, to incentives and to the provision
of training and education and a sense of civic responsibility
at the whole range of activities that are involved if such
schemes are actually to be made effective.

(This lecture Wan delivered originally in English)



SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATIONAL

PLANNINe

by R. Girod

The concept of educational planning is one that has
caught on very quickly. Hardly more than ten years ago
it was familiar only to planners in communist countries, and
besides, even in these countries, educational. planning was
relatively unimportant in relation to economic planning, par-
ticularly that of heavy industry. Today a great deal of
attention is paid to this subject throughout the world.

U. N. E. S. C. O., for instance, is sponsoring the
application of three vast aid programmes for, educational
planning in Africa, Asia and Latin America.4

Recently the 0.E. C. D. organised a meeting of West
European and North American experts to discuss the problems
of-the harmonisation of educational investment and other prob-
lems concerning economic and social policy. 2 Similar
problems were alio discussed during the Third Conference
of European Education 1Winisters.3 Finally, the XXVth
International Conference on Education (Geneva 1962), after
detailed discussion, issued a recommendition on educational
planning.4 Passed unanimously by the 90 participating

1 Planning of teaching in Asia, U. N. E. S. C. 0, /ED/194,
August 1962, 34 p.; Conference on education and economic

and social development in South America, U. N.E. S. C. 0. /12C/
PRG/M, 24 August 1962, 12 p.; Meeting of Ministers of
African countries participating in the Addis Ababa plan (for
educational planning in Africa), U. N.E. S. C. 0. /ED/19l.
237 p., March 1962.

2 Washington Conference 16.20 October 1901, on
economic growth and educational investment (several brochures
published).

3 This conference took place in Rome, October 1962.

4 XXVth International Conferanee on Public Education:
1903. General report and recommendations, Pub. no. 245,
International Bureau of Education, 183 p., Geneva 1962.
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countries, it lays down the principles of educational
planning. For the conference itself the Bureau of Inter-
national Education made a study of present pglicy relating
to educational planning in different countries. Seventy.
five countries completed a questionnaire on this subject.
The study shows that there is a tendency to rationalise
educational practice in relation to general policies aiming
at a higher standard of living. Although varying very
widely in degree and application such policies are quite
general. But in many cases aims are not put into practice
and planning remains more theoretical than effective.
However, in spite of this, genuine and important achieve
ments are not lacking, and, in any case, the concept is
now generally accepted.

Without entering into discussion of the various kinds
of educational planning, and the results that have been obtained
so far, this lecture will attempt to outline the main causes
for the rapid development of this concept. These can be
divided into two principle groups: those which work in depth
and have created the conditions under which educational
planning has gradually evolved, and those that more directly
explain the present success of such ideas. There is a con-
siderable imbalance between the educational demands of the
society, and the so called "natural" development of the
educational system itself. The causes have themselves
revealed this situation and at the same time made it possible)
in the most widely differing political rigimes, to adopt
methods which, to a certain extent, permit control of the
development process.

1. Definitions

A U. N. E. S. C. 0. publication2 says that the planning
of education implies a concept of growth "not as an automatic
process which has only to be primed by regular renewal of
resources, but as implying options and priorities established
according to objective forecasts". This definition it particu-
larly valuable because it embraces all the present 2onas
of educational planning, whether imperative or indicative,
whether on a local, national or international scale, whether
autonomous or alternatively, integrated in general planning
schemes for economic and social developnent, But it should

1
Educational planning! a comparative study of education.

Pub. no. 241, International Bureau of Education, Geneva, left
2 U.N. E. S. C. O. Bulletir, May 1612, on "Educational

Planning in the World", p. 173.
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be pointed out that the forecasts and options alluded
to in the quotation are not related simply to the facts
of education itself. They are concerned mainly to provide
the necessary conditions for an Improvement in the general
standard of living. It is necessary to recognise this close
link with social and economic planning in order fully to
understand the significance of educational planning. A
programme destined simply to develop the school system,
designed and carried out within that framework, does not
really come under the heading of educational planning.
Besides, planning implies more than simple forecasting:
it calls for concerted programmes, and, at the least, the
definition of objectives. As far as is possible, both
plans as well as analyses and forecasts are expressed
in statistical form.

Briefly than, the major characteristics of educational
planning ars a methodical programme for the growth of the
educational system, defined in terms of general policita for
economic and social growth, as a result of quantitative studies.

2. Basic Reasons

The basic reasons for the present day development of
the concept of planning are long standing. They embrace a
whole group of factors resulting from demographic, economic,
political and cultural changes since the beginning of the
industrial revolution. These have created both new needs
and new means.

One of the most obvious of these factors is the
growth of the population as a result of Ile fall in the death
rate, and the increasing concentration of this population in
urban agglomerations. This in turn is related*to the
development of trades: there are increasingly fewer agri-
cultural producers in relation to the growing number of
industrial workers, and, particularly in the higher stages
of development, of workers in tertiary sectors.

Urban and Industrial life give rile to educational
needs that the old system of oral transmission of popular
culture from one generation to another no longer satisfies.
Neither can the modern farming population do without teaching.
As a result there has been a considerable growth in the
educational needs of the population. Happily the means
to meet this need are provided by economic growth, in
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small amounts to begin with (during the period of the
building up of the industrial infrastructure, largely
corresponding to the 19th century in Europe), subsequently
in greater quantities.

Both family incomes and collective resources have
grown. The age at which a child goes out to work has
been progressively pushed back, 4so that he can benefit
from schooling. And as material conditions within the
family improve, the sights of ambition fon the children's
future tend to be raised. Efforts are made to see that
they get the education which will allow them to climb the
social ladder by a rung or two. Except in times of acute
crisis this upward movement is relatively easy because of
the structural changes which the industrial revolution has
brought about (growth of industry and the tertiary sector,
as well as the townd, The Western world was the first
to benefit from these phenomena, but, as industrial
civilisation develops, similar transformitions are taking
place throughout the world.

Mention should also be made of important changes
in the political, practical, scientific and administrative
fields.

The steady process of transfer of power to the mass
of the population, has permitted increasing pressure on
social policy towards the practical achievement of the best
things that life has to offer beginning with culture. At
the same time the tendency towards resignation, a general
characteristic of the working mentality in traditional
society, has been replaced by a more aggressive attitude.
Modern man .believes to the need and the ability progressively
to improve his lot: prugress for him has become normal,
and he no longer believes that the son must follow.in his
father's footsteps -just as the days and the years succeed
each other.

Besides, more recently modern man has realised
that the progress he desires can be speeded up through
social policies tending to put aside for investment a certain
portion of the product of collective labour, with a view to
improving the general studard of living in five, ten or twenty
years' time The tendency to "capitalise" work, which
existed first of all esly in.oertain.classes of the population,
is becoming more fiairrat. This is more or less the
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thesis of Pierre Baudet in his book on French planning
experience) in which he maintains that men realise that
the better future which they hope for is no longer individual
but collective in character. He adds that realisation
of this aim is seen as dependent more and more upon a
common and present effort. The idea is of a developing
world in which, the future depends .upon the present general
situation, and the possibilities for development arise as a
result of the substitution of individual behaviour on a
day to day basis for conscious, collective and directed
action, with a view to assuring a progressively brighter
future.

1

The growth of science puts into the hands of
administrators the tools with which. to extend and rationalise
their work. This is the age of large-scale. organisations,
undertakings, trusts, international economic agreements,
the developing public sector and so on, The orientation
of such complexes can be directed, to .a certain extent by
a relatively small number of people. In any case it
is easier to direct systems of this kind than the former
far less concentrated market, in which public enterprises,
in their early stages, were insignificant. To many it
would seem that the people who control these large organi-
sations, the bureaucrats 'and technocrats, are the real
ruling class of Modern industrial society, whether socialist
or non-socialist in form. , Because of its interests and its
training this clue is attracted by the idea of rational. policies
destined to raise the standard of living. The policy itself
assures and consolidates the inherent .progress, through a
further strengthening of the network of large organisations,
and by encouraging the tendency of the. mass of the popula-
tion to become incr-aitabLisly less interested in politics,
to give the leaders a free hand in exchange for real improve-
ment in living standarde..

It should be noted, besides, that it was in the thirties,
at a time or grave economic crisis, that, both in the Soviet
Union and in the Western, world, the State as an entity first
undertook the elaboration of large-scale planning. Clearly
this vas done in different *ways according to the differing
political rigimSs: there is a 'wide historical range stretching
froth Stalin's aye-year plans to Roosevelt's "new deal", with
Hitler's economic mobilisation of Germany somewhere in
between. Since that time these experiments have been
extended particularly during the second world war (war econemien)

1 Paris, 237 pp. , 1956, p. 25-26.
.4011=11111111
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and its aftermath (reconstruction, the Marshall Plan, etc.
Such plans have allowed for the increasingly systematic
application of modern economic and social science in
order to direct national effort at least in the major
sectors in terms of general objectives defined by the
government. This tendency has become steadily stronger
and finally resulted in present day forms of planning,
ranging from communist over -all plans, which vary quite
widely from one socialist country to another, - to
development programmes for underdeveloped countries,
and the decentralised and indirect economic and socjal
planning, - sometimes highly effective - of the American
pattern. There are also various intermediary forms
used in different countries, particularly in France where
planning, though centralised, and global, is largely indirect.

The East.West conflict places increasing emphasis
on these various planning programmes, since by the very
logic of the competition the protagonists in the cold war
are forced to work out ways of avoiding crises at home,
and, as far as possible, to further successful economic
and social policies both in their own c_ountries and with
their allies.

Since 1945 international organisations, whether world-
wide or regional, have played a considerable part in the
support of planning, by increasing the interchange of ideas
between specialists, by facilitating comparative studies of
different policies, and by spreading in a thousan4 different
ways the idea of accelerated social and economic progress
through large-scale governmental and inter-governmental
programmes. It is significant that in Asia, Africa, Latin
America and in Europe, international organisations are active
in their promotion of educational planning, which in turn
is linked to larger programmes aimed at greater rationali-
sation and co- ordination of economic and social policies in
different countries.

State schools offer an excellent basis for planning
since the public authority has total control over them. But
it is also true that in those countries where private schools
exist in large numbers, these are usually in practice semi-
public.
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3, Immediate Causes

In most countries many of the elements which have
been outlined so far existed for quite some time before the
idea of planning the growth of educational institutions took
shape. Lot us now examine how _this idea evolved. We
can distinguish systematically three distinct cases: that
0'1 communist countries, that of North American and Wester-
turopean countries, and that of the countries, broadly
speaking, in the underdeveloped regions. Groupings of
this kind are very crude, and it would really be more
suitable to examine the separate case of each country.
Although many of these basic causes have been influential
in all countries, in some respects their effects are
different according to the economic conditions, the political
and social structures ad the general way of life of each
individual country.

In the Soviet Union economic planning hae -in theory
been operative since 1917. But it was only towards the
year MO- that general large -scale programmes were put
into operation. There was a greet need to make up the
prevailing fOod shortages and to .push ahead with industriali-
sation and the collectivisation of agriculture. In the .Soviet
plans of that time education was only of secondary importance,
but nevertheless a. very -large number of -schools were
built in the Soviet Union. . Subsequently, with the menace- of
Nazi aggression, Soviet planning took on the aspect of
intensive preparation for war. Later came the period
of war and then that of reconstruction. And it is only
in the last ten years or so that the educational and cultural
objectives inherent-in the building of communism have
assumed high priority in Soviet pluming. One of the ob-
jectives of present long-term Soviet planning is to transform-
cultural .activity in a concrete- sense,- and make it available
for an,. . This is the -long-term objective that Premier
Khruschev associated with the educational reforms begun
in 1958. This means that raising the general standard
of education of the entire population has become- one of the
general aims of Soviet policy. But it is at the same time
one of the ways, in which this policy is carried out since
the recent educational reforms are designed to increase
the available number of 'cadres' and highly qualified workers
in relation to the needs implicit in the implementation
of the plari's industrial, social and scientific programmes.
This need to increase the number of qualified workers and
technicians to make full use of production potential is



universally recognised, ate will be seen when we turn
to the situation of the Western world and the under-
developed countries.

Particularly interesting in this respect is the Soviet
reply to the questionnaire of the International Bureau of
Education, which includes the following passage:

"The development of socialist production as
the economic basis of Soviet society is incon-
ceivable without provision for the training of
highly qualified technicians, and without raising
the cultural and technical st andards of the
entire working class."1

The educational planner is expected as far as possible to
speed up this cultural and technical improvement without
which the Soviet Unions according to its leaders, would
not be able to pursue the building of a new, and, in their
eyes, superior society. Give and take a few verbal
nuances, this is also what the West calls the need for
greater efforts in "human investment". Since 1945
Soviet planning techniques have been adapted to the needs
of different countries within the communist bloc.

In Western Europe and in the United States, advanced
specialists already recognised the need for educational planning
at the time of the great depression. However, a whole
section of public opinicn and many political leaders called
for a reduction in the number of secondary school pupils
and university students, as a means of combatting the con-
siderable unemployment among the intellectuals. This
simplistic solution was opposed by others who, on the contrary,
advocated an increase iri higher education coupled with
measures to prevent further crowding of 'dead-end' profes-
sions, and programmes to encourage young people to enter
expanding professions. Mr. Walter Kotschnig'S book
published in 1937 as a result of a study undertaken under
the auspices of the International Bureau of Education,
expresses this idea very clearly. Briefly his argument

1 Op. cit., p. 179.
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is the following:

(a) Non..manual unemployment does not arise from a
saturation of needs but from a temporary economic
situation (in fact the number of doctors, teachers
and engineers falls far short of real needs if com-
pared with the number of sick people, of children
and of factories which should be built).

(b) Increase in secondary school and university atten-
dance cannot be 1-alted because it stems from the
general development of industrial society (greater
sense of equality, urbanisation, changes in profession,
rising living standards, the development of bureaucracy,
the changing status of women, etc.).

(c) The answer is to plan education in terms of the
new needs of a society in transformation.' Planning
would aim first of all at an increase in the availability
of better educational techniques for the mass of
children, because this is a good thing in itself
and also because the collective production potential
will also in this way be put to better use through
the increase in the number of specialists capable
of reviving activity in the more valuable sectors.

This kind of thinking gained ground relatively quickly
in several Western countries and after the interruption
of the war and the immediate post war period, it became
clearly dominant. From 1960 onwards educational planning
was accepted throughout the Western world as the key to the
solution of problems raised by the "bulge" of school-age
population. But in practice educational planning still has
far to go. The success of this concept is due largely to
the fact that its protagonists among the younger generation
now occupy influential poritions. To them making culture
available to all, and the large-scale organisation of activities,
including education, are commonplace, whereas these same
ideas would have terrified their forerunners in office.

1 Walter 114. Kotschnigs 'Unemployment in the Learned
Professions: an international study of occupational and
educations/ planning, 1937, pp. 347.
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But there are other reasons for this success.
Doubtless one of the principle ones is that of competition
with the .communist bloc; competition which in the intellec.
tual sphere has become more acute since the launching of
the first sputnik. The effects that Russian experiments of
this kind have had on Western educational policies and on
technical and scientific aid are still very considerable. The
Western world suddenly saw that its hitherto unchallenged
position of leader in these fields was no longer valid. The
Soviet Union had caught up with them and was even surging
ahead. The West intends to make up the lost ground as
rapidly as possible.

I-

The following text makes this quite clear:
ft it is realised increasingly that

education is a means of ensuring economic growth,
which, since the end of the war, has become one
of the main objectives of national policies throughout
the world. In underdeveloped countries economic
development alone provides the answer to the prob-
lem of raising the standards of living. In
industrial countries it is the main sphere of com-
petition, the symbol of the ability of various
political systems to overcome their ec onomic and
social problems. Competition has become even
greater since the Soviet Union issued a challenge
to the West on this specific point
The importance given to education in the Soviet
planrkiag of production has certainly been one of the
iraportant reasons for the general re-evaluation in
Western countries of the role of education in economic
and social development."1

There are other major reasons for the manifest
interest of Western countries for educational planning. These are :
economic prosperity; the high birthrate in the immediate post-war
years, the high rates of voluntary school attendance, the shortage
of 'cadres' and the realisation of the value of human investment,
the need to popularise university studies, specialist research,
etc. Something should be said about each one of these points.

1 Sel for instance, 'The Determinants and Consequences
of Population Trends, United Nations, 404 pages, 1953, p. 83.
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Circumstances which are nc: yet clearly understood
resulted in a reversal of the fundamental trends of Western
economy between the years 1935 and 1945; stagnation was
replaced by expansion in all sectors.

This change was experienced too, as far as demo-
graphic growth is concerned. The birthrate increased,
marriages tended to be more numerous and take place earlier,
resulting in a considerable increase in the number of births.
In France the annual number of births rose from 650,000 in
1945 to around 830,000 in 1960. In the United States the
annual number of births rose from a pre -war average of 2.2
million to 4.2 million in the 1960 period. Other Western
countries experienced similar increases. Under a system
of compulsory schooling more births mean more schoolchildren.
Hence the need for school building programmes, and the training
of teachers. It is clear that under these circumstances sooner
or later plans based on forecasts will have to be adopted.

A further phenomenon which also lends itself to fore-
casting is the rise in voluntary attendance of higher and non-
compulsory educational establishments. Since 1950 this rate
has been rising in relation to what it was in the period 1930-1950.
In the United States, where before the war approximately half
of the total school-age population attended secondary school,
the proportion is now approximately three-quarters. In France
in 1930 only one child in ten had the possibility of continuing
his education at this level, now the proportion is nearly one
in two. The percentage of university students has also gone
up, but to a lesser extent. But even here, such increase
as there is (an average of 4-5 per cent. of each age group
compared with an average of 2-3 per cent. in the 1920's in most
European countries), although insufficient in relation to needs,
is causing a revolution in academic circles, where the increase
is spoken of as a 'tide' or 'invasion'. In fact these are only
the first and clement indications of a phenomenon which will
surely progress in time to its logical conclusion: the extension
of higher education to the entire population.

As long as collective resources were not even sufficient
to ensure a vital minimum for the mass of the population,
this aim seemed utopian, but it is becoming less so in countries
which are nearing the stage of economic prosperity or affluence
in Galbraithian terms. This is, to differing degrees, the case
of the most advanced Western countries. Analyses made of
this type of economy are well known. The principle conclusion
of such studies is that, with the exception of certain distressed
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areas (decadent rural regions, slum areas etc.), the large
majority of the population has acquired a considerable degree
of well-being. Only a certain portion of the national effort
is necessary to produce the really positive elements of this
level of existence. The rest is wasted in useless activities
which are sometimes even harmful. Leaving aside war produc-
tion which calls for special analysis, such activities consist
in the sale of useless articles through obsessive publicity,
the production of noisy vehicles, of various kinds of ultra.
sophisticated drinks, and of amusements which appeal only
to the baser instincts, etc. By comparison certain sectors
are neglected although they are of capital importance for the
progress of civilisation. These generally speaking are those
which are put into the hands of the State, and semi.- public
bodies: public health, social security, highway improvement,
education, scientific research, etc. The only valid function
of the parasf tic branches of our economy is that they provide
incomes for those who are employed in them. In spite of
some recessions Western countries have been going through
a period of expansion during the last 15 years. Productive
capacity has continued to increase not only through technical
innovation but through greater capital resources, open markets,
in fact everything which leaves the way open for free initiative.
But it is clear that one of the aims of economic and social
policy which is being increasingly emphasised (the actions of
'the Kennedy administration are highly significant in this
sense), is the need to prevent as far as possible the growth
of this vast "wasted" sector, and to encourage the development
of activities which have a public value, particularly educational
services.

The growth in production potential in the Western world
is one of the main causes of the great need for an increasing
number of individuals capable of carrying out administrative
and executive function?.

In relation to the tasks which are now technically and
eclonomically possible, highly qualified manpower is in short
supply. This is true in all expanding specialist branches,
including most professions which call for technical, commercial
or university studies Tether than apprenticeship in the usual
sense of the term. According to studies made in Switzerland,
it has been estimated that the economy of the country could
make use of twice the number of specialists, than the number
turned out by the various establishments for higher education.
It is likely that, given a similar st4,te of development, this
proportion holds true in other countries.
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It is surely clear that given such conditions expenditure
on education amounts to investment of the greatest economic
importance. hence .the, increasing emphasis on the value of
educational investment. Formerly school expenditure was
written off as a lose Le the same way as various other forms
of public expenditure, since it. did not bring in profits in
the usual sense of the term. Today this attitude is. being
abandoned little by little. The ability of communities to
work intelligently as a. group and to find reasonable solutions
to social problems now appears as a decisive factor- in the
improvement of their wellbeing. This .ability is growing.
In other words it is itself a function of teaching, technical
training. in fact of education. Together with. the scientist
and the organiser, the school teacher has suddenly become
one of the key figurer in Western theories of development.
A whole economic edifice is being formed in relation to edu
cation, in an attempt to increase human investment, to direct
people's careers in terms of needs, and to develop productivity.

Educational systems as we know them in the West
have been gradually built up piece by piece over a long period.
They bear the stamp of a period in which the gap between the
cultivated individual and the mass of the people was quite
wide. Behind a seemingly modern facade these systems
continue to compartmentalise into schools for the ilite, schools
for the middle classes and schools for the general population.
To the extent that such a system is left to its own organisational
laws it tends to perpetuate inequalities which are in contradiction
with the present day concept of democracy. It is for this
reason that there have been many attempts to breathe new
principles into these old mechanisms of social selection, to
influence the ordinary course of every day schooling, in terms
again of the objectives; in this case the objective of equal
opportunity. To this must be added the general improvement
of the educational system, and the aim of greater productivity.

The last factor which I wish to mention is the improve
meat in analytical methods applied to economic and social
situations, to forecasts and operational calculations. In the
attempt to rationalise their programmes statesmen and public
administrators can now make use of a whole range .of methods
which their forerunners did not have: polls, Leontief iintput output'
tables, national accountancy, electronic programming machines
and calculators, etc.



Western countries, having realise that their present
schooling methods are not satisfactory for the attainment of
economic, cultural and social objectives, at the same time,
have together a remarkable group of specialists in economic
and social sciences. They naturally tend therefore to develop
programmes to stimulate their educational z7stems. Steady
and rational development is replacing haphazard and slow
growth.

In the underdeveloped countries the main problem
concerning educational policy remains the struggle against
illiteracy. But in spite of this and given an entirely
different stage of economic development in much more diffi-
cult circumstances, all the problems mentioned above also
exist. Available resources instead of being abundant are
extremely rare. The difficulty, in this case, is to establish
criteria according to which it is possible to apportion in a
rational economic manner, investment destined for educational
purposes and investment destined for development of the vital
sectors of agriculture, industry, etc.

In the underdeveloped countries the influence of
international organisations is considerable especially as far
as thinking favourable to the concept of educational planning
is concerned. Technical assistance missions, expert meetings
and higher training programmes in this respect all deserve
special mention. They give an outline of the needs of certain
groups of countries and suggest practical solutions to meet these
needs.

This lecture was delivered originally in French.
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It is surely clear that given such conditions expenditure
on education amounts to investment of the greatest economic
importance, hence the increasing emphasis on the value of
educational investment. Formerly school expenditure was
written off as a loss in the same way as various other forms
of public expenditure, since it. did not bring in profits in
the usual sense of the term. Today this attitude is being
abandoned little by little. The ability of communities to
work intelligently as a. group and to find reasonable solutions
to social problems now appears as a decisive factor- in the
improvement of their wellbeing. This ability is growing.
In other words it is itself a function of teaching, technical
training, in fact of education. Together with the scientist
and the organiser, the school teacher has suddenly become
one of the key figures in Western theories of development.
A whole economic edifice is being formed in relation to edu-
cation, In an attempt to increase human investment, to direct
people's careers in terms of needs, and to develop productivity.

Educational systems as we know them in-the West
have been gradually built up piece by piece over a long period.
They bear the stamp of a period in which the gap between the
cultivated individual and the mass of the people was quite
wide. Behind a seemingly modern facade these systems
continue - to compartmentalise into schools for the 4lite, schools
for the middle clasaez «rad cchc-^1., for the general population.
To the extent that such a system is left to its own organisational
laws it tends to perpetuate inequalities which are in contradiction
with the present day concept of democracy. It is for this
reason that there have been many attempts to breathe new
principles into these old mechanisms of social selection, to
influence the ordinary course of every day schooling, in terms
again of the objectives; in this case the objective of equal
opportunity. To this must be added the general improvement
of the educational system. and the aim of greater nroductivity.

The last factor which I wish to mention is the improve
meat in analytical methods applied to economic and social
situations, to forecasts and operational calculations. In the
attempt to rationalise their programmes statesmen and public
administrators can now make use of a whole range of methods
which their forerunners did not have: polls, Leontief 'intput-output'
tables, national accountancy, electronic programming machines
and calculators, etc.
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Western countries, having realise that their present
schooling methods are not satisfactory for the attainment of
economic, cultural and social objectives, at the same time,
have together a remarkable group of specialists in economic
and social sciences. They naturally tend therefore to develop
programmes to stimulate their educational systems. Steady
and rational development is replacing haphazard and slow
growth.

In the underdeveloped countries the main problem
concerning educational policy remains the struggle against
illiteracy. But in spite of this, and given an entirely
different stage of economic development in much more diffi-
cult circumstances, all the problems mentioned above also
exist. Available resources instead of being abundant are
extremely rare. The difficulty, in this case, is to establish
criteria according to which it is possible to apportion in a
rational economic manner, investment destined for educational
purposes and investment destined for development of the vital
sectors of agriculture, industry, etc.

In the underdeveloped countries the influence of
international organisations is considerable especially as far
as thinking favourable to the concept of educational planning
is concerned. Technical assistance missions, expert meetings
and higher training programmes in this respect all deserve
special mention. They give an outline of the needs of certain
groups of countries and suggest practical solutions to meet these
needs.

This lecture was delivered originally in French.


